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ABSTRACT
This thesis discusses the syntax of the sentences, clauses and 
phrases of the Amavatura, an early Sinhalese prose work. The 
syntactical features sire illustrated under six main titles that constitute 
the six chapters of the present work.
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the Amavatura. A comprehensive 
account is given here of its author, the subject matter, style and the 
main lexical features.
Chapter 2 makes an investigation of the characteristic features 
regarding the arrangement of the constituents of the sentences, particularly 
in comparison with Pali constructions.
Chapter 3 deals with the syhtax of the finite verb. The verbs are 
categorized into two main classes to exemplify some morphological features.
A brief mention is made of mood and the striking features concerning tense 
and collocation. The syntactical relation between the noun and the 
verb is illustrated under the categories transitive, intransitive and 
causative verb of which the last is explained as a possible derivative of 
the first two.
Chapter k deals with non-verbal elements that constitute the 
predicate.
Chapter 5 introduces the syntax of various non-finite verbal forms, 
touching briefly on their main morphological features. These verbal forms 
are illustrated under four categories, namely participles, conditionals, 
absolutives and concurrents.
Chapter 6 concerns the syntax of subordinate clauses in relation 
with the main sentence.
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INTRODUCTION
The present study is basically devoted to the analysis of the
sentence structure in the Amavatura. Special attention is paid to
certain constructions with characteristic features. Their Pali
counterparts are often quoted for comparison.
The syntax of the noun is not discussed separately, but the striking
features are pointed out in almost all the chapters. The case relations^
sire often referred to in Chapter 3 and 5, for a discussion of the syntactical
features of the verbal forms invariably involves the syntax of nouns too.
The terminology employed in this work to designate various case
relations are taken from the traditional system. The following case forms
of animate suid inanimate nouns are identified in the present thesis.
Animate nouns:
nominative or direct (ukta)
oblique (anukta)
dative
vocative
The oblique case which is the historical genitive denotes the
accusative case relation and can also denote the genitive and agentive case
relations. The ablative 'locative' and also sometimes the agentive and
2genitive case relations are expressed periphrastically. The oblique 
case form is used followed by postpositions, to construct these 
periphrastic forms.
1. An intensive study of the case syntax has been done by 
C.E.Godakumbura in "An historical examination of Sinhalese case 
syntax from the beginning of the 10th century to the end of thk 
15th century A.D." (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of 
London, 19^ 5)*
2. See D.J.Wijayaratna, History of the Sinhalese Noun. pp.l^ l-lMt.
Inanimate nouns:
direct case / oblique case 
instrumental / ablative 
genitive / locative 
dative
Transcription: The traditional system is followed except in long
vowels in the quotations, where the lengthening of vowels is indicated 
by duplication.
Text: The examples in this thesis sire quoted from the edition of the
Amavatura (1967) by Kodagoda Nanaioka Thera, The system of separation 
of words also approximates that in the abovesaid edition. In some 
controversial sentences the editions of Velivitiye Sorata Thera and 
Munidasa Kumaranatunga are also occasionally consulted.
i1
CHAPTER 1 
AMAVATURA
1.1 The author and date
The Amavatura is the first prose narrative among extant Sinhalese 
literary works. Earlier prose works were limited to exegetical 
compositions.
Its author Gurulugomi who is credited with another prose work named 
the Dharmapradipika, appears to have flourished in the latter part of the 
Polonnaruva period.
Nothing much is recorded about Gurulugomi except the mention of his
-1 2 name in the Sidat Sahgara the Nikaya Sangrahaya and the Mayura
Sandesaya.^ In the last two works the name is given as Guruludami. The
term dami can be taken as equivalent of gomi which means 'the Buddhist 
if
lay follower'•
Kodagoda Nanaloka in his edition of the Amavatura says,
"Dami was a designation of an ancient office. It is referred 
to in the Mihintale Inscription as follows "Bajja vajarana daminafc isa 
adura daminat isa..." The preachers and the teachers of the 
doctrine were known as dami. Gurulugomi too was a dami who appears 
to have been appointed by the king Parakramabahu I, as a darai."^
Whether dami is a name of an office or merely an appellation of
respect, it is justifiable to assume that the same person is referred to
by both names, Gurulugomi and Guruludami.
1. Sidat Sangara ed. by Ratmalane Dharmarama. (1931), p*32.
2. Nikaya Sangraha Vivaranaya. ed. by Munidasa Kumaranatunga (1958), p.24.
3* Mayura Sandesa Vivaranaya, ed. by Munidasa Kumaranatunga (1935), v.l64.
*t. See for details Dharmapradlpika. ed. by Ratmalane Dharmarama (1951),
p.ii.
5. See the Introduction, p.viii; and also see S.Paranavitana History of 
Ceylon (i960), p.580.
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There are some passages in the Dharmapradipika which appear to have 
been quoted from the Jinalankara Va^nana (of Buddharaksita) and the 
Abhidhanappadlpika (of Moggallana) both of which belonged to the time of 
Parakramabahu I. This has been taken as important evidence in deciding 
Gurulugomi's time. Most critics suppose that the Dharmapradipika was 
written subsequent to the Jinalankara vapjjana.^
However Velivitiye Sorata is somewhat doubtful about this assumption.
He says,
'There are similar stanzas in both the Jinalankara Vajppana and 
the Dharmapradipika. However it is not possible to determine 
that these stanzas were composed by the elder Buddharaksita.
The Jinalankara Va^ nana, like the Dharmapradipika, was compiled 
by extracting material from various sources. Therefore it is 
more logical to suppose that those stanzas were taken into both 
works from some other text. If even a single stanza from the 
Jinalankara, (another work) composed by the author of Jinalankara 
vaj^ana is to be found in a work of Gurulugomi, one can arrive
at the afore said conclusion, but I did not find any such stanza.
2This should be investigated.'
*
3
M. Sri Rammandala^ claims that he found at least one stanza in the
Dharmapradipika cited from the Jinalankara. Kodagoda Nanaioka^ also
shows one stanza in the same work quoted from the Jinalankara.
Were the identical passages in the Dharmapradipika and the 
Jinalankara Vanijiana taken from another source by the authors of these works? 
Critics have not yet succeeded in tracing such a common source. Until 
we find such evidence, we may justifiably assume that Gurulugomi has 
consulted the Jinalankara Vapnana in compiling his work, and therefore his
1. See the preface to the Jinalankara Vannana, ed. by W.Dipankara 
Thera and B.Dhammapala Thera, (1913), p*l« And also the preface 
to the Dharmapra dipika ed. by Ratmalane Dharmarama, p.ii.
2. Introduction to his edition of the Amavatura. (i960), p.ii.
3* 'A critical study of the Dharmapradipika' (unpublished Ph.D. thesis,
University of London, 195*0, p*5**» 
k. Introduction - Amavatura, ed. by Kodagoda Nanaloka, p.iv.
3works were written subsequent to those of Buddharaksita who lived
during the reign of Parakramabahu I. Since his name is mentioned in
Deva
the Sidat Sahgara written at the request of Pratiraja'', who was the chief
minister of Parakramabahu II, we can conclude Gurulugomi lived between
the reign of Parakramabahu I of Polonnaruva and Parakramabahu II of
Dambadeniya (1153-126?)• As the linguistic features in Gurulugomi's
works are similar to (or more archaic than) those in works written in the
Polonnaruva period (such as the Vesaturu Da Sanne, the Jataka A£uva
Gafcapadaya etc.), we can determine that Gurulugomi lived in the
Polonnaruva period probably during the reign of a Kalinga Prince such as
Nissankamalla (II87-II96).1
2Some critics have attempted to show that Gurulugomi was not a 
Sinhalese, but a scholar who came to Ceylon from Kalinga. However, there 
is no tangible evidence to prove their theories.
1.2 Subject matter
The Amavatura is called the life story of the Buddha by its author, 
Gurulugomi.
Me karmayan ge vibhaaga Dharmapradiipikaa nam Mahaaboodhivamsa 
parikathaayen danne ya. He Buddha dharma ya, Me Buddha carita 
ya. (1^2)
'The analyses of various types of karma can be discovered in the 
Dharmapradipika which is a treatise on the Mahabodhivamsa. That 
embodies Buddhist doctrine. This unfolds the life story of the 
Buddha.'
1. Gurulugomi says, as Nissankamalla has done, that the pioneer of the 
Sinhalese race was of the Kalinga clan. See Dharmapradipika. p.55* 
However, this cannot be taken as conclusive evidence that Gurulugomi 
supported Kalingians.
2. M. Sri Rammandalaf 'A critical study of the Dharmapradipika' (Unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis, University of London, 195^ ), P»57« And also see, Cristy De 
Silva, "Gurulugomi ha Kalinga Vamsaya", Piyavara (University of Ceylon, 
1961-1962), pp.39-51* And also see V.Sorata, Introduction to his 
edition of the Amavatura. p.ix.
4Gurulugomi compiles this life story by way of extolling one of
the nine attributive titles of the Buddha, namely purisadammasaarathi
'guide of tamable beings'. At the outset of the work he presents a
condensed account of its contents.
...purisadammasaarathi yana padaya gena apa Budun porum 
puraa Budu va Devram vehera pi^igena ehi vesemin tun 
levhi sari sara vifama puru^ayan damaa amaa maha nivan 
pami^ivuu se no viya^ hudii janan sahdahaa siyabasin maa 
visin sakhevin dakvana labe.
'Having selected the term purisadammasaarathi. I shall 
narrate briefly in the vernacular, for the edification of 
the virtuous and unlearned, how the Buddha, having fulfilled 
the perfections, attained enlightenment and then accepted 
the Jetavana monastery, and how living there he traversed the 
three worlds and subjugated various beings and directed them 
to nirvana.'
Thus Gurulugomi indicates clearly the nature of his subject matter.
He presents a collection of stories in order to demonstrate how the Buddha 
subjugated various beings and throughout the book he gives particular 
emphasis to the Buddha's virtue of being purisadammasaarathi.
The first three chapters stand as an introduction to the whole work. 
This introduction gives an account of the Buddha's life prior to his 
accepting the Jetavana monastery.
1. What Gurulugomi meant by no viyat is open to question. C.E.Godakumbura 
defines it as 'less learned'. Sinhalese literature. (1955), P-5&. 
A.Kulasuriya is of the view that the author did not mean the ignorant 
but those who did not have any knowledge of Pali and Sanskrit and 
knew only Sinhalese. See, Sinhala Sahityava. 1, (1962), p.l39« 
Gurulugomi, however quotes verses and prose passages from Pali in the 
course of the narration. Likewise there are occasional references to 
Pali discourses for the details of doctrinal facts. It can be surmised 
that these references were meant for those who wished for further 
elucidation of such subjects. It may in fact have been that such 
readers did know Pali.
Gurulugomi's task has comprised selecting relevant information from 
various Pali sources and using this to compose sequential narratives 
pertaining to the title purisadammasaarathi. Those who were unaware of 
the vast store of Pali literature would have thus been benefited. It 
can be suggested that no viyat in this context may mean generally 'less 
read'•
5In the first chapter which is entitled Durdaanta damana, 'The
taming of violent beings', Gurulugomi alludes to 208 jataka stories.
He shows how the Buddha acquired, in the long series of his previous
births, the perfection necessary for attaining enlightenment, taming
various beings and setting them on the right path. He winds up this
synoptical presentation of the jatakas by pointing out its significance
to the main theme.
'Thus by virtue of his being purisadammasaarathi. even while he 
was a Bosat, having subjugated violent beings in numerous hundreds 
of thousands of existences, in order to subdue amenable beings he 
conceived the noble truth by cultivating virtues and by perfecting 
those qualities required for enlightenment by constant and long 
practice, and was born in Tusita pura after his existence as 
Vesaturu.' (8)
The second chapter, Svasantaauia damana 'the discipling of his own
self', and the third chapter, Parasantaana Damana 'the discipling of others',
constitute a continuous narration of the life of the Buddha, mainly based
on the Jataka Nidana (i.e. introduction to the Jataka^hakatha). The
Jataka Nidana is divided into two sections. Avidure Nidana and Santike
Nidana. Accordingly, Gurulugomi divides his narration into two chapters
that bear titles appropriate to the main theme. The second chapter
narrates the story up to the enlightenment of the Buddha. The third chapter
continues the story of the Buddha up to his accepting of the Jetavana monastery.
The closing passage demonstrates the significance of this chapter with respect
to the subject matter of the entire work.
'Thus the Buddha, by virtue of being purisadammasaarathi. after 
preaching the wheel of doctrine, dispelled, through his miraculuous 
power and the unique style of his preaching, the heresies rooted in 
the minds of a hundred thousand various beings who included monks, 
wandering ascetics, brahmins, house-holders, Sakya kings and the 
like, and having conducted them to nirvana, took up his abode in 
the Devram monastery constructed by Anepindu, ... and enlightened 
amenable beings...' (^ 9)
6Apart from the phrase taman purisadammasaarathi vana bavin 'by 
virtue of being able to convince beings', in this closing statement (which 
gives a condensed account of the chapter), Gurulugomi does not in the course 
of this narration lay any special emphasis on the attribute purisadammasaarathi. 
Some slight deviations from the original however indicate the thematic 
interest of the Amavatura. Some accounts in the Amavatura are more 
comprehensive than their counterparts in the original. One such instance is 
the account of the conversion of Uruvela kassapa. Gurulugomi, whose style 
is in general characterised by its brevity, presents this incident quite 
elaborately.^ "
The last fifteen chapters are based on material drawn from various Pali
(canonical and non-canonical) works. At the beginning of the fourth chapter
Gurulugomi categorises the various beings subjected by the Buddha.
'House holders such as Upali, brahmins such as Kutadanta, kings
such as Ajasat, robbers such as Angulmal, religious mendicants
such as Sabhiya, heretics such as Saccaka, naked ascetics such as
Pathika putra, ascetics of matted hair such as Saccabaddhaka,
hermits such as Bavarika, monks such as Sakya monks, serpent kings
2
such as Nandopananda, elephants such as Nalagiri, demons such
3 kas Alavaka, fallen divine beings such as Rahu, divine beings
such as Sak, the highest divine beings^ such as Baka...' (50)
The subsequent chapters are named with respect to this categorisation. 
Gurulugomi's intention was to illustrate the Buddha's quality of being 
purisadammasaarathi as completely as possible. Accordingly, the characters 
he chooses are heterogenous and cover the scope of the whole universe 
depicted in Buddhist literary tradition. Moreover Gurulugomi's selection
1. Compare Ama. pp. 36, 37, 38 with Jataka Nidana (SHB), pp. 79, 80.
2. The term yakga or yak, here translated 'demons', will be left 
untranslated in the rest of the present work.
3* asura
4. deva 
5* brahma
7of characters accords with the Pali commentators' classification of
beings,^  namely humans, animals and non-human beings. The characters in
the Amavatura include house-holders, kings, brahmins, heretics, monks,
robbers who fall into the category of human beings; elephants and
serpents, belonging to the category of animals; and the yaksas, asuras,
devas and brahmas belonging to the category of non-human beings.
Gurulugomi presents a story for each character, winding up each
chapter by listing some other beings of the same category who were also
subjugated by the Buddha.
Each story demonstrates how the Buddha converts the central character.
2Gurulugomi mentions two devices used by the Buddha in converting beings.
1. deesanaa vilaasa 'The unique style of his preaching'.
2. aneekarddhipraatihaarya 'The performance of various miracles'. 
Gurulugomi has selected stories that depict both devices. Not only
in selecting the appropriate story but also in singling out from the 
originals the details relevant to illustrating Buddha's above mentioned 
techniques Gurulugomi has exercised a remarkable skill. Stories such as 
Qahapati damana, Raaja damana, Braahmana damana, Miaanavaka damana depict 
clearly how the Buddha handled those who held mistaken views. The Buddha 
did not preach his own doctrine directly without convincing his opponent 
of the unfoundedness of his beliefs. His method was rather to get the 
opponent to expound his own theories and then bring forward arguments that 
disproved these.
1. See Samantapasadika (SHB), Part 1, p.73* There Buddhaghosa, 
annotating the phrase purisadammasaarathi. says, "... tattha 
purisadammaati adantaa, dametum yuttaa tiracchaanapurisaapi 
manussapurisaapi amanussapurisaapi" 'Here purisadamma means the 
undisciplined; the animals, human beings and non-human beings who 
should be disciplined.' Then he gives a few names to illustrate 
each category. Some characters selected by Gurulugomi are 
mentioned among those names.
2. Ana., p.V9.
8Braahmana damana illustrates how the Buddha used a parable to
correct the brahmin Kutadanta, who had planned to perform a yaaga
•sacrifice1, in accordance with the accepted procedure among brahmins,
namely, by killing various animals. Some of the stories also demonstrate
the method used by the Buddha of formulating his words to suit the
psychological condition of the listener. Raaja damana is illustrative
of this. King Ajasat went to see the Buddha but hesitated to speak to
him, for he was conscious of his wrong actions in the past towards the
Buddha. The Buddha inclined the king to listen to the doctrine through
bringing the latter to a realisation of his great compassion. The
latter part of the Gahapati damana illustrates how Upali was increasingly
impressed when the Buddha asked him not to be unkind to the heretic whose
philosophy Upali had followed vsofar. Gurulugomi presents concisely and
systematically almost all the relevant detail given in the sutta and the
commentary. His description is vivid and very effective in depicting the
greatness of the Buddha.
The other main device of subjugating beings which is illustrated
in the Amavatura is the performance of miracles. Several stories such
as K-gambara damana, Haaga damana, Bhik^u damana, Asura damana, Deeva
damana and Brahma damana demonstrate how the Buddha used various
supernatural abilities to convert beings.
Martin Wickramesingha in a discussion of the Amavatura expresses a
contrasting view.
'•Unlike other writers he (Gurulugomi) did not introduce the 
popular legendary materials or the stories dealing with the 
miraculous... Among the stories relating to the Buddha's life 
narrated by other writers the majority deal with popular 
beliefs regarding transmigration or with examples of the 
simple faith of the folk in the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha.
Gurulugomi shows no interest in such tales. He selects only
9those which will help to give the reader a composite picture 
of the noble character of the Buddha.*'^
This does not seem a fair assessment of Gurulugomi's selection of
stories. Digambara damana is a story based entirely on miracles. It
contains three sub-tales which show the Buddha's prediction about the
doom of the heretics coming true. At the end of the first, i.e. the
tale of the heretic Korakkhattiya, the Amavatura comments as follows
'Five miracles occurred here. The Buddha said Korakkhattiya 
would die in seven days. He died likewise... He predicted 
that he would die of an indigestion. He died so. It was 
predicted that he would be born in the Kaalakanjaka asura 
world. He was born in that very place... That his body would 
be removed to the cemetry Biiranatthambhaka was predicted.
It was taken to the same. The Buddha foretold that he would 
come from where he was born to speak to Sunakkhatta. It 
happened as was predicted..• Seeing all these miracles,
Sunakkhatta went to the Buddha and having saluted him, stood 
aside. The Buddha asked him "... Thus, have I performed 
miracles by superhuman powers or have I not?" Sunakkhatta 
replied "You have so done".' (178)
The Bhik§u damana gives an account of how the Buddha used his psychic
powers to take to the Himalaya mountains a group of five hundred monks who
had lost interest in monkhood. Displaying to them all the attractions
spread forth there the Buddha brought them back earnestness and caused
them to attain arahanthood. Gurulugomi uses this event to point out the
Buddha's gift for proselytising beings.
'Thus the Buddha, by virtue of being purisadammasaarathi took 
the monks and descended near the lake Kunaala...' (2l8)
1. Sinhalese Literature (translated by E.R.Saralfecandra), pp. 69, 70*
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Brahma damana also shows how the Buddha used his supernatural 
powers to subdue the brahma Baka. Baka who wished to display his 
psychic powers attempted to disappear from sight. As the Buddha 
de6ermined that he should not disappear, he did not succeed in his attempt 
and became subject to the ridicule of the other brahmas. Then the Buddha, 
in order to prove his superiority, made himself invisible, uttering a 
stanza to reveal, that he was still present. The inhabitants of the brahma 
world were amazed and impressed by the miraculous power of the Buddha and 
said,
fWe have never seen or heard of a monk or a brahmin who could 
perform miracles like this.' (303)
Thus the Buddha subjugated the brahma who is the highest celestial 
being, highlighting his supreme powers.
Gurulugomi also presents stories in which disciples of the Buddha 
subjugate beings. For instance Mugalan subdued the serpent king 
Nandopananda and the deva king Sak. When the elder Mugalan exhibited his 
supernatural power in the deva city Tavtisa, the heavenly ladies who were 
amazed, conjectured on the extent of the Buddha's power. They said to 
Sak,
'Great king, you are fortunate. You have a friend of such 
a greatness. If the miraculous powers of the disciple are 
such as this, what indeed must the miraculous powers of the 
Buddha be!' (280)
In the stories of subjugation, Gurulugomi portrays the power of the 
beings whom the Buddha had to deal with. This is another device for 
emphasising the Buddha's greatness. He carefully renders the original, 
stressing the relevant portions. His accounts are concise, yet they suffice 
to give a vivid picture of the Buddha's rivals. This can be clearly seen 
in Angulmal damana, Maanavaka damanay Yak$a damana and Brahma damana.
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The issues put forward so far reveal the thematic uniformity in 
the Amavatura, However there are a few exceptional cases. Some stories 
in the Amavatura, though entitled damana. do not present stories of 
subjugation, Paribraajaka damana and ja i^la damana are two such stories.
In Riribraajaka damana Gurulugomi gives the full story of Sabhiya.
He also includes an account of Sabhiya1s past life, and in relating this, 
describes the life of the Buddha Kassapa. This account has little 
relevance to the main theme. On the other hand, in describing the actual 
subjugation Gurulugomi merely states that Sabhiya asked the Buddha twenty 
questions to which the Buddha gave full answers. The reader is referred 
to the sutta for details.
Similarly, in the long elaborate presentation of the Ja£ila damana, 
only a very minor place is given to the actual damana incident. Gurulugomi 
dedicates a long portion to the background story which has little relevance 
to the subjected being, the heretic Saccabaddha. Gurulugomimerely mentions 
that the Buddha dispelled the heresies of Saccabaddha by preaching the 
doctrine.
In the Asura damana the largest part is devoted to the story of 
Visakha and her donation of the monastery Puvaram to the Buddha. The 
Deeva damana is the most exceptional of all these cases. This chapter 
consists of portions taken from various Pali works which deal with heavens 
and heavenly matters. There is no apparent logical connection between 
these descriptions as they appear in the Deeva damana. The narration of 
the actual subjugation of Sak is obscure and it is hidden among the other 
various accounts.
1.3 The style and techniques employed in translating Pali.
At the outset of the Amavatura, Gurulugomi states that he presents 
his stories in brief (sakhevin). The term sakhevin suggest here that the 
author had in mind some contrastingly lengthy and descriptive narratives 
(obviously, of Pali works). Hence the brevity of style in the Amavatura
12
must first be studied in comparison with the style of the Pali 
compositions.
The brevity of style in the Amavatura is twofold namely factual, 
and structural. The factual brevity results largely from Gurulugomi's 
attempt to single out accounts in the commentaries that together make 
up a continuous narrative undisturbed by less relevant details. In 
other words, Gurulugomi omits the glossarial and periphrastic portions 
of commentaries that do not contribute to his central theme. The 
structural brevity is particularly evident when Gurulugomi deals with 
the suttas (canonical texts).
Gurulugomi was well-read in the Pali suttas and their commentaries 
and was well acquainted with the styles in which both were composed. The
purpose of the suttas was to expound the doctrine of the Buddha in a 
simplified way. Each sutta contains a brief introduction or a frame-story.
The degree of importance of this story varies from sutta to sutta. Some 
of the suttas were composed in the form of a conversation or a catechism.
This device helps to introduce on one hand the contemporary beliefs and 
philosophical ideas and on the other, the manner in which the Buddha proved 
them to be groundless, gradually presenting instead his own philosophy.
In such suttas the background story is not given much prominence. It 
is brief and irregular, being related mainly to reveal to the listener (or 
reader) the circumstances in which the sutta was preached. Some of the suttas 
are neither dialogues nor sermons but narratives in a mixture of prose and 
verse.
3Jhe task of the commentary is largely to explain obscure and difficult 
words and expressions in the sutta and also to provide sufficient detail to 
fill out the frame story of the sutta. The commentary does not present a 
narrative with a complete and sequential flow of events. Its accounts 
are filled with glossarial comments. So the commentary alone (with the 
exception of a few compositions such as in the Jataka commentary) does not
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present a complete (consecutive) story. One has to read both the sutta 
and its commentary. Gurulugomi exercises a remarkable skill in presenting 
these stories in Sinhalese. He fills out the frame story of the sutta 
with detailed information gleamed from the commentary and produces a story 
with a clear* beginning, a more or less undisturbed sequence of events and 
a logical conclusion. Gurulugomi does not translate even a narrative 
portion of the commentary in its entirety.1 He normally gives instead a 
brief and clear account.
However the brevity of the style is not constant throughout the book 
and some portions are briefer than the others. The sub-tales in the 
Faribraajaka damana (namely the story of the Buddha Kassapa and the story of 
the seven monks) and the Aisura damana (namely, the story of the Buddha 
Piyumatura and the story of Visakha) are briefly narrated in comparison with 
their counterparts in the original. They cannot be treated as translations, 
for Gurulugomi presents the highly descriptive Pali counterparts in much 
abridged form. In these stories Gurulugomi often presents an account of a 
series of events in one long sentence, constituted with several non-finite 
verbal phrases.
The Svasantaana damana is again comparatively a very brief presentation. 
The Jataka commentary gives a long account of five great perceptions of the 
Bosat. Gurulugomi does not elaborate on what these were, but instead 
continues his narrative including in it the gist of the description of the 
five perceptions. Hence in the following passage, Gurulugomi implies what 
the Jataka commentary describes as the five perceptions, the time, the 
country, the region, the clan and the mother.
1. There are however a few very short passages where Gurulugomi's 
rendering agrees with the original word for word.
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Ekalhi maha Boosataajpo.. • Darfibadiva madum piyesa KiAbulvat 
nuvara Okaavas kula abara^a Sudovun maha rajahu pi^ isa 
Maha Maayaa dev rajana kusa pi^isihda gat'hu. (8)
'The Basat took conception in the womb of queen Maha Maaya 
for the king Sudovun in the clan Okavas in the city Kimbulvat 
in the central province of Dambadiva.'
In smother instance Gurulugomi uses the term nibbutapada to represent
the words uttered by Kisagotami about the composure of the Buddha.
Sometimes Gurulugomi leaves out portions of direct speech that appear
in the original and, outlining the contents of such portions, continues with
his narrative. I give below the rendering of a Pali passage and its
reproduction by Gurulugomi.
*0n hearing her words, Sujata was delighted and saying "From 
now on you will be in the station of my eldest daughter" gave 
her all the ornaments suitable for a daughter.'1
'On hearing her words Sujata was delighted and placed her in 
the station of her eldest daughter and adorned her with all 
the ornaments.' (Ama., p.2*+)
In a study of translating techniques employed by Gurulugomi, one 
cannot avoid noticing the inconsistent style in the Svasantaana damana.
In some passages Gurulugomi gives exact renderings of the originals while 
in others he summarises long descriptions as mentioned above, omitting 
most of the details. It is difficult to establish a basis on which some 
of these details which are given great prominence in the commentary are 
left out in the Amavatura. Some of the incidents that are treated thus 
are the interpretations of the marks of the Bosat, the origin of the 
Pancavaggiya monks, the Bosat's son Rahula's birth, the incidents that took 
place during the Bosat's struggle in search of the truth.
1. JA, Part 1, p.6?.
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Due to the extreme brevity of some of the passages, Gurulugomi's 
presentation sometimes appears clumsy and incomplete. For instance, 
he narrates the events prior to the Bosat's renunciation very briefly.
In his version it is not clear whether the Bosat saw all the signs that 
made him renounce the worldly life on the same day or four separate days 
(as clearly given in the commentary). Gurulugomi merely speaks of four 
occasions (vara).
The rapid movement of the narrative at times prevents the logical 
connection of events being expressed clearly. Gurulugomi's account does 
not give the significance of the four signs. The central purpose of the 
account in the commentary is to show the Bosat's growing desire for 
renunciation. Hence the circumstances leading to this decision are fully 
described.
The commentary provides a detailed account of prince Rahula's birth, 
describing even how he came to be known as Rahula. Gurulugomi however 
does not mention anything about the birth of the prince. Despite this, 
he does state that the Bosat went up to look at the prince Ral before his 
renunciation. Even here however, the relationship of the prince to the 
Bosat is not specified. It can be suggested that Gurulugomi's intention 
was not to present a complete account of the Buddha's life, but rather to 
highlight one particular aspect of his personality. Even so, it is 
difficult to account for why Gurulugomi has given less prominence to the 
events that led to the Bosat*s great renunciation than to other events 
like the appearance of the thirty two portents at the conception of the 
Bosat and Sujata's almsgiving which lie describes very carefully in detail.
When Gurulugomi extracts accounts from the canon his style is always 
characterised by its (clear) brevity. He uses vivid and concise word 
pictures in contrast to the corresponding accounts in the canon, which is 
lengthy and diffuse in style, and thereby unsuited to a narrative.
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Gurulugomi's version enables the narrative to flow smoothly and clearly.
The directness of his style invests the narrative with a refreshing
simplicity, presenting the reader with no difficulty in following the
sequence of events.
Gurulugomi's brief style is quite in contrast to that of the Butsarana.
A few similar incidents (such as the stories of Angulimala, Nalagiri,
Alavaka etc.) are narrated in both works. A comparative study of these
stories, will show that Gurulugomi's concise clipped style is the more
appropriate one for narrative purposes. As the comparative nature of these
two works has been illustrated by many in detail we need not enlarge on it.
The concise and simple style of the Amavatura can be further illustrated
by contrasting it with the ornate style of the Dharmapradlpika, Gurulugomi's
other work. In the Dharmapradlpika, there are some isolated narrative
portions given as parikatha (paraphrases) to various words and phrases in the
Maha Bodhivamsa. For instance, some events of the Buddha's life are
described in detail. Some of these portions can be compared with similar
accounts in the Amavatura. The following passage from the Amavatura
describes how dancers entertained the Bosat.
Ekalhi diva saran baftdu satalis dahasak na^uvo sav barajjiin sadii 
pasangaturu gena maha purisaa pirivaraa na£um gahdev pavatvuuhu. (17)
'Then forty thousand dancers, resembling heavenly damsels decked 
with all manner of ornaments and bearing the fivefold musical 
instruments, surrounded the Bosat and danced and sang and played 
their instruments.'
The Dharmapradlpika presents the same event in an elaborate style 
as follows
Naccap;iitavaaditaani payo.jayimsu yana tanhi na$um gandav 
pavati paridi kise ya yat, hiruhu avaran pat kalhi 
kumuduvana pubuduvamin amaaras vihiramin mu}.u lev kiri 
muhuduhi galavamin men pun sanda nahgi kalhi, a^amuku^u 
maligiya mal gabhi tu$u dii mat bamarun handa nahguu kalhi 
muhulu piyum daha van bamara ganaha^ a pubudu kumudilin muvararida
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muil$u mii bittdu raamana kalhi satalis dahasak naa^ikaavo 
sveetaangaraaga gena suddhasveetavastramuktaabharapayen 
viracita va sugandhasuddhakusuraa daamayen muh^u maala laa 
mii sihduvarin kiyambu liya sadaa latu alut patul tamburehi 
nuupura ravayen sulabha vuu mevul giguru siyo mi$i va^ alu 
ravavamin gos suravamiyan baiidu varavamiyo miyuru rav ati 
pasaftgaturu gena mahapurisaa pirivaraa rama$aya karanuvo 
nytyagiitavaaditrayan prayooga ka}.o.^
*When the sun set, the full moon rose awaking the kumudu 
forests and emitting rays of nectar, making the whole world 
look as though it were flooded with an ocean of milk. The 
intoxicated bees hummed and sipped at the insides of the half­
opened maligiya flowers. The full-blown kumudu flowers oozed 
drops of nectar mingled with pollen for the benefit of the swarming
bees who came from the closed lotus flowers. Then the. forty
thousand dancers who resembled heavenly maidens anointed themselves 
with white lotions and clad themselves in pure white garments 
and pearl ornaments, donned head dresses of fragrant flower 
garlands, adorned the fringes of their hair with mi and 
sinduvara flowers, and with tinkling nupura worn round feet smeared 
with latu and jingling waiet-bands and gem-crusted bracelets took 
up their sweet-sounding fivefold musical instruments and surrounding 
the Bosat danced, sang and played their instruments to entertain 
him. 1
In this passage, Gurulugomi describes the occasion rhetorically 
using appropriate similes, metaphors and poetical expressions. The 
Amavatura presentation is unsensational and straightforward.
When Gurulugomi stated that he was adopting a concise style (sakhevin), 
he meant that his presentation would be devoid of devices that would expand
the narrative unnecessarily. This does not mean that he avoids all
figurative language. He does, in fact, use similes and metaphorical 
expressions in the course of the narrative, but without over-emphasising a
1. Dharmapradlpika, p.228.
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situation. The following passage is illustrative of this.
Raja Budun karaa elaba gaha-Jia no ko£a ek tanek'hi 
Budun no vaiida ma si£a nivaata tanek'hi pipi rat 
piyum vanayak seyin no bapa va§Lahun sangun di-J;a. Ehi
ek kenekudu atak solvanuvo no da ati. Payak solvanuvo 
no da ati. Say bara^in sadii na^u piris pirivaraa 
Budun pera^a si$i raja ho raja piris ho ek kenekudu 
no baluuha. Hama sangahu savanak pahayen diliyena 
Budun balaa va$ai hunhu. Raja sangunge upasamayehi 
pahada maii$a nati pahan vilak seyin sanhun induran 
ati sangun me puna punaa balaa "Me upasamaya ma putu 
Udaa kumarujja^a ve vayi" sitaa udan anii. (124)
'The king approached the Buddha and without disturbing 
the monks or saluting the monks he stood in one place, 
and looked at the monks who were seated without 
talking, resembling a forest of red lotuses in full 
bloom in a windless place. Not one there moved a hand; 
not one there moved a foot; not one looked at the king 
who stood, adorned in all his finery and surrounded by 
his dancers in front of the Buddha; or at his train 
of followers. Every monk sat gazing at the Buddha, 
who shone with the radiance of his six-coloured rays.
The king was charmed by the composure of the monks and 
again and again he looked at the monks whose senses 
were as tranquil as a clear and mudless pond. He was 
overjoyed and hoped that his son Prince Uda too might 
attain such a composure.'
The similes used here enliven the situation. The images of a lotus 
forest in a windless place and the clear mudless pond, convey very 
effectively the all pervading serenity of the atmosphere and evoke a picture 
of the noble Buddha in the midst of the monks who were composed and serene 
both mentally and physically.
However, there are a few instances in the Amavatura which are 
inconsistent with the brief and vivid nairrative style illustrated so fair. 
Sometimes an account described elaborately may look incompatible and 
disproportionate compared with the rest of the narrative. One such example
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is the tale of the old jackal, in the Baribraajaka damana. This tale 
is adduced to ridicule Pathikaputra who tried to rival the Buddha in the 
performance of miracles. Gurulugomi's presentation which covers nearly 
two printed pages is structurally briefer than its Pali counterpart. 
Nevertheless, it has effected an interruption of the natural flow of the 
narrative.
Certain Pali verse quotations in the Amavatura sometimes look 
superfluous and incongruous. Expressing a point in prose first and then 
presenting it in verse is a characteristic feature of the composition of 
Pali suttas. Sometimes, the narration along with the associated doctrinal 
points is carried out both in prose and verse. Gurulugomi has not 
completely ignored these verses. Where a series of verses appear 
together in the original Gurulugomi tends to quote at least one. Sometimes 
a verse he quotes is relevant to the central theme. At the end of 
Angulimala sutta sixteen verses are given as the elder Angulimala's udana 
'solemn utterence'. Gurulugomi quotes the eighth which praises the Buddha's 
talent for taming beings. Such representative verses may be seen in the 
Baribraajaka damana and Ifeeva damana as well.
Sometimes a verse is cited, preceded or followed by its summarised 
meaning. A phrase such as eyin kiiha 'so it is said' indicates that the 
verse is quoted from an authority. For instance, in 'Ibapasa damana, there 
are nine verses quoted from the Parayana Vagga in the Sutta Nipata. These 
verses are however not of much significance to the narrative itself.
Occasionally a verse is quoted without further explanation of its 
connection to the rest of the story. Such verses can be found in the 
cornmentairies as well. In the Raanavaka damana Gurulugomi renders a 
commentary passage, quoting the verses given there as illustrations to 
expound the term sabbannuupavaarana. In the Amavatura these verses do not 
have a particular relevance to the main story. The prolonged description
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that supplies some other examples of the Buddha offering to answer 
questions, disjoins the events of the main story.
The Amavatura contains not only Pali verses, but also prose quotations 
in Pali. Most prose citations are taken from the suttas. The Pali 
passages cited by Gurulugomi have very little significance to the theme.
For instance, in the Raaja damana Gurulugomi quotes a passage from the 
Samannaphala sutta in the Digha Nikaya. In the sutta this passage 
occurs as a part of Jivaka's reply to a question asked by the king Ajasat.
The reason for Gurulugomi's selection of this passage is not at all clear, 
while the passage itself is very badly integrated with the rest of the 
narrative.
Doctrinal facts which are included in his narratives are sometimes 
presented by the insertion of Pali prose passages. In the Bsonavaka 
damana, the sermon is given much prominence. Gurulugomi gives the gist of 
more or less the whole sermon of the Saccaka sutta in the Majjhima Nikaya.
The latter part of the sermon however is not presented methodically.
Gurulugomi's narrative technique is characterised by his method of 
collecting all available details concerning a story from every possible 
source andthen presenting a fully rounded account. A comparison of his 
narratives with their counterparts will reveal his reluctance to omit the 
detail available in various sources regarding a particular event. Gurulugomi's 
enthusiasm for developing stories by extracting material from diverse sources 
in fact, reflects his desire to show his erudition in Buddhist literature.
For, if his sole intention was simply to present a complete story, the main 
sources (i.e. the relevant sutta and its commentary) would have been quite 
sufficient, in many cases. However, he sometimes diverts from the main 
source and inserts some information taken from another source. A detailed 
study of such selections is not attempted here. Only one example is 
given below.
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The Upali sutta"^  in the Majjhima Nikaya describes how the
householder Upali expressed his confidence in his ability to refute
-2the Buddha. The author of the Majjhima Nikaya^hakatha does not go
3
into details here since he has already given annotation on the identical
bpassage that occurs in the Cula Saccaka sutta which is listed prior to
the Upali sutta in the Majjhiraa Nikaya. Gurulugomi enlarges his account
by extracting material from the Cula Saccaka sutta Va^ nana. Gurulugomi's
lengthy representation can be said to be disproportionate compared with
the account that precedes and follows it. It has interrupted the natural
flow of the narration.
And also occasionally Gurulugomi's version is semantically defective.
Angulimala sutta in the Majjhima Nikaya says that the robber Angulimala
who was unable to catch the Buddha ordered the Buddha to stop. The Buddha
in order to divert the robber's attention said, "...thitoham tuvam
atthitosi" *1 am stopped but you are not'. The commentary annotates on
this deliberately ambiguous statement as follows.
Idaani iriyaapathena $hitopi niraye dhaavissasi. Tiracchaana- 
yoniyam pettivisaye asurakaaye dhaavissasi vuttam hoti.^
'Although you axe now physically stopped, you will be running 
in hell or in animal existence or in preta (wretched non-human 
beings) existence or in asura existence.'
The word dhaavissasi 'run' conveys a sense of contrast to thita 'stopped'.
However Gurulugomi's rendering does not clearly import this significance.
To ihduran visin si^ iyehi da niraya ho si^ ihi. Tirisan yooniya 
ho preta vi^ayehi ho asura kaayayehi ho si£ihi. (135)
1. MN (PTS) Vol.I, p.371.
2. MNA (SHB), Part 3, p.
3. MNA (SHB), Part 2, p.22$.
If. MN (PTS), Vol.l, p.227.
5. MNA, Part 3, p.229.
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Gurulugomi has rendered dhaavissasi by the verb sitihi ’stop' or 
'stay'•
Such defects are however not very frequent. We often find where 
Gurulugomi has elucidated a remark in the original. One such instance 
is given below.
Pali
Evam loke ekasa^hiyaa arahantesu jaatesu,^
'Thus when there were sixty one arahants in the world1,
Gurulugomi without giving a direct translation of this says that there 
were sixty one arahants including the Buddha. The phrase he has added 
is underlined.
Mese lookayehi Budun atuju va raatan sa£a denaku nipan kalhi, (36) 
There are a considerable number of short passages where Gurulugomi's 
rendering exactly corresponds to the original. His presentation retains 
not only the meaning but also the syntactical features of its Pali 
counterpart. Some of these passages are illustrated in the next chapter.
1.J+ Sources 
Svasantsma damana
The main source: Avidure Nidana in the Nidana katha of the Jataka
commentary.
The secondary sources: Maha Padana sutta in the Digha Nikaya and its
commentary, the Jinalankara Va$$ana, The Buddhavamsa^hakatha, Sarabhanga 
Jataka in the Jataka commentary etc.
Parasantaana damana
The main source: Santike Nidana in the Nidana Katha of the Jataka 
commentary.
The secondary sources: The (Vinaya) Maha Vagga Pali and its commentary.
1. JA, Part 1, p.79.
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Gahapati damana
The main sources; Upali sutta in the Majjhima Nikaya and its commentary.
The secondary sources: Cula Saccaka sutta Vajjujana in the Majjhima
Nikaya^hakatha, Matanga Jataka in the Jataka commentary.
Braahmana damana
The main sources: Ku^adanta sutta in the Digha Nikaya and its commentary.
The secondary sources: Sopadan^a sutta Van$ana in the Digha
Nikaya^hakatha.
Raaja damana
The main sources: Samannaphala sutta in the Digha Nikaya and its commentary.
The second source: The (Vinaya) Mahavagga„Pali.
Angulimaala damana
The sources: Angulimala sutta in the Majjhima Nikaya and its commentary.
Paribraajaka damana
The sources: Kassapa Buddhavamsa Vanpana in the Buddhavamsa^hakatha,
Daruviriyatherassa Vatthu in the Dhammapada^hakatha, Sabhiya sutta in the 
Sutta Nipata and its commentary.
Maanavaka damana
The main sources: Cula Saccaka sutta in the Majjhima Nikaya and its
commentary.
The secondary sources: Maha Saccaka sutta in the Majjhima Nikaya and its
commentary, Kandagalaka Jataka in the Jataka commentary.
Digambara damana
The main sources: Pa^hika sutta in the Digha Nikaya and its commentary.
The secondary sources: Mahali sutta Vapnana in the Digha Nikaya^hakatha.
Ja£ila damana
The sources: Pup^ovada sutta in the Majjhima Nikaya and its commentary.
Taapasa damana
The sources: Parayana Vagga in the Sutta Nipata and its commentary.
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Bhik^u damana
The main sources: Maha Samaya sutta in the Digha Nikaya and its commentary. 
The secondary source: Ku$ala Jataka in the Jataka commentary.
Naaga damana 
Nandopananda damana
The main source: Iddhividha Niddesa in the Visuddhimagga.
The secondary source: Eka Pagi^ a Jataka in the Jataka commentary.
Naalaagiri damana
The source: Cullahamsa Jataka in the Jataka commentary.
Yak^a damana
The sources: 5}.avaka sutta in the Sutta Nipata (or the Samyutta Nikaya)
and its commentary.
Asura damana
The sources: Padumuttara Buddhavamsa Va^iana in the Buddhavamsa^hakatha,
Nidana vagga Va$$ana in the Samyutta Nikaya££hakatha, Vi sakha ya Vatthu in 
the Dhammapada^hakatha, Cula tanhasamkhaya sutta Van^ana in the Majjhima 
N ikaya$ £ hakat ha.
D^ ra damana
The sources: Jinalankara Vanpana,^ Mahavagga in the Anguttara Nikaya,
Maha Govinda sutta Va$$ana in the Digha Nikaya^t hakat ha, Cula 
tajjhasankhaya sutta Vannana in the Majjhima Nikaya  ^Jhakatha, Sakkapanha 
sutta in the Digha Nikaya and its commentary.
Brahma damana
The sources: Brahmanimantanika sutta in the Maj jhima Nikaya and its
commentary.
1. Some proper names in this work do not exactly correspond to those
in the Amavatura. Kodagada Nanaloka has pointed out some of these 
differences in his edition of the Amavatura.
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1.5 Language
The sentences are constructed mainly in elu (pure Sinhalese) 
diction with occasional borrowed words and phrases. Among the borrowed 
expressions there are Pali words such as fiehibhikkhubhaava. sannama. 
dubbhoo.jana. niyyaanika etc. and Sanskrit words such as paramasaubhaagyapraapta. 
nirwaapaara, satrumathana. yantraaruuflha. kleesakgoobha etc. The Pali 
words are however, comparatively rare. There are a few mixed composite 
expressions as well. That is to say that one component of the composite 
is a borrowed word. The following nominal phrases are illustrative of this. 
vaayavyaa desehi. rddhi pejahara. sarvagna pavaruna. a&gili parvayak. There 
are a small number of Pali Sanskrit mixed composites as well. And also there 
are some 'unrefined' derivatives such as sakhevin. no dhamit. satharun of which 
the aspirate sound is not in harmony with elu style. Such expressions 
are often met with in the prose works of the Anuradhapura period. The 
following passage from the Amavatura demonstrates most of these lexical 
features.
Ovun raavu kusa pilisillda gat vigasa eka pahara dasa
dahas loodhaa kampita vii ya. Dasa dahasak sakvala
apamana aalooka vii ya. E soobhaa dakna^ a kapahu as ladaha.
Bihirihu sabda asuuha. Goluvo gaayanaa kalaha. Pi^uhu 
na^ uuha. Kuduhu idi siriru ati vuuha. Bandhanagata satvayo 
bandhanayen mukta vuuha. Hama niraya gini nivi$a. Pretayan
ge saa pipaasaa sanhina. Tirisan gatiya satna^a bhaya nati
vii ya. Hama satun ge rooga sanhina. Hama sat'hu priya 
tepul ati vuuha. Ashu miyuru aakaarayen kulti. At'hu 
somnas va garjanaa kereti. Simhayo naada kereti. Hama berahu 
tama taman ge dhvani vuhut'hu. No solvana lada dev minisun ge 
palahdanaa rav pij.irav dii gugu^ e. Hama desehi pahan paha 
vii ya. Hama satna^a suva janavamin suvanda me^ek sihil 
su^ahga hamii ya. Akaala meegiha nahgaa vasi va^ a. Po^ovinu du 
diya nahgii po^ o telehi aviddi. Paksiihi aakaasayen yana 
gaman piiha. Gangaavo no gos si^ iyaha. Maha muhuda diya 
miyuru vii ya. Hama tan pas piyumen sadum lada. Diyehi 
go$ehi puspayo vikasita vuuha. Hama ruka hama liyehi kahda
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ve].epa saakhaayehi pas piyum pipi ya. Po^ -O tala gal tala 
bihda gena matu matuyehi sat sat bumu va dan£u piyum nikmi^ a.
Ahasa piyum viyan vii ya. Haat pashi mal vasi va£a.
Aakaasayehi diva bera gugurayi. Siyalu dasa dahasak sakva^ a. 
va£aa vuhu^u mal gulaavak vani vii ya. Pe}.aa baiidi mal kalabak 
vani vii ya. Sadaa tubuu mal asnak vani vii ya.
Eekamalaamaalinii vii ya. Tevunaa val vidunaa ati vii ya. 
Pu§padhuupagandhaparivaasita vii ya. Parama saubhaagya- 
-praapta vii. (10, 11)
The above is a descriptive passage where borrowed words are frequently
used. Gurulugomi has employed a large number of borrowed words in
describing the doctrinal facts as well. But in relating the sequence of
events in a narrative the language is mainly elu.
Owing to certain phonetic features, the language of the Amavatura may
look somewhat more archaic than some other works in the Polonnaruva period.
A few of such peculiarities are: the use of the consonant in
alternation with the developed form ji, the consonant ending of words such
as sit, bij. and the 'unrefined' derived words such as given above.
We may also note the optative suffix vayi in place of the developed
form vaa. the absence of the inanimate plural suffix val and the honorific
suffix seeka. A few other characteristic features are the restricted use
of the assertion marker, the frequent use of the oblique case to express
some other case relations, the excessive occurrence of the stem form of
nouns. The participial adjectivals enlarged with vuu. (e.g. vadanu vuu
or vadannaavuu). an idiom which is quite common in the contemporary works
such as the Vesaturu Da Sanne and the Jataka Atuva Gatapadaya, is not
found (except for the past tense form aavaa vuu (223) which occurs once),
in the Amavatura. In the Amavatura there are a large number of elu words
such as sos 'sorrow', dilib 'rare', alle 'next', alup 'little', epseyi
'sun sets', kaluvana 'wretched', osa 'all right', which are rare or not
found in the later language.1
1. Other morphophonemic and syntactic peculiarities are pointed out in the 
relevant places of this thesis.
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The language of the Amavatura is described as more archaic than that
of the Dharmapradlpika. M. Sri Rammandala^ thinks that Gurulugomi
attempted to add some extra dignity to his second work by writing it in
2
somewhat archaic language. Munidasa Kumaranatunga expresses his view
about the nature of the language in the Amavatura as follows.
"In Gurulugomi's time the Sinhalese language was changing 
rapidly. Gurulugomi wrote his first work the Dharmapradlpika 
in the language current at that time. When writing the Amavatura 
he was an old man. His ideas regarding language were now different 
from those he held earlier. He now considered it inadvisable 
to permit such rapid change to take place. Therefore he thought 
it was best to maintain the language used by ancient scholars."
There is very little justification for saying that Gurulugomi made a
deliberate attempt to compile the Amavatura in an archaic language. The
difference in the lexicon of these two works is characterised by the copious
use of Sanskrit words in the Dharma^pradipika in contrast with the affluent
use of elu words in the Amavatura.
Both works reflect the Sinhalese language current during the
Polonnaruva period. Gurulugomi has adopted two distinct styles of
language for two different themes. In discussing philosophical and
cosmological ideas, he employed a language replete with Sanskrit words,
1*.
or as A. Kulasuriya states a language which is accommodated by later writers 
for common prose writing. In consecutive narratives Gurulugomi used 
largely the elu forms of words. In the Dharmapradlpika the short stories 
such as the tale of the jatilas (pp.2Vf-2*f9), the tale of Jotipala ( pp.221-225) j
1. 'A critical study of the Dharmapradlpika' (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
University of London, 195*+), P«157»
2. Amavaturu Vivaranaya, (I92O, p.25*+«
3« For the different styles of Sinhalese language in the Polonnaruva period, 
see C.E.Godakumbura, Sinhalese Literature, pp. 50t 51« 
k. Sinhala Sahityaya. Part 1, p.l31«
the stories advanced to illustrate the result of giving (pp.96-106) etc.
are written in a style exactly similar to that he employed in writing the
Amavatura. The poetic style adopted in the tale of the prince Sulu
Kalingu is not found in the Amavatura except for a few sporadical sentences.
That story also however is not devoid of Sanskrit words. In short narrative
portions in the Dharmapradlpika Gurulugomi's language is characterised by
the use of Sanskrit words, yet it is not over-Sanskritised as found in the
doctrinal discussions. Two passages from each work are quoted below to
illustrate the two distinctive styles (generally used) in the two works.
Idin yak^ayek vii nara nuvarin nikma antardhaana veyi; deviyek 
brahmayek vii nam aakaasayen yeyi; garuh^ayek vii nam 
pak^aprasaarana ko£a yeyi; naagayek vii nam poJ.ovi kimida yeyi; 
manu^yayek vii nam lada ahara ek sthaanayeka hihda va^ahda kere.
Dharmapradlpika, p.233»
Idin deviyek vii nam baAbek vii nam nuvarin nikma dev lo baifiba lo 
balaa yeyi; nayek vii nam po}.o kimida yeyi; guru}.ek vii nam ahasa 
piyaa paharaa yeyi; minisek vii nam lad ahara ana ek taneka hiiida 
va}.arida kere.
Amavatura, p.22.
Vasavarti maarayaa taraaa mahaa puru^ayaa mahabhinikman karana davas 
nuvarin nikmena t’ana^a gos aakaasayehi sita "Siddhaarthaya, no yaa, 
an saptaahayekin ta£a cakra ratnaya praadurbhuuta veyi..." yi bajpa,
Dharmapradlpika, p.237-
E kenehi ma mara dev pit avudu ahasa si-fa "Siddhat kumara, an sat 
davasekin ta£a sat ruvan paha a^ veyi... no yaa, navata" yi kii.
Amavatura, p.19*
Apart from such excessive use of Sanskrit expressions, the other linguistic 
features of the Dharmapradlpika do not differ from those of the Amavatura.
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SOME CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF THE ARRANGEMENT OF CONSTITUENTS
IN SENTENCES
2.1 Word order within a sentence
2.10 The standard grammar of Gurulugomi's time was mainly based on
that established by the Sanskrit grammarians. The Sinhalese exegetical
writers have often referred to Sanskrit grammatical sutras (rules) in
grammatical analysis of Pali words. Gurulugomi too has quoted Sanskrit
grammatical rules in the Dharmapradlpika.1
In Paninian theory of grammar the order of constituents in a sentence
is free, since their function is fully determined by the respective case
endings. Patanjali commenting on Panini's theories demonstrated how
the karaka theory presents a solution to the problem of word order. He
says that the desired connection between words can be shown even if the
words are not arranged in a proper order; a particular order in a given
utterance is a matter of usage (prayoga).
In a short sentence, the relations between constituents can be easily
traced. In a longer sentence however, where several elements are
attached to the subject and the predicate, word order became more
restricted. Later Sanskrit writers (the Alankaravadins) explained that
for convenience of comprehension, words which are mutually connected should
be placed as close to each other as possible. Accordingly, a more regular
2order was gradually established.
1. See Dpk, pp. 1, 2; the analysis of the fourfold terms (caturpada).
2. "It cannot be denied that the tendency towards a more regular word order 
is universal". Otto Jespersen, Language, its nature, development and 
origin (1922), p.360.
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.J.S.Speijer1 gives a traditional order of words in Sanskrit, 
basing his observations on the most frequent usages. These observations 
are summarised below.
'The predicate ordinarily closes the sentence, which is headed 
by the noun subject. The other elements of the sentence are found in 
the middle but placed so that the object comes immediately before the 
verb. The attributes and other accessories of nouns precede them.
When the attribute is used predicatively, it follows the nouns. The 
vocative generally heads the sentence.*
2
In Pali too, basically the same pattern has been followed. However, 
these general rules have many exceptions. So far as an inflexional 
language is concerned, it is justifiable to say that the grammar imposes 
no compulsory order. A set of rules such as above can be given as a 
preferred pattern for ordinary prose composition. Deviation from this 
pattern is very often found. In most instances this is for emphasis as 
when an emphasised element is transposed to the beginning of a sentence.
In some other cases, the deviation seems to be the desire to obtain a 
particular stylistic effect. And also sometimes elements are added at 
the end of a sentence as an afterthought. Words are not always arranged 
so that the ideas follow one another in their natural order.
Sinhalese does not afford such a great freedom as to the arrangement 
of the elements in the sentence as Sanskrit and Pali. It is obvious that 
a regular word order which corresponds to the basic pattern in Sanskrit 
has developed alongside with the process of simplification of inflexional 
endings. In Sinhalese, from a very early period, the stem form of a noun
1. Sanskrit Syntax, pp. 9, 10, 11.
2. P.B.Lahiri has discussed in detail the word order in Sanskrit and
Pali. See 'Studies in the Word Order of Indo-Aryan Prose'.
(Unpublished Ph.D. thesis; University of London, 1933)•
And also see: Sukumar Sen, Historical Syntax of Middle Indo Aryan
(Linguistic Society of India, 1953"), PP* 135-138.
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is used to express various case relations.^  And also the suffix -hu 
is used to denote both the direct case and the oblique case. The 
following examples from the Amavatura can be advanced to illustrate the 
use of the zero-form and of nouns with the suffix -hu. The subject is 
underlined.
Maha tavus rada balii ya. (69)
'The chief ascetic looked at the king.'
Maha terahu...guruju vesak mavaa gena ... naa rajahu 
luhubanhu• (233)
'The great elder assumed the form of a gurulu bird, and 
chased the serpent king.'
Therefore the order of words comes to serve as a device to indicate the 
relation in which the elements in a sentence stand to one another.
In the Amavatura, however, the word order is relatively free and this
distinguishes it from other Sinhalese texts. To a large extent, the
close association with Pali texts accounts for this flexibility of word 
order. In several instances, Pali sentences, when rendered into Sinhalese, 
retain the sequence of elements of the original and the result resembles 
its Pali counterpart quite clearly. In many cases the karaka relation 
serves to convey the intended sense. In a few instances however, it is
the context that determines the logical connection of the ideas. In the
present chapter, I shall make a study of some characteristic features of the 
arrangement of constituents in the Amavatura. Where necessary, the Pali
2counterparts are quoted to illustrate the similarity of the constructions.
1. See D.J.Wijayaratna, History of the Sinhalese Noun (University of 
Ceylon, 1956)•
2. By a comparative study of these sentences, one can learn, not 
only 'what has been accepted' by Gurulugomi, but also 'what has 
been ignored' from the arrangement of the words in the original. 
All the irregularities of the original are not reflected in the 
Amavatura.
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In this discussion, the relevant elements are categorised into 
five groups.
1. basic constituents, namely subject, object and predicate,
2. adjectivals,
3« adverbials,
vocative element,
5. particles da and ma.
the function of the various case relations
and periphrastic form), can be assigned as
nominative case 
accusative case 
genitive case 
agentive case (animate) 
instrumental case (inanimate) 
dative case 
ablative case 
locative case 
vocative case
In the course of tjie discussion, I have briefly referred to the 
established position of a respective element. But since attention is 
here focused more towards the irregular features, the normal order is not 
always illustrated.
2.11 The position of the basic constituents.
2.111 As in Sanskrit, the normal order is that the subject occupies a
position towards the beginning of the sentence. The predicate closes 
the sentence. This order is preserved except in the following cases where 
the subject occupies sentence final position.
Mahat yddhi atte ya naa raja. (232)
'The great serpent king possesses great psychic powers.'
(expressed both in case forms 
follows.
subject
object
adjectival
adverbial
adverbial
adverbial
adverbial
adverbial
vocative
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Pali:
1 '
..mahiddhiko esa naago.
Kuma^a ceetanaa karma vii ya yat, ceetanaa mulko^a atte
ya karma; eyin kiyat. (52)
'I will tell you why the thoughts are called actions.
Actions have thoughts as their origin; that is why.'
Pali:
2Kasmaa pana cetanaa kammanti vuttaa cetanaa mulakafctaa kammassa.
In the last example also, the Sinhalese sentence has followed the word 
order of its Pali counterpart, though in Pali kamma appears in genitive 
case.
Occasionally we come across a construction where the verb meaning 
'say' precedes the subject, which is followed by a quotation from an 
authority (usually in Pali). TJie quotation is in objective relation to 
the verb and it terminates with yi.
Eyin vadaa^aha Buduhu (A Pali verse) yi. (82)
'Therefore, the Buddha uttered the following statement..'
This style of quoting from an authority to confirm something is very 
often found in Pali commentariesf
As mentioned earlier, the normal order is for the object to follow the 
subject. As the object is affected by the action of the verb, it is clearly 
connected to the verb. Hence it is to be expected that the object will be 
placed as near to the verb as possible. However there are a considerable 
number of instances where the object is displaced from the usual position 
towards the beginning of the sentence, and is separated from the verb by 
one or more elements.
1. Visuddhi Magga. ed. by C.A.F.Rhys Davids (London, 1920), Vol.l, p.*+00
2. MNA, Part 3, p.36.
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The special emphasis on the object which results from its connection 
to the preceding sentence seems to be the cause of this transposition in 
the following examples. The subject is underlined.
Patira giya e handa deviyo kisi kenakun no asiya dunha. (18)
'The devas did not let anyone hear the sound that spread.'
Eyin taa sava aa paridi _to no danhi. (299)
'You do not know that you came (here) after passing away 
from there.'
The demonstrative pronoun ^e 'that' in the former and the 
pronominal adverb eyin 'from there' in the latter indicate the connection 
of the object phrase with the previous context.
In the following sentence too, the object hunu hunuvan which is a 
participial nominal, is related semantically to the action denoted by the 
verb of the preceding sentence. The same arrangement of the constituents 
can be seen in the Pali sentence too. I have quoted the preceding 
sentence too, in order to illustrate the context.
Ek keneku du hiija si£ina£a no nisi va va^emin gos hinimula 
hujpuha. Hn^n hunuvan pracanfla ballo...siftda bihda kaa
piiha. (69)
'Not one being able to stand on the stairs, they foiled 
down and fell at the foot of the stair-case. Ferocious 
dogs devoured them crunching each one who fell.'
Pali:
Eko pi sopaane pati^haatum naasakkhi. Pavafrframaanaa sopaapa-
muulam yeva paapunimsu; sarapatte sampatte cap flakukkuraa..
.1luncamaanaa khaadimsu.'
On some occasions, when the object is much longer than the subject, 
it precedes the latter.
1. MNA, Part 3, p«^ 6.
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Topa ge aagnaayehi no pavatnavun api pavatvamha. (113)
'We shall make those who do not follow your orders obey 
you.*
Pali:
Tumhaakam aanaaya avattamaane pana mayam vattaapessaama.^
Maa pi^ivudu gu^ ta vahaa dev minishu prativeeda keret vayi. (220^
*Hay the devas and men perceive immediately the virtues 
perceived by me.*
In the last example, the object and the subject are separated by 
the adverb vahaa 'immediately', but in the Pali sentence the equivalent 
adverb occurs immediately before the verb as follows:
...mayaa pa£iladdhagunam sadevako loko khippameva pa£ivijjheyyaati.2
In each of the following examples, two main verbs share a common 
object. This common object is hence placed in initial position in order 
that it may be shared by both verbs. In both the corresponding Pali 
sentences, the order is the same, but the verb is not repeated. I have 
quoted the Pali equivalent of the first sentence only.
Ehi sawan visin vineya vana puiigulan sawo da vinaya kereti,
Buduhu da vinaya kereti. (160)
'Those who are amenable to the disciples may be disciplined 
either by the disciples or by the Buddha.'
Pali:
3
saavakaveneyye saavakaa pi vinenti, Buddhaa pi.
Ohu Buduhu du dakti, Saccaka du dakki. (163)
'Both the Buddha and Saccaka see him.'
1. MNA, Part 2, p.231.
2. DNA, Part 2, p.48l.
3. MNA, Part 2, p.230.
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In a few examples the subject is inserted in the middle of an
infinitive verbal phrase, thus separating the infinitive from its object.
Here the elements are not put in order according to their logical connection.
The normal order is that the element which is in objective relation to the
infinitive, should immediately precede the latter. This irregularity is
found in sentences where the predicate is a word meaning 'be able'.^
This irregularity has resulted from the word order in Pali counterparts.
Maa tabaa maa vani suvahasna^a d upan sooka salya Buduhu 
uduraa piyanna^a nissaha. (282)
'The Buddha can pull out the darts of grief that arise 
not in my heart alone, but also in the hearts of hundreds 
of thousands that are like me.'
Pali:
Ti^haaraaham maadisaanam satasahassaanampi uppannam sokasallam
2Sammaasambuddho uddharitum patibalo.
Lomkuvaku du ohu ge vigavaata solavanna£a no pohosat vii ya. (232)
'His venomous breath could not shake even a hair (of the elder)'.
Pali:
• 3Loraakuupampissa vaato caaletum naasakkhi.
In the last (Sinhalese) sentence, it is the context that precludes 
the ambiguity. The syntactical relation is obscure due to zero inflexion 
of both nouns. Both nouns can correlate with the predicate no pohosat 
vii ya. According to the arrangement of the elements in the sentence (if 
it were to be isolated from the context), the reader might take lomkuvaku du 
as the subject and ohu ge vigavaata as the object of the infinitive.
Such an ambiguity (due to the obscurity of the case relation) can 
arise with animate nouns too in non-finite verbal phrases where both the 
agent and object are specified if the object precedes the agent as follows. 
The noun that denotes the agent is underlined.
1. In this sense the infinitive is closely connected with the predicate.
^ ^ W w  w  _ jp %
2. DNA Part 2, p.'W.
3. VH p^.itOO.
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Me raat raaha$ahu maa dahavuu se no yedeyi. (179)
'It is not right that I annoyed this sanctified monk.'
In the Pali source, there is no exact equivalent to the above 
construction.
The following sentence too, due to the irregularity of the word
order, can confuse the reader.
Sav bara^in sadii na}.u piris pirivaraa Budun pera^a si$i 
raja ho raja piris ho ek keneku du no baluuha. (12k)
'No one looked at the king who stood there before the 
Buddha, adorned in all his array and attended by the 
dancers, nor did they look at his followers.'
One can easily take keneku du as an oblique case form. But with
careful study, it is evident that kenek has become keneku due to ja in the
particle du that follows. The oblique case form of kenek (in the language
of the Amavatura) is kenakun. If the words are put in the proper order,
it would have been easier for the reader to grasp the sense quickly. The
deviation from the normal order has resulted from the word order in the
corresponding Pali sentence which is as follows:
Sabbaalamkaarapatimanditam naa£akaparivaaram bhagavato purato 
•fhitam raajaanam vaa raajapurisam vaa ekaJbhikkuu pi na olokesi.^
2.112 The position of the subject in connection with the agentive element 
in passive constructions:
J.S.Speijer says "'In passive sentences the agent, as far as I
have observed, seems to have the precedence in the traditional order of
2
the words, not the nominative of the Karma.'"
1. DNA, Part 1, p.108.
2. Sanskrit Syntax, p.10.
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However, this rule has many exceptions. In passive constructions 
the focus is shifted from the subject to object of the original active 
sentence. The noun that denotes the object of the original (in other 
words, the underlying active sentence), appears as the grammatical subject 
in the passive construction, while the original subject which is the agent 
of the action appears in the oblique case.
When the subject of the passive construction is prominent in the 
speaker*s thought he would like to place that before the agentive noun. 
Sometimes the emphasis is laid on the agent and it precedes the subject; 
or, if no special emphasis is intended, the order of the original active 
cohstruction is preserved.
In the Amavatura, both arrangements are found. Sometimes a special 
emphasis can be shown as the reason for the respective positions of the 
elements.
Mahana bhavat Goyum Bimsara maharajahu visin pudana laduye ya;
Kosol rajahu visin pudana laduye ya; Pokkharasaati bamupaa visin 
pudana laduye ya. Soonada$da bamupaa visin pudana laduye ya. (100)
*The monk Goyum is honoured by the great king Bimsara, 
king Kosol, the brahmin Pokkarasati and the brahmin 
Sonadanda.*
In the above examples, the emphasis is on the subject Mahana bhavat 
Goyum and that emphasised element appears at the beginning of the sentence.
The noun phrase mahana bavat Goyum serves in this sentence as the 
subject of three other following sentences as well. The deletion of the 
subject in the succeeding sentences is made possible by the fact that it 
is used in the initial position in the first sentence. The same order of 
the subject and the agent is found in the Pali counterpart of the above with 
the difference that in Pali the subject is repeated in each sentence.
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Mama tii gattan visin tarako^a ta}.aa piyana laddemi; payin 
no yaa hemi. (7*0
'I have been beaten severely by your servants and I am unable 
to walk.1
There too, the subject mama has a special emphasis laid on it.
It is the subject of the subsequent sentence as well.
The following example illustrates the inverted construction where
the agent is prominent in speaker's thought.
Maa ma visin Budun ge ak vataa raja marana lada. (125)
'By me was slain the king who was the chief attendant of 
the Buddha.'
Pali:
Mayaahissa aggupatthaako ghaatito.'^
Movun visin apa ge sahdun vanaya nasana lada. movun maramha. (192)
'By them our sandal wood forest has been destroyed; let 
us kill them.'
There, movun is the focus of interest. It is continued as the
object of the latter clause. The corresponding Pali sentence also has
the same order.
The following examples illustrate irregular passive construction
caused by close association with Pali idiom.
....ovun kerehi maa kan sapuraa l<Yam kaleka Bud'hu me 
lokayehi upannaahu nam, ekalhi dev lo pireyi; po^ o sis veyi" 
yanu asanu ladde ya. (289)
'It is heard by me being said among them that at 
whatsoever time the Buddha is born in this world, the 
heavens will be full and the earth will be empty.'
Here the agentive noun maa has occurred towards the beginning of the 
sentence. The subject seems to be yanu. an abstract verbal form that
1. DMA, Part 1, p.108.
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marks the end of a quoted statement. In Sinhalese, the passive
construction with a quoted statement constituting the subject is not
usually employed. In Pali however, this is quite common. In the
Pali equivalent the quoted statement follows the verb and the agent.
Tesam me sammukhaa sutam sammukhaa pa^iggahitam "Yadaa Tathaagataa 
loke uppajjanti...dibbaa kaayaa paripuuranti; haayanti asuraa 
kaayaa ti.'^
I quote below another example of this irregular construction which
is again exactly similar to its Pali equivalent.
Ginivesna, taa "...Idin mam aceetana vuu £ambata d vaadaaropa^a
ke].em nam he da kampita va ... vevu^aa yeyi. Minisek
nam kimek da" yi Visaalaa nuvara pirisa banana ladde ya. (166)
'Ginivesna, you had said to the people of Vesala "If I 
were to address my arguments to an inanimate post, that too 
will shudder with shock. It is needless to speak about a 
man".'
2.12 Adjectivals
2.121 The adjectivals precede the noun they qualify. When there are 
several adjectives or adjectival phrases related to the same noun, they 
should be positioned in succession, so as to convey their logical 
connection clearly. For instance, in the following example the position 
of the participial adjectival phrase no solvana lada can cause ambiguity. 
It should occur immediately before the noun palandanaa. which it is 
related to.
No solvana lada dev minisun ge palaftdanaa rav pi^irav dii 
gugu^ e. (10)
'Devas' and human beings' ornaments, which were not shaken 
jingled resoundingly.'
1. DA, Vol.E, p.271.
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This has resulted by following the arrangement of words of its Pali
counterpart which reads as follows
Aghat^itaaniyeva manussaanam hatthuupagaadiini aabharanaani 
1viravimsu.
In the Amavatura, we often come across long sentences, constructed
with several adjectival phrases. One phrase can be attributive to a
noun which is part of another attributive phrase. An attributive phrase
is sometimes separated from its noun by the qualifiers of another noun,
Buduhu tamana^a viruddha Devdat terun lada gat, taman gihi 
kalhi yaha^ u, Budu kalhi arii savu, Bimsara maharajahu maraa 
rajaya gat, Ajaasat rajahu pu^ uvut pana visajaa, (112)
'The Buddha answered the questions put by the great 
king Ajasat, a follower of Devdat, who was the Buddha's 
opponent. That Ajasat had slain the king Bimsara and 
taken away the kingdom. That king Bimsara was the Buddha's 
friend while he was yet a layman, and his disciple after he 
attained Buddhahood.'
In the above sentence pana is qualified by the phrase Ajaasat 
rajahu puluvut.
Ajaasat rajahu is qualified by the phrases Devdat terun lada gat and 
Bimsara maha rajahu maraa rajaya gat.
Devdat terun is qualified by the phrase tamanata viruddha.
Bimsara maharajahu is qualified by the phrases gihi kalhi yahaju and 
Budu kalhi arii savu.
It is obvious that this sort of construction can sometimes obscure 
the intended sense. For instance, a reader who is not familiar with the 
story, may relate the phrase Devdat terun lada gat in the above passage as 
attributive to the noun phrase Bimsara maha rajahu.
1. JA, Part 1, p.50.
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2.122 In the Amavatura we find instances where animate norainals 
occur as qualifiers. There are usually two nominal phrases in a sentence 
of this type; the former begins with a pronoun in genitive case relation 
and it is followed by a noun that indicates a person; the latter which is 
often headed by a proper noun that designates a specific person, a 
distinguished personality. The function of the former is to qualify 
or in another word to specialise the latter. The nominals of both phrases 
are in the same case but the main semantic weight is on the latter which i6 
nearer to the verb.
The following examples illustrate subject qualifiers (in direct case). 
The qualifier is underlined.
Vahanse, muba piyaano^  Sudovun maha rajaa^ o muba dakka^ iyaha. (^ l)
'My lord, your father, great king Sudovun wishes to see you.'
Apa vat * himiyo Pu$u mahaterahu vagLiyaha. (193)
'Our preceptor, the great elder, has come.'
#
In the following examples, there are two qualifiers. The noun 
Maataaniputra is the elder's (family) name and Bhaargya (from his father's 
name) is a secondary appellation of the elder.
Apa vat'himiyo. Bhaargyayo. Mantaaniputrayo sasnehi abhirata
vet vayi. (138)
'May our preceptor, Bharga Mantaniputra, find his pleasure in
the monkhood.'
1. In Sinhalese normally, adjectival phrases are formed by positioning 
the past participial adjectival vuu after adjectives or nouns in 
oblique case form or stem forms. According to that idiom, the first 
example above would read as follows
Muba piyaanan vuu Sudovun maharajaa]jo.. •
In the Afflavatura, the use of vuu is found mainly where Pali or Sanskrit 
tatsama words are employed e;g. ananta vuu 'endless'. There are only 
a very few examples where vuu follows a Sinhalese word, 
mejek vuu 'soft' (262)
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Pali:
Abhiramatu, bhante, ayyo Gaggo [in footnotes - Bhaggo]
Mantaaniputto•
The following examples show the object qualifiers (with a noun in 
oblique case).
Tii piyaa. Timbaru nam gaftdev dev rajahu vanami. (295)
•I praise your father, the heavenly musician Timbaru.'
Ohu putu. Paseenadii rajahu rajayehi pihi$ivuuha. (202)
'(They) enthroned his son, the king Pasenadi.'
Such a nominal qualifier can precede a noun other than that which 
denotes the subject or object. When the qualified noun denotes some 
other case relation, the preceeding qualifier is put in oblique case. The 
qualified noun may either take case suffixes, as in:
Me tamaa ge satharahu mahanuva£aha£a kiyayi. (52)
'He will say (this) to his teacher, the chief heretic.' 
or be put in oblique case, denoting the case relation from the context, as 
in:
Bhaddiya nuvara Marina maha si a^hu putu Dhananjaya si£ahu 
duu, (259)
'The daughter of the house holder Iteuianjaya who was the ' 
son of the house holder Manda in the city Bhaddiya.'
In the latter Dhananjaya sitahu denotes the genitive case relation.
2.123 In the Amavatura there is an inverted construction of attributive 
elements. In this construction the attributive word follows the noun it 
qualifies and is appended with appropriate case suffixes. This nominalised
1. MN, Vol.II, p.102.
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adjective is in appositional relation to a pronoun in oblique case in the 
following examples:
Metek dena maa hudakalahu haa yuddhaya^ a eti. (27)
'All these people come to battle with me who is alone.'
Pali:
.. ayam ettako jano mam ekakam sandhaaya mahantam vaayaamam parak- 
kamam karoti.'
Topa ge kulaya^a elabena tavus maa nivarad'hata saapa ke}e. (85)
'The ascetic that comes to your house cursed me who have done 
no wrong.'
• • • 2Tumhaakai kuluupakataapaso mai niraparaadham abhisapi.
Taa yaaga ka£a$iyahu visin kisi kavara vipi^isarayak no 
ka|a manava. (105)
'You who wish to perform yaga should not have any regret.'
There is no equivalent to this last sentence in Pali sources.
The inverted construction of the participial adjectivals has been 
discussed in detail in chapter 5*
2.13 The position of adverbials.
2.131 Temporal adverbials such as e kalhi 'then', ekbiti 'after that',
which are very common elements in consecutive narratives, usually open the 
sentence. Similarly adverbials of manner such as e se 'in that way', 
me se 'in this way' which indicate the semantical relation of the sentence
with the previous one occur in the initial position of the sentence.
Transposing such an adverbial to post-subject position however, does 
not affect the meaning, and is occasionally found.
1. JA, Part 1, p.70.
2. JA, Part 5, p.85.
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He e kalhi hii giya java ati i^ umuvaa maraa, (2*40)
'He then, having slain the antelope who was exhausted,'
Adverbial phrases with an agent different from that of the main 
sentence usually occur at the beginning.
Ovun no vadanaa turu ma Buduhu piriniviyo. (201)
'The Buddha died before they arrived.'
2.132 The normal position of other adverbials is in the middle of
the sentence, close to the finite verb. When there is more than one
adverbial phrase, the order is determined by the mutual connection of the ideas
expressed by them, and the degree of their relation to the finite verb. For
instance, the constituent denoting the goal of motion immediately precedes the
verb. And the adverbials denoting the purpose, manner, time etc. of the
action, precede that constituent.
Rajagahaa vasiyo Budun daknata...Jativana uyan giyo. (38)
'The inhabitants of Rajagaha went to Yativana park to see 
the Buddha.*
However, the middle position of the adverbial has not been strictly
followed. We often come across the subject after adverbials that modify
the finite verb. Sometimes, an adverbial which is shared by two sentences
occurs towards beginning of the first sentence.
Budun karaa deviyo madimayama e^ abetii; dan pa].amu yaamayehi 
ma aaha. (28*f)
'The devas come to the Buddha in the middle watch. Now 
of course they have come in the first watch.'
Sometimes an adverbial phrase which shows a relation with the previous 
sentence is drawn towards the beginning of the sentence.
E soobaa daknata kanahu as ladaha. (10)
'The blind recovered their sight to watch that glory.'
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The notion expressed by the object (e soobaa) of the infinitive is 
mentioned in the preceding sentence. The demonstrative e_ 'that' indicates 
this connection.
2.133 In the Amavatura, we often come across adverbials occurring after
the predicate, thus occupying the sentence final position. This is not
in conformity with the Sinhalese idiom, although it is quite common in Pali.
It will be clear, by a comparative study, that this irregularity is a
result of close association with the Pali equivalents. In the following
example an adverbial phrase denoting the cause follows the verb.
Meseyinu du manooda$daya ma mahata, bihdii du cuti pilisahda 
dena bavin. (58)
'In this way too, mental action itself is important because 
even when broken, it still brings forth death and conception.'
Pali:
Itipi manodap^ova mahanto bhi.j.jitvaa pi outipatisandhim 
aakaddhanato.^
In the following examples, four adverbial phrases occur after the 
finite verb.
Kata kulehi abhisikta rajaha£a uhu ge rata isuru pavatti, 
maravannata nissan maravannata dhana haaniyata nissan 
diliiidu karavannata ratin neranata nissan ratin neravannata ya,
Kosol rajahu Ajaasat rajahu seyin.
'The consecrated king, born in warrior caste, has lordship 
over his country to put to death those who deserve death; 
to impoverish those who should be reduced in wealth; 
to banish those who deserve expulsion from the country; 
king Kosol and king Ajasat are examples.'
1. MNA, Part 3, p.38.
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At the end of the first three phrases, the assertion marker ^ a 
occurs. It is obvious that, due to the similarity of the function (i.e. 
adverbials of purpose) of those infinitive phrases, they are taken as one 
phrase.
Pali:
Vatteyya ranno khattiyassa muddhaavasittassa sakasmim vijite 
vaso, ghaatetaayam vaa ghaatetum jaapetaayam vaa jaapetun pabbaa.je- 
taayam vaa pabbaajetum seyyathaa pi ranno Pasenadissa Kosalassa 
seyyathaa pi vaa pana ranno Maagadhassa Ajaatasattussa.^
It is not out of place here to illustrate the final position of 
phrases with the indeclinables vinaa and misa, both equivalents of Pali 
annatra * except' •
• anek kisi kenek yaanayan yojanna^a no nissaha J iivakayan 
vinaa ya. (120)
‘Nobody, except Jivaka, is suitable to prepare the carriages.'
Pali:
~ ~  • 2 .,na anno koci yaanasuii yojetum sakkhissati, annatra Jivakaa ti.
Dan ma£a raehi anek pi^isarapek atte no veyi, mahapa 
Goyumhu misa. (164)
'Now I have no other refuge here than the monk Goyum.'
Pali:
Na daani me idha annam pa^isara^am atthi, annatra samapena
3
Gotamena.
In those examples, the phrases with the indeclinable modify the 
indefinite adjective anek and therefore should occur immediately before 
that element. Instead, as in the Pali construction, they follow the 
main verfr.
1. MN, Vol.l, p.231.
2. DNA, Part 1, p.103.
3. MNA, Part 2, p.232.
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2.14 Vocative element
A vocative element mostly occurs in the initial position of the 
sentence. However, transposing a vocative element to final position does 
not affect the meaning of the sentence. A vocative element is not 
syntactically connected with the rest of the sentences. One or the other 
order is preferred mainly for idiomatic reasons.
The following examples illustrate the initial and final position of 
the vocative.
Maha raja, taa ge ra$a sorahu bohoha. (103)
'Great king, there are many robbers in your country.'
Risiyena da yak puj.uvusa, maharaja. (125)
'Question, me on anything you like, great king.'
Where a statement consists of several sentences, the initial position 
of the vocative is preferred. In short interrogative or responsive 
sentences, the vocative is often placed last. In interrogative sentences 
that end with the particle ho the vocative usually occurs towards the 
beginning.
Vahanse. kumak keremi ho. (64)
'My lord, what shall I do?'
In certain instances, there are two vocative elements, one ofvhich 
is a proper noun and the other an ordinary appellation. The former follows 
the latter.
Puta, Ahimsakaya. kohi si^ iyehi. (136)
'Son, Ahimsaka, where are you?'
In certain instances the vocative element follows immediately after a 
word such as manava 'well', osa^  'in that case', 'well', the interrogative
1. In the Amavatura, this word is mostly used to render Pali tenahi
'if it is so'. Among the interjections in Sigiri Graffiti S. l.
Paranavitana gives the word os which seems to be a variant of osa.
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word kima 'why', the imperative word kiyaga 'tell me' and the adverbs 
yam se 'in the same way' etc, occurring at the beginning, I illustrate 
below, the vocative following the word osa which is an interjection.
Osa, Vahanse. kumak keremi. (11*0
'Well my lord, what shall I do?'
Occasionally we come across the vocative following the subject as 
shown below.
Buduhu, sabaflda. kohiya. (123)
'My friend, where is the Buddha?'
2.15 The position of the particles da (and its variants) and ma.
2.151 The enclitic particle da and its variants du, _d are used in
conjunctive (in the sense 'and', 'also') and restrictive (in the sense
'even') functions.
Normally this particle immediately follov/s the word it is associated
with.
Conjunctive function:
Paj.afldanaa _d asu & San maha amattaaha^a dii1 (20)
'Having given the ornaments and the horse to the minister San.'
Ohu du Ahgulmal sorahu ata nasti. (133)
'They also perish at the hand of the robber Angulmal.'
Restrictive function:
Eka $ikeku du pi$ata no heyi. (23)
'Not even a little bit falls outside.'
This particle sometimes occurs as the conjunction of two predicates.
Sitin vuu kala sihil pan biya$i cl veyi valahda ka£a£i veyi. (58)
'Deep down in his heart, he wishes to drink cold water and 
also to use cold water for other purposes.'
bO
Here the particle _d appears in the middle of a composite verb . 
biyaiti veyi is usually taken as one semantic whole. This conjunction 
is not normally used with adjectives. In the equivalent Pali sentence, 
the conjunction ca follows an inflected adjective and precedes the 
copulative verb hoti.
Pali:
Cittena pana siitodakam paatukaamo ca paribhunjitukaarao 
ca hoti.^
In the following examples, where there are more than one co-ordinate
clause, with negated predicates, da functions as the correlative. Here
da follows the negative particle. The presence of da in the first clause
is optional. In this context du and _d do not occur.
E muva raja kavara. Maa no da naa ya, no da svaami ya. (187)
'Who is that lion to me? He is neither a relative of mine 
nor my master.1
Vahanse, garfga ke^ana^a no da aamha; vana ke^ana^a no 
da aamha. (216)
'My lord, we have come here neither for river sport nor 
for jungle sport.'
Me lookayehi nuva^ek teme satun no marayi; no da maravayi; 
samaadan no da kereyi.' (58)
'In this world a heretic neither himself kills animals nor 
makes others to kill, nor participates in killing.'
In the following example, du occurs between two absolutives which 
usually form a composite (i.e. gena yeyi).
Bhavat Goyum sadaha ati kula putak'hu visin paatheyya gena du 
gos daknata nissa. (100)
'A nobleman should go to see the Buddha, having taken provisions 
too for the journey.'
1. MNA, Part 3, p.38.
The more usual order would be 'paatheyya da gena gos...' or 
1••.paatheyya gena gos da'. The above order seems to have resulted from 
the order in the Pali counterpart, which is as follows 
...patheyyam gahetvaa pi upasamkamitum yuttameva.^
There are a few instances where the particle da appears between the 
noun and its case postfixes.
Apa da ge sessanu du ge kathaa, (168)
'The talk between me and the rest,'
Mayi du ge sariirayehi, (232)
'In my body too.,'
In the above examples, du precedes the genitive case affix ge.
In the following example, du (in restrictive sense) precedes the 
agentive case postfix visin.
Kisi kenekunu du visin no ka$a haki, (23)
'That cannot be done by anybody^ '
2.152 The emphatic particle ma.
ma generally occurs immediately after the word it emphasises.
Muhu hama dena ma desha. (29)
'All these people are witnesses.'
Me vanaahi hupu diya ma valaftda kereyi. (57)
'This person of course drinks only hot water.'
The following examples illustrate how ma is used to emphasise verbs. 
The assertion marker ya or ya fend occasionally yi too) follows the 
particle ma.
1. DNA, Part 1, p.202.
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Mama mohu sita danira ma ya. Devi kenek ma$a kiihu mi ya. 082)
*1 definitely know his mind and indeed deva told me of it.*
Minishu ovun daka vevu}.at ma ya, palat ma ya; dora piyaa lat
ma ya. (139)
'The men having seen him, do tremble, and run away and they 
shut their doors.'
This idiom is also caused by the influence of Pali. I quote the
Pali equivalent of the last sentence.
Manussaa nam disvaa uttasantipi palaayanti jgi dvaarampi thakenti.^
In the following examples, ma appears between the negative particle 
and the verb veyi.
Bhavat Goyumhu kerehi gaha^ u purusayakha^a set no ma veyi. (170)
'No good will come to the person who has challenged the 
Lord Goyum.'
Like the particle da this emphatic particle too sometimes occurs 
before a case-denoting postfix.
Uhu ma ge anek pin kamak, (301)
'Another of his good deedsr'
Atak'hu ma ge payin, (119)
'With the feet of an elephant onlyT'
Maa ma visin, (125)
'By meT*
2.2 Parenthetical clauses
There are a few instances, where a parenthetical clause occurs, 
interrupting the natural flow of the narration. This parenthesis is
1. MNA, Part 3, p.232.
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syntactically complete, that is to say that it has its own subject and 
predicate. The presence of such clauses is absolutely due to the Pali 
influence.
E kalhi ovun ge deviihi avudu deviya Nutat dahata^a^a hara 
minis mala haranaa saiidahaa nahavaa diva pi^ -i hah da vaa.... 
divamal pa^ andavaa, eyata nuduru tanhi ek ridii paviyek ati. 
ehi atuju ran vimanek ati. e vimanhi padun dasa^ a hisa laa 
diva yahanak panvaa e yahanhi vadaa hevuuhu. (9)
'Then their queens came, took the queen Mahamaya to the 
lake Anutat and bathed her to wash away the human impurities; 
and they arrayed her with divine garments and decked her with 
divine flowers; near by there was a silver rock and in that 
rock there was a palace of gold; in that palace, they prepared 
a divine couch and placed the queen upon it with her head 
toward the east.'
In the above sentence, two parenthetical clauses are introduced 
after the absolutive palandavaa and at the end of the clauses, the narration 
is continued, indicating the connection of the latter parenthesis with the 
rest of the sentence by the adverbial phrase e vimanhi. The subject of 
the main sentence appears toward the beginning. The two parentheses are also 
mutually related; the adverbial that begins the latter represents 
ridii paviyek in the former.
Pali:
Atha nesam deviyo aagantvaa devim Anotattadahara netvaa 
manussamalaharanattham nahaapetvaa dibbavattham nivaasaapetvaa... 
dibbapupphaani pi a^ndhaapetvaa, tato aviduure rajatapabbato. 
tassa anto kanakavimanam atthi.tattha paaciinasiisakam dibba- 
sayanam pannaapetvaa nipajjaapesum.^
The following example too, has two clauses embedded after an absolutive. 
The connection of each clause with the previous one is indicated by the 
demonstrative elements.
1. JA, Part 1, p.^ 9
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Buduhu ataramaiiga Saccabaddha nam parvataya^a pami^a kuu^aagaara 
ahasa sivaa basa, e parvatayehi misadit'ha gat jatilayek 
maha.janaa misditha ganvaa laabhayehi du yasashi du 
agrapraapta va veseyi; Ohu lehi atuju sal’a pahanak seyin 
raat bavata upanisraya diliyeyi; Ohu daka...gos dulad bihda 
dham desuuha. (195)
'On the way, the Buddha came to the rock Saccabaddha and 
leaving the sheds in the sky, descended there. In that rock 
lives a matted haired ascetic at the height of gain and glory 
who has induced the people to embrace his heresy. In him 
shines the potentiality for arahanthood, like a lamp inside a 
pot. Having seen him, the Buddha went and shattered his 
heresy and preached hjrn the doctrine,'
Pali:
Satthaa Saccabaddhapabbatam naama patvaa kuu^aagaaram aakaase £hapetvaa, 
tasmim pabbate Saccabaddho naama micchaadi^hikataapaso 
mahaajanam micchaadi^thim ugga^ ihaapento laabaggayasaggappatto hutvaa 
vasati abbhantare cassa antocaa^iyam padiipo viya arahantassa 
upanissayo jalati; tarn disvaa dhammam kathessaamiiti gantvaa 
dhammam desesi.1
In the following example, the parenthesis occurs immediately after
the subject of the main sentence. In the parenthesis a verb meaning 'be'
(i.e. veyi) is understood. This does not exactly correspond to its Pali
equivalent in the Digha Nikaya.
Sak devraja, Maatali singraahakayaa pitek Sikhandi nam. 
oha^ a aya diya£i va si^ ii. (287)
'The deva king Sak wishes to give her to Sikhandi, a son
of Matali the charioteer.'
Pali:
Saa kho pana bhante bhaginii parakaaminii hoti, Sikha$$i
2naama Maatalissa samgaahakassa putto, tam abhikamkhati.
'But my lord, that lady is in love with another Sikhaddi, 
son of Matali, the charioteer.'
1. MNA, Part *f, p.212.
2. DN, Vol.IX, p.268.
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2.3 Ellipsis
2.31 We often come across sentences where the subject or the object
is deleted. This is a common feature in the arrangement of words in
Pali too, The deletion of these elements is due to their being
mentioned in a previous sentence, or simply understood from the context.
In the following example, in the first two sentences, the object, which
is identical with that of the absolutive piligena (in the first sentence),
is omitted. In the last sentence the subject which is the same as that
object is omitted.
E kalhi maha boosataa^an ran dalin piligena si£i mahabafhbun 
atin satara varam maha rajahu mangul sammata vuu ... 
ahdun divisamin pi^ igat'hu. Ovun atin mangul maha amatiyo 
duhul sumbu^uyen pi^ igat'hu. Minisun atin basa po o^va 
vada si$a padun dasaa baluuhu. (13)
*Then from the hands of the brahmas who had received
the Bosat in a golden net, the four guardian devas received
him on a cloth of antelope skins, considered suitable
for ceremonial occasions. From them, the ministers received
him in a cushion of soft cloth. Releasing himself from
their hands he stood upon the earth and looked towards the East.*
Pali:
Atha nam suva$najaalena patiggahetvaa frhitaanam brahmaanam
hatthato cattaaro mahaaraajaano mangalasammataaya ajinappave$iyaa
ge^ himsu. Tesam hatthato manussaa dukuulacumba^ akena.
Manussaanam hatthato muncitvaa pa^ haviyain pati^haaya 
puratthimadisam olokesi.^
Sometimes, the subject that denote an indefinite agent is deleted.
In the following examples, the agent of action is understood as ‘people* 
generally.
1. JA, Part 1, p.51*
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E davas mu}.u nuvara dev nuvarak seyin saduuha. (15)
*That day they decorated the whole city like a deva 
city.'
Maha terun hittda sas kaj.a tanhi pij.ak ka}.aha. (1^ 0)
'They built a platform on the spot where the great 
elder had sat and made his asseveration.'
The subject is deleted in the Pali equivalents too. I quote below 
the corresponding Pali sentence of the latter.
Therena nisiiditvaa saccakiriyakata^haane pii^ hakara 
akamsu.^ (233)
There are two passive constructions in which the subject (which should be
in direct case) seems to be wanting. This feature has resulted from
the close rendering of the original.
Apa visin no piriksaa karana lada. (62)
'I have acted without investigating' lit. '(it) has been 
done without investigation.'
A demonstrative element such as e or me has to be supplied as 
the subject.
Pali:
• 2Amhehi anupadhaaretvaa katam.
ko ginin diliyena yugat gini men yana Dhanapaluvaa visin 
ovun akususiyo mafigul lakunu pirivara ladu sak laku^ en 
visituru de patlehi basa heva vandanaa lada. (238)
'At the feet of the Buddha, decked with a host of holy 
marks such as marks of conch shells, was obeisance made by 
the elephant Dhanapala who was going about in the heat of 
anger like a flame of fire at the end of the era.'
1. MNA, Part 3, p.233.
2. DNA, Part 3, p.^ l.
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Sanskrit:
krodhaagninaabhidayataa Dhanapaalakena 
paadadvaye prajjatamaarya dhytaankuse te. (239)
These are the last two lines of the Sanskrit verse he has quoted from
a work called Paadapankajastava.
In the following example which again is disharmonious with Sinhalese
idiom the reader may be confused in finding the object of the verb yavuuha.
E kalhi dev baMbahu palana mara piris daka "Mara parada.
Siddhat kuraara dini ya. Jaya mangul karamha" yi nayi nayin karaa
yavuuha, guru^ahu guru^ an karaa yavuuha, deviyo
deviyan karaa yavuuha, ba^bahu bambUn karaa yavuuha. (30)
'Then the devas and brahmas, seeing the army of Mara 
talking to flight, the nagas, the gurulas, the devas and 
brahmas among them sent to their respective realms the 
message "Mara is defeated; prince Siddhat has won; let 
us honour him at his victory".'
Here the direct quotation that sums up the message is in objective 
relation to the verb yavuuha in each clause. In the Amavatura sometimes 
the absolutive kiyaa occurs before yavayi in similar contexts.
The Pali counterpart of the above is as follows:
Tato devasanghaa palaayamaanam maarabalam disvaa' Maarassa paraajayo, 
Siddhatthakumaarassa jayo, jayapuujam karissaamaati naagaa 
naagaanam supannaa suparqiaanam devataa devataanam brahmaano 
brahmaanam pesetvaa,^
2.32 The following examples illustrate another construction which 
appears incomplete according to the normal Sinhalese idiom. In such 
constructions the presence of the indeclinable misa requires an element
1. JA, Part 1, p.72.
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indicating a contrast to the word that precedes misa. Sometimes 
this contrast^ is expressed by a word qualified by an or anek 'other'; 
it may be a noun i.e. anek kenek. 
e.g.
Anniya misa anekak'hu no vadda denne ya. (114)
'Do not let in anybody save the mother.'
or an element of adverbial function (such as an heyakin). depending on 
the element that precedes misa. In the Amavatura such adverbials 
occurring after misa. are not found. In the following examples it is an
adverbial that seems to be lacking. This is found only with negative
constructions.
Eyin goduru gannaa kala namburu va misa no gata heti. (176)
'They cannot take food in that (mouth) without bending 
down.'
Pali:
# 2 
Tena onamitvaa gocaram gaphanti.
'They take food in the (mouth) by bending down.'
Pitin misa no hota hena daruvan, (2^ 2)
'Infants who can only lie upon their back,'
Pali:
• 3...daarakam uttaanaseyyakam,
'Infants who lie on their back,'
...dahas puru^ayan misa vivara no ka£a haki. (19)
'Not possible to be opened but by a thousand people.'
1. M. Sri Rammandala, discussing similar construction in the Dpk shows 
that misa should normally be followed by something opposite to
its antecedent. 'A critical study of the Dharmapradlpika 
(unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of London, 195*0, p.150.
2. DNA, Part 2, p.59*U
3. SNA, p.165.
Pali:
• 1
• • .punsasahassena vivaritabbam ,
'That can be opened by a thousand people.'
Here, dahas purusayan denotes the agentive relation and therefore 
has an adverbial function. However, these sentences cannot be 
treated as elliptical, for the intended meaning is not obscured and 
usage is quite regular in the Amavatura. From the examples quoted, it 
is clear that this construction differs from that of Pali.
1. JA, Part 1, p.6l.
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CHAPTER 3
SYNTAX OF THE VERB
3.0 In the Amavatura, there is a large number of verbs most'of which are 
met with in other contemporary and later works with or without phonological 
variation. There are a few verbs of which certain shades of meaning have 
gone out of use in later Sinhalese. In addition, there are some verbs 
which have failed to win for themselves a place in the later literature.
Such instances will be pointed out in relevant places in the course of this 
discussion.
3.1 The verb is marked for person, number and tense. The person and the 
number of the verb collocate with those of its subject noun. There are 
three persons, namely first, second and third. There are two numbers, 
namely singular and plural. The variation for the tense is peculiar* to the 
verbal forms. In the Amavatura, there are verbal forms of two tenses, 
namely past and present, 'denoting the action completed' and 'the action not 
yet completed' respectively. Some characteristic features regarding the 
number, tense etc. will be commented on later.
3.11 The present tense (including the personal suffixes)^ - is historically 
connected with the Old and Middle Indian present tense verbs. The following 
table indicates the present tense personal suffixes of singular and plural. 
The figures 1, 2, 3, represent the first second and third person respectively.
Singular
- mi; jn,
- hi; yi,
- yi,
Plural
1. maha; - mha
2. - va,
- ti; - t_,3.
1. Botfc Geiger (Grammar of Sinhalese language, p.1^ 2) and Paranavitana 
(Sigiri Graffiti. Vol.I, Introduction, p.cxxxv) have discussed the 
historical development of these personal suffixes.
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The underlined suffix of each person above represents a variant (of 
the other), which is found sporadically. The suffixes mu and hu^  given 
by the Sidat Saiigara as of the first and second person plural respectively 
are not found in the Amavatura.
The formation of the past tense is based on the past participle 
forms. The personal affixes are sometimes appended to the participle 
base form and sometimes to the augmented form. In certain cases we find 
both forms. e.g.
latmi
laddemi *
In the third person singular the suffix _e and the past participle base
form (with or without phonetic variations) are found. Very often it is
only the context that decides whether a form like keje or giye is to be
taken as a verb, for they are identical with past participle direct case
2
singular forms. The assertion marker ^ a or jra is often appended when 
such a form functions as the verb. Sometimes jjd is found as a variant of 
ya. In the third person plural there is a marked distinction of the 
terminations of the verb and the participial nominal form. The suffix _o 
occasionally occurs in the finite verb but the most frequently found suffix 
is ha. The affix hu is mainly found with participial bases ending in u. 
e.g. saduuhu. However hu is also found preceded by _ii in one past 
participle, namely kiihu. The suffix hu is sometimes found after
1. The suffixes mu and hu seem to be later developments. For Paranavitana 
says that these axe not found in Sigiri Graffiti either. Commenting 
on the suffix hu he says "The.•.plural given in the SdSg, -hu, has not 
been found in our documents; what we get instead is -yu which may be 
derived from Skt. -tha. The -hu of the SdSg. may be due to false
restoration after the ^  had suffered elision. Or the ^  might have
changed to h on the analogy of the termination in the singular. If
the latter suggestion is acceptable, it would also explain the termination
-yi of the second person singular at times met with in literary works -
in this instance the li of hi being changed on the analogy of jru in the 
plural termination. Ibid., p.cxxxiii.
2. Both j£a and jja are found indiscriminately in all the editions.
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consonant endings as well, e.g. hunhu. in alternation with hunha, the 
participial nominal form being hunnaahu in direct case and hunnahu in 
oblique case. Of the participle vuu we find the finite verb forms vuuha. 
vuuhu and vuuvaaha and its nominal forms are vuuvaahu and vuuvo in direct 
case and vuuvahu in oblique case.
The verbal suffixes of the second person are the same as in the present 
tense, namely hi in singular and va in plural.1 In the first person, the 
participial nominal ends with £ in singular and mo in plural whereas the 
finite verb ends with mi in singular and maha and mha in plural.
With the terminations given above (for both present and past) the
2
verbal base often undergoes certain phonetic changes. Hence, the variants 
of the same verb such as hvidmi; avidimi; avidumi *1 walk'. A detailed 
study of such changes is beyond the scope of the present thesis. The most 
striking changes are referred to in appropriate places. We should also 
take into account the changes that might have happened in the course of 
copying the manuscripts up to the time they were printed.
3.12 To facilitate the illustration of the syntactical features of the 
verb, I should like to make a few further comments on the morphology of the 
verb. For the convenience of reference, I have given below a twofold 
classification"^  of the verbal forms found in the Amavatura. This 
classification particularly holds good to illustrate the distinctive features 
of non-finite verbal forms which have been dealt with in the next chapter.
1. The plural participial nominals of the second person are rare.
2. The word base is used (instead of the term root) to include also the
past participial base form on which the past tense is built. With regard 
to the present tense, there is no actual existence of a root as the verbs 
are derivations of Old and Middle Indian verbs. However, for practical 
purposes, it is necessary to recognise such abstractions.
3« This is somewhat similar to Geiger's threefold conjugations. Of each
conjugation Geiger distinguishes a present stem and past participial stem. 
The present stem has a different stem vowel in the three conjugations, 
a in conj. 1, i_ in conj. II, _e in conj. III. Each of the three
conjugations has a peculiar past participle. It ends in n in conj. I,
in i in conj. II, in upu in conj. III. op.cit., p.133 ff- 
The classifying of the verbs into such categories has been subjected to 
much criticism. See. C.E.Godakumbura 'The conjugation of the Sinhalese 
verb' JRASCB, Vol.II (New series); pp. 37-^ 7•
(Contd. on next page )
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With regard to the finite verb too, however, this classification will be 
referred to, in pointing out certain paradigmatic features such as phonetic 
variations within the conjugation*
For this classification the third person present tense singular form 
has been taken as the main element* Each class is distinguished by the 
terminal phoneme of the verbal base (root) that precedes the personal 
suffix yi.
Class I
(a) Verbs with the vowel & in the base
kiyayi 'say'
sitayi * think1
asayi 'hear', 'listen'
marayi 'kill'
(b) Verbs with the vowel _e in the base, which alternates with ji
in certain forms. In the present tense, is found throughout
the singular and in the third person plural.
kereyi 'do'
diveyi 'run'
veseyi 'live'
beqeyi 'talk*
labeyi 'get'
veyi 'be'
(c) Verbs with the vowel_e in the base, which is retained in the 
process of conjugation
ejl 'come'
deyi 'give'
eiabeyi 'arrive*
nikmeyi 'go out'
miyeyi ' die*
peneyi 'appear'
( contd. from previous page)
S.Paranavitana. Sigiri Graffiti. Vol.I, Introduction, p.cxxx. 
Nevertheless, such a categorisation is quite practicable in referring to 
morphological features of verbal forms. It should be emphasised that my 
classification may not be applicable to later Sinhalese, but it is 
apposite to the language prior and contemporary to that of the Amavatura.
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Class II
(a) Verbs with a consonant in the base
dakki 'see'
ganni 'take*
uganni ‘learn*
nassi 'perish’
upaddi 'be born'
(b) Verbs with the vowel _i in the base
sitiyi 'stand', 'be'
hihdiyi 'sit'
vaildiyi 'bow'
hoviyi 'lie down'
I have given below the paradigm of a few selected verbs of these
classes, prepared from the forms available in the Amavatura. Forms found
in the verbs of one class will help us to understand the corresponding forms
of other verbs of the same class.
In verbs such as upaddi the personal suffix ^ i has been assimilated to
the terminal phoneme of the base. Through the same process, a verb like
keliyi is often represented as kelii.
Class I (a)
Singular Plural
Present tense
Kiyayi
1 kiyami, kiyamha,
2 kiyahi, kiyava,
3 kiyayi, kiyati; kiyat,
Past tense
1 kiimi; kiiyemi
2 kiihi,
3 kii; kiiya; kiiye;
kiiye ya; kiiha; kiihu;
Sitayi
Present tense
1
2
3
Past tense
1
2
3
Present tense
1
2
3
Past tense
1
2
3
Present tense
1
2
3
Past tense 
1
2
3
sitami,
sitayi,
situyemi, 
sitihi; situyehi; 
sitii)
Class I (b)
Singular
kereyi
keremi,
kerehi,
kereyi,
keremi,
ke^ e; ke}.e ya,
labeyi
labemi,
labeyi,
labeyi,
latmi; ladumi; ladmi; 
ladimi; laddemi,
laddehi; laduyehi
lada; ladu; ladde ya; 
laduye ya,
sitava, 
sitat,
situuha; situuhu
Plural
karamha,
karava,
kereti; keret, 
kalamha,
kalava (or ka^aava), 
ka^ha; kalaaha; ko^ o,
labaraha,
labeti,
ladumha, 
ladaha; la dahu
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veyi
Present tense
1 vemi, vamha,
2 vehi, vava,
3 vehi, veti; vet,
Past thnse
1 viimi, vuumha,
2 vuuyehi,
3 vii; vii ya; vuuye; vuuhu, vuuha; vuuvaaha, 
vuuye ya,
Class I (c)
Singular Plural
deyi
Present tense
1 demi, demha,
2 dehi, deva,
3 deyi, deti,
Past tense
1 dinmi,
2 - dunva,
3 din; dina; dini; dunha; hunhu;
nikmeyi
Present tense
1 nikmemi
2
3 nikmeyi nikmeti,
Past tense 
1
2 -
3 nikmina; nikmini nikmunaha; nikmu^ iuha
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Present tense
1
2
3
Past tense
1
2
3
Present tense
1
2
3
Past tense
1
2
3
Present tense
1
2
3
Past tense
1
2
3
Class II (a)
Singular
dakki
dakmi,
dakhi,
dakki,
di£imi, difmi 
difihi, 
difi, di^ a,
upaddi
upaddi,
upanmi,
upanhi,
upan; upana; upanne ya, 
Class II (b)
Singular
sifiyi
Plural
dakraaha,
dakva,
dakti,
dufumha, 
dufaha; du-fuha,
upadmaha,
upadati; upaditi, upaduti,
upanmaha; upannamha
upannaava,
upannaaha,
Plural
si-fimi, -
si-fihi, sifuva,
sifiyi; si^ ii sifiti; sifuti; si£it,
sifiyemi,
sifiyehi,
sifiye; sifiye ya si-fiyaha; si^ iyaaha
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vandiyi
Present tense
1 vaiidimi, varidamha
2
3 vandiyi; vaiidii vanditi,
Past tense
1 vandemi,
2
3
vandaava, 
vandaha; vandiyo
The verbs in class I (b) retain the vowel e^  in the base in the
singular and in the third person plural. They share all other para­
digmatic features with the verbs of class I (a).
Sigiri Graffiti) says that it is a result of a of the first and the second 
syllables of karayi being changed to y by the influence of i_ in the third.
It is obvious that in all the examples of this category, the vowel a that 
immediately precedes the personal suffix has become e. It is not clear why 
only a few verbs have been subjected to this change. It is not justifiable
1. This vowel y is again retained in the concurrent forms of these verbs, 
e.g. keremin, yemin. See ne** chapter^
2. The origin of the verb veyi is not definite. Paranavitana says that 
it corresponds to Pali hoti ( >. pkt. hoi > voti p- voyi > veyi). 
D.E.Hettiaratchi says that it may have been obtained from the optative 
form veyu vayu found in Sinhalese inscriptions which corresponds to 
hveyu ( < Pali huveyya) in Asoka rock edicts.
('*Ve'nava' to become* in Sinhalese', Sir Paul Pieris Felicitation Volume, 
pp.46-4#)• Whatever its origin may be, veyi has the same paradigmatic 
behaviour as the other verbs which it is listed with above. The vowel 
a is present in nonfinite verbal forms, e.g. vana, vanu, vannafra. vat 
etc. And also the imperative singular form vaa throws some light on a 
verb such as *vayi (which might have developed alongside with the forms 
such as karayi. vasayi etc.).
3- Sigiri Graffiti. Vol.l, Introduction, p.cxxviii.
These verbs (i.e. class I (b)) appear as karayi, duvayi. vasayi.
2banayi. yayi and labayi respectively in the later language. The verb veyi
3 •did not change. Paranavitana with reference to the form kereyi (found in
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to determine that the form kereyi is later than karayi. Forms such as 
kereyi. yeyi. veseyi are found (with the same semantic value) in the works 
contemporary with and earlier than the Amavatura.
The verbs diveyi. bepeyi etc. do not bear the middle or impersonal 
significance they have in modern Sinhalese.
The verb miyeyi (class I (c)) is the earlier equivalent of mareyi 
which is found in later languages. Other formal characteristics will be 
commented on in relevant places.
3.13 Before illustrating the function of these verbs, I should like to 
point out a feature regarding the formal distinction of certain intransitive 
verbs. Such an exposition will help to understand their syntactical 
behaviour. One cannot avoid noticing the absence of the alternative forms 
of certain verbs in the language of the Amavatura. I have listed below the 
verbs of this category. Column 1 indicates the verbs found in the Amavatura 
and column 2 their alternatives or variants which are more common in the 
later language.
1 2
upaddi
pubuddi
pahaddi
valappi
pavatti
nassi
ipadeyi
pibideyi
pahadeyi
valapeyi
pavateyi
naseyi
'be born'
'wake up'
'be pleased', 'become clear'
'mourn'
'exist'
'perish'
'stop', 'turn back'
'agree with'
'calm down'
'grow up' 'increase'
'be recalled' 'occur to the mind' 
'rise* 'climb'
navatti
sasandi
n a v a te y i
Sfisafideyi
v a $ iy i
va^ahayi
nahgeyi
sanhiftdiyi
va^aheyi
nahgiyi
1. The plural form sanhihdeti (Nanaloka edition, p.103 and Sorata edition 
p.68), is found once. However, the reading is doubtful. The forms 
sanhiriditi and sanhinduti are given in the footnotes.
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Geiger who has noticed such duplicate forms in Sinhalese says that
the stem of one verb belongs to the conjugation type II and that of the
other verb belongs to the conjugation III. Accordingly he gives two
different past participle forms.
.e.g. nagi - nagi vadi - va$i
nage - nagunu vade - vadu^u
In the Amavatura where we find the verb naftgeyi (only), it has naiigi
as its past participle. The past participle of the verb vafliyi is va^ i.
In addition Geiger says that the forms navati. navate; pahadi. pahade;
nasi, nase form the past participle only with the suffix u$u.^ Geiger must
have investigated the language later than in the Amavatura, for in the
Amavatura, the past participles of the above verbs are respectively navati
(or navat), pahan and nata. In fact past participles with the suffix ugu
are uncommon in the Amavatura. One reason must be the less frequent
occurrence of verbs belonging to the class I (c) (i.e. Geiger’s conjugation
type III). Another reason is that Gurulugomi has often used forms derived
from Old and Middle Indian past participles.
C.E.Godakumbura has made an attempt to show a semantic distinction
between variants such as upadinava and ipadenava. Referring to the duplicate
2forms cited by H.Hendriksen, he says,
•'In all these duplicate forms there is a distinction of meaning, 
the first form denotes the active meaning and the second the middle meaning
or, to use the terminology of the grammarians of the last centuries....
the active sense and the involitive...upadinava means 'to be born' and 
ipadenavaa 'being born'. This distinction in the sense may not be clear to 
the western mind. One may say, at birth there is no volition on the part 
of the person who is born. This is not so to the Sinhalese mind, brought up 
in the Buddhist way of thinking. To him birth is the result of a wish or 
desire on the part of the person who is born. It is 'an active action'.
1. Geiger, Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, p.l*+0.
2. See 'Three conjugation in Sinhalese' BSOAS, Vol.xiii, part 1, 19^ 9, 
pp. 15^65.
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To give the meanings of other words briefly: pubudinava 'to rise';
pibidenava 'to become awakened' ... pahadinava 'to please oneself'; 
pahadenava 'to become pleased' ... The active transitive of nasinava 
(nahinava) and nasenava (nahenava) is nasanava. nahanava. Examples will 
illustrate the use of the word. Mama saturan nasanava 'I destroy my enemies'; 
saturo nahinava 'enemies perish'; saturo nahenava 'enemies perish by 
themselves'•
The last example is reminiscent of the middle voice or Xtmanepada 
of the Old Indian where the result of the action evolves on the performer 
of the action.
Thus both Geiger and Hendriksen have categorised into two conjugations 
verbs where distinction of voice and not only of form is clearly seen. The 
difference in the vowels in the respective forms is the result of their being 
forms belonging to different voices".^
The plausibility of this statement is doubtful. The distinction he 
has tried to show by his two interpretations is vague and unacceptable. I
do not see any (such semantic) distinction other than the formal one.
Gurulugomi has not definitely distinguished between the meanings 'to be born' 
and 'being born'. For there is only one form (i.e. upaddi) employed by 
him. Further, if there is such an active-middle distinction should not 
it be signified in the past tense as well? For the past tense, there is
only one form for both variants. e.g. The past tense of nahinava and
nahenava is nahunaa. In the Amavatura, the verb nassi has its past 
participle nata.
3.1^  Composite verbs:
Apart from verbs such as given above, there are large number of 
composite verbs which occur with a special frequency. These are built 
with two constituents, the latter of which is a verb of a type given above.
1. See 'The conjugation of the Sinhalese verb' JRASCB, Vol.H, (new series) 
pp. 37-^ 7.
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The meaning of such a verb used in the composite is often modified.
The composite verbs can be divided into three categories.
(a) Composites with the verbs kereyi or veyi as the latter number.
e.g. valanda kereyi 'eat*
pahala veyi * appear *
These verbs are discussed in detail in appropriate places.'1'
(b) Absolutive verbal composites.
e.g. balaa ganni 'look after*
gena eyi *bring*
These verbs are discussed along with the absolutives.
(c) Nominal verbal composites.
This group consists of a very small number of verbs which can
be taken as periphrastic expressions.
udan anayi *make a joyous utterance*
The verb anayi is only found in connexion with the noun udan.
This verb corresponds to Pali udaaneti.
hahda gasayi * shout *
This corresponds to Pali ugghoseti.
2
patan ganni *begin* Pali patthapeti
volo ganni ’plunder' Pali vilumpati
divi galavayi 'kill' Pali .jiivitaa vorpoeti
mulu deyi 'assemble' Pali sannipatati
The noun that precedes the verb can be considered on one hand as in 
objective relation to the verb. However these nouns are invariable when
1. See below 3. 1^1 (b) and 3.^ 282.
2. This can be taken as an absolutive verbal composite as well. Geiger 
equates patan to Pali patthanam - Grammer of Sinhalese Language. p.l66.
But D.E.Hettiarachi, who agrees that there is a substantial form patan 
says that the postpositive patan is an absolutive ending in -n that goes 
back to a Middle Indian absolutive ending in -na. UCR2 Nov. 19^, p»59»
In Sinhalese, the ending of an absolutive of this type is usually -in 
rather than -n. e.g. kotin. gosin. ladin. Moreover, in early works such 
as the DhpAGp, the postpositive is frequently found in the form patay or 
pataa. The present tense singular would have been patayi. The past 
tense forms patiye (SdSg, p.137) patiyo (DhpAGp, p.4o7 are found. 
Considering this, I take patan in the composite as a noun.
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they are followed by the verbs they are associated with. For instance, we 
do not find forms such as hahdak gasayi. Consequently a composite like the 
above is taken as one semantic whole and the noun is considered as a 
predicate compliment. The syntax of some of these composites is rather 
complex. For the feature 'transitive* and 'intransitive' is not directly 
relevant to some of them. The verb deyi is transitive but the composite 
mulu deyi has the syntactical behaviour of an intransitive construction. The
verb yeyi is intransitive, but sarana yeyi has a different syntactic and 
semantic value. The verb patan ganni is usually preceded by an infinitive. 
Some of these verbs will be illustrated later on.
I have thus given a formal definition of verbs. Their occurrence in 
sentences will be exemplified later and it will be followed by a discussion 
of the causative derivatives. A few characteristic features regarding 
tense and collocation axe demonstrated below.
3.21 Tense
(a) In Sanskrit and Pali there are three tenses, namely past, present 
and future, formally distinguished. The author of the Sidat Sattgara also 
shows three tenses and he defines the three as follows: "That which is
completed is the past; that which is not completed is the present; that
• 1
which is not yet begun is the future". The forms which are illustrated as
'future' are built up by appending the personal suffixes to the inflected 
present participles.
The author of Sidat Sangara must have felt the necessity of three 
different forms to correspond with Pali and Sanskrit. However, in the early 
literary works we do not find much evidence of this formal distinction 
between the present and future being strictly maintained. It is obvious
1. Antamasadan banda kiriya danu te kaleehi
nimiyee ayu no nimiyee vatman no pa^ iyee anaa 
Sidat Sangara, p.137*
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that the second two forms are used indiscriminately to denote the action not 
completed and the action not yet begun, C.E.Godakumbura has quoted a large 
number of examples from various Sinhalese works to illustrate the use of the 
present to denote a future notion and of the future form (i.e. the predicative 
function of the inflected participles) to denote the present tense. He 
has also shown how the forms in the future tense in Sanskrit and Pali are 
often translated by the present tense forms in Sinhalese and present tense 
forms in Sanskrit and Pali are translated by the Sinhalese forms taken as 
future in the Sidat Saftgara.^
S.Paranavitana discussing verbs in Sigiri Graffiti says that the
verbal forms accepted as of the future tense by grammarians have been used
in some contexts (in Sigiri Graffiti) with the meaning of the future clearly
indicated, in others such forms have been used in contexts where their
interpretation as indicating future action is hardly necessary. And he
gives examples to show how the forms of the present tense were also used to
2denote the future action.
In the Amavatura, however, we normally find only one form for both 
notions, present and future. This indicates that there was really no 
distinction between the present and the future in Gurulugomi's language.
It is also interesting to note that the instances of inflected present 
participial forms used in the verbal function are extremely rare. In all the 
available examples with the exception of one, the verb does not refer to a 
future action but to an action taking place at the time of speaking, or an 
action that might happen. I have quoted the relevant section of thfe Pali 
counterpart too,
1. JRASCB, Centenary Volume (18^ 5-19^ 5), 1950, pp.78-85.
2. Sigiri Graffiti, Vol.l, Introduction, pp.cxxxvi-cxxxix.
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Maharaja, no bava no bava; tele balaa gana, maijdalamaalayehi pahan 
diliyennaaha. (123)
'Great king, fear not, fear not; look there. The lamps are shining 
in the assembly hall'
Pali:
Ete ca raandalamaale diipaa jalanti^
Api ma suurayamha; meseyin ... Sammaa Sambudun karaa vaada
safldahaa elab ennaamha. (170)
'Only we are clever, for we thus enter into arguments with the
fully enlightened one'
Pali:
• * 2Mayam ... Sammaasambuddham upasamkamimha
Maa ge daanaya nassi; dussiilayaha valahdannaaha. (106)
'My alms-giving is ruined; the unvirtuous are enjoying it'
Pali:
Nassati vata me daanam yassa me evaruupaa
3dussiilaa bhunjanti.
Piris mada kisi kenek asanuvaha. no bana si£a. (2kk)
'Be quiet somebody in the crowd might hear that'
Mese...parum bima si£i kala pavaa musavaa no kiyanuvo 
dan... Budu va si£i kala musavaa kuma$a kiyanuvaha. (182)
'Thus, even during the period of fulfilling the perfections he 
never uttered a lie and now after attaining the Buddhahood why 
should he for any purpose utter any falsehood?*
Ovana^a dun dana phala mahat veyi. E dana ta$a sugi sapuva denne ya (8l)
'The result of gifts given to them is great. Such gifts shall bring 
you comforts in heaven'
The finite verbal forms of the above sentences correspond to the 
participial nominals diliyennaahu. elabennamo. valandannaahu. asanuvo. 
kiyanuvo. and denne respectively. It is only the last example that imports
1. DNA, Part 1, p.106.
2. MNA, Part 2, p.235-
3. DNA, Part 1, p.211.
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a future sense. However, it has not been necessarily used as a future
tense verb. The previous sentence too denotes a futurity. Yet the
finite verb is in present tense. Had the present participial form been
accepted as denoting the future tense, Gurulugomi would have employed it in
contexts such as follows:
...me raja lohokuiftbu niraya upada tisvaa dahasekin patla^a 
basa tisvaa dahasekin sa^ .a muvavi£a£a nailgii ga^avii ^ re. (129)
'This king shall be born in the hell of Lohokumbu and sink 
to the bottom thereof in thirty thousand years, yet in thirty 
thousand years again he shall rise to the surface and go free'
Pali:
••.evamevaayam lahokumbhiyam nibbattitvaa timsavassa- 
sahassaani adho patanto he^himatalam patvaa timsavassasahassaani 
uddham uggacchanto pana uparimatalam paapu$itvaa muccissati.^
Atiitayehi vuu tamk Buduna^a mema pamana deevataa sannipaata 
vii ya. Anaagatayehi vana taak Buduna^a melma pamana deevataa 
sannipaata veyi. (223)
'All the Buddhas in the past had such gatherings of devas as 
these. All the future Buddhas too will have such gatherings'
Pali:
...Ye pi te bhikkhave bhavissanti anaagatam addhaanam
Sammaa Sarabuddhaa tesampi bhagavantaanam etamparamaayeva
2sannipatitaa bhavissanti.
It is interesting to note the verbs in the following passage which 
express three notions of time. The three actions can be defined as 'the 
action completed' 'the action in progress' and 'the action not yet taken 
place1 respectively. The concurrent form followed by 'sifriye ya*has been 
used to denote the second notion which is expressed by the present tense 
form in Pali.
1. DNA, Part 1, p.l66.
2. DN, Vol.II, p.255.
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Maharaja, taa yaaga ka$a$iyahu visin kisi kavara vipi^isarayak 
no ka^a manava, "Maa ge dhana nassi11 kiyaa ya. Yaaga karannahu 
visin kisi kavara vipi^isarayak no ka}.a manava, "Maa ge dhana 
nasmin sitiye ya" kiyaa ya. Yaaga ka].ahu visin kisi kavara 
vipi].isarayak no kala manava, "Maa ge dhana nafra" yi kiyaa ya. (105)
Great king, before starting on the great sacrifice, do not feel 
any regret such as "My wealth will be wasted". While you are 
performing the sacrifice do not feel any such regret as "My 
wealth is being wasted". After the completion of the sacrifice 
do not feel any such regret as "My wealth was wasted".
(b) The present tense is often used to denote a habitual action (in
other words, an action that took place more than once in the same way) in
the past.
Mam pera me piyasehi si^ iyem Meragal dakmi. (231)
‘Formerly I could see from this place the Mount Mera'
This is a common idiom in narratives. In the following passage, the
sentences with the present tense verb express incidents that took place
repeatedly for some time and the last sentence with a past tense verb denotes
the incidents that interrupted what was going on.
He veelaa ati kala raa naflgii dahga gedora si£a "..." yi 
beneyi. Yamek palamu nikmi$i da ohu ... "Me bat sa}.a 
yak'ha^a de" yi naftgaa yaveyi. Uhu ruk mula van vigasa ma 
yak bhayaanaka vesin mula ala kadak seyin kayi. Yak^aanu- 
bhaavayen minisun ge siyal siriru veh^ aru pin^ Lak vani 
veyi. Yak'ha-Jja bat genvaa gena giya minishu uhu daka biya 
pat va taman mitrayan^a kiihu. (24l)
'He would get up early and stand at the door of the prison
and say "..." Then he would send the first person that
came forth saying to him "Give this pot of rice to the 
yaksa". And as soon as he came to the foot of the tree, 
the yaksa, with a frightening appearance would eat him, 
as it were a piece of yam. Through the power of the yaksa, 
the whole body of a man becomes like a lump of butter. Now 
the men that accompanied the man who was to take rice to 
the yaksa saw him, got frightened and told their friends.*
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(c) The present tense is often employed in narratives indiscriminately
with the past tense as a device for presenting the story in a dramatic style.
And also sometimes an event is related in the present tense followed by a
sentence in the past tense presenting a simultaneous event. The function of
the present tense in such contexts is similar to progressive verbal
constructions in English.
Maha Boosataajjo paviji va ... Rajagahaa nuvara vada
gepi^ive^in ahara singat. E kalhi mu^u nuvara maha sat'hu ge
ruu dasnen Naalaagirihi van Rajagahaa nuvara seyin a}.ala vii. (21)
'The Bosat, having become a monk entered the city Rajagaha 
and was begging alms from door to door. Then the whole city 
was thrown into a state of excitement at the sight of the 
Bosat as though at the entry of Nalagiri to Rajagaha.'
(d) The present tense is also used to express events that the 
author believes happen always in the same way independently of time.
Sesu sat'hu mavu kusin nikmena kala asuci musu va nikmeti. (12)
'Other beings leave the mother's womb, smeared with impurities.'
3.22 Collocational Features
3.221 Gender and number
(a) The animate and inanimate distinction of the noun affects the 
syntactical behaviour of the verb. The main characteristic features are 
commented on in detail under the discussion of transitive and intransitive 
verbs. Here I should like to point out a feature regarding the number 
collocation of inanimate nouns when they occur as the subject.
Inanimate nouns whether they denote one or more than one thing 
usually take singular verbs. In the following examples, the inanimate 
subject is plural.
Pas piyum pipi ya. (10)
'The fivefold lotuses bloomed.*
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De tis maha puris lakuiiu veedayehi aaye ya. (205)
'Thirty two signs of a great being are mentioned in the Veda'.
Po}.ov Himagal Meragal Sakvalagal maha muhudu hiri sail da muhu 
visin mavana ladde ya. (297)
'The earth, the rock Hima, the rock Mera, the rock Sakvala, the 
great ocean, the sun, the moon were all created by him.'
The two examples that follow are exceptional to the above criterion.
...ran van ras punja punja va...ahasa dava gat'hu. (166)
'Golden rays spread in the sky in a halo'
Man^alamaalayehi pahan dilihennaaha. (123)
'The lamps are shining in the assembly hall'.
In respect of the subject-verb collocation of the last sentence,W. 
Sorata says,
"This sentence does not agree with the tradition of the ancient writers 
who used a singular verb with an inanimate plural in the nominative."^
When inanimate nouns are enlarged with animate plural suffixes hu and _o, 
the verb is plural. This treatment of inanimate nouns with animate 
significance can be taken as a poetical metaphor.
Hama berahu taraa taman ge dhvani vuhut'hu. (10)
'All the drums gave forth each its music'.
Panayo da no nasit vayi. (251)
'May the questions not be ruined too'
(b) Of animate nouns there is a division as to masculine and feminine. 
In the singular, the verb that colligates with feminine nouns often seems to 
be treated differently.
1. Amavaturu Gatapada Vivaranaya (1959), P»^ 5«
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In the third person past tense the verbs that agree with feminine 
nouns have terminations different from those that agree with masculine nouns. 
This difference is illustrated as follows, where column 1 shows the masculine 
form sind column 2 its feminine counterpart.
1 2
ke}.e ka^aa 'did'
giye giyaa 'went'
yavii yavuu 'sent'
nikmipa nikmunu 'set forth'
di^ a dufu 'saw'
kii ya ,kiva 'said'
vii ya vuva 'was' 'because'
When either the first or the second person (singular) pronoun refers 
to a female, the verbal suffixes mi and hi become mu and hu respectively.1 
These terminations should not be taken as plural suffixes. As mentioned 
earlier, mu and hu are not found in the Amavatura as first and second person 
plural suffixes.
Pirisidu vannafa ysinuyem satt^ alak'hu ditimu. (71)
'I, while going to purify myself, saw an outcaste'.
To me suta Budun desannaa asuuhu da. (228)
'Did you hear the Buddha preaching this sermon?'
To kumak ko£a tanaturu pijiladahu da. (62)
'How did you regain your post?'
3.222 When the subject noun in the third person denotes a single person 
spoken of with respect, the verb is plural. Usually the subject is also 
affixed with plural endings.
Buduhu Isipatanaya-fa vadiyo. (3*0 
'The Buddha went to Isipatana.'
1. For details see the introduction - Amavatura, ed. by Koda&oda Nanaloka, 
pp•xxxi-xxxiv.
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Deevihi sal atta gata i^ vuuha. (12)
'The queen wished to hold the sal branch1
Occasionally, the noun that denotes a noble person takes a plural 
verb, although that noun is without a plural suffix,
Mahasat...Ajapal nugaruk mulhi...vagla hunhu. (23)
'The great being sat under the banyan tree called Ajapal'
Mese hama dev bafllban palaa kalhi Mahasat ekalaa va 1 •... 
paaramitaa bala gena mara bala mahda piva manava" yi parum 
simiiidumin vada hunhu. (27)
'When all devas and brahmes fled, thus the great being thought
"I should overpower the force of Mara with the power of
perfections" and sat there alone reflecting on the 
perfections'•
Apa haitfbu mafldak hovit vayi. (260)
'May our lady lie down for a moment.'
E kalhi deevi pibida rajahata sala kalaha. (10)
'Then the queen woke up and told the king.'
These instances can be taken as exceptional.
3.223 The direct case indefinite pronoun kenek (qualified by an adjdctive) 
colligates with a plural verb.
Atam kenek "Radu raa nasamha" yi yeti. (63)
'Some (devas) say "Let us kill the king"'
Sudovun maha rajahu puta$u kenek upanhu. (1*0 
'A son of king Sudovun was born.'
3.22^ The animate collective noun piris or its Sanskrit equivalent
parsad sometimes takes a singular verb and sometimes a plural verb.
Ovun anuva e e ra£in aa minis piris Buduna£a ma 
pirivara vii. (207)
'The crowds of people who came along with them from 
various countries joined the retinue of the Buddha.'
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Saraajaka parfad taa apa ge sava bav danni. (93)
'People, including the king, know that you are my disciple.'
E kalhi mara piris gal sel seyin vatiremin avudu 
va^aa gat' ha. (27)
'Then the Mara's men came, spreading like rocks, and
surrounded him.'
3*225 The present tense first person plural often expresses a suggestion.
Eva, apa satharahu dakna a^ yamha. (5^ )
'Come, let us go to see our teacher.'
Eva, maha terun sara^a yamha. (193)
'Come, let us take refuge under the great elder.'
3*3 The verb maked for different moods and aspects
The verbs with the terminations given above are employed (in accord 
with the subject noun) to make simple statements or in traditional 
terminology, sentences of indicative mood.  ^ The other moods are marked 
by inflectional endings and different suffixes appended to the terminations 
of the verbs of indicative mood. As sentences of these different moods 
occur among illustrations in the discussion of verbal categories, I avail 
myself of the opportunity to mention them here.
The following classes of sentences are distinguished by virtue of 
their modality.
a) imperative
b) optative
c) interrogative
d) hearsay
e) emphatic
1. "Simple declarative sentences...are strictly speaking non-modal ('unmarked* 
for 'mood'). If however, a particular language has a set of one or more 
grammatical devices for 'marking' sentences according to the speaker's 
commitment with respect to the factual status of what he is saying, it is 
customary to refer to the 'unmarked' sentences also ... as being 'in a 
certain mood'; and the traditional term for this 'unmarked' mood is 
indicative".
John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics. (1968), p.307.
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The imperative and optative are relevant exclusively to the verbal 
form. The other three are found with non verbal predicates as well (where 
the copula is to be supplied).
(a) The first class expresses a command and, since a command is 
generally issued directly to the hearer, the verb collocates with the second 
person nouns, either specified or implied. The person addressed is 
sometimes given in the vocative case.
The distinction of this mood (from the simple statement) is marked 
only in the singular, where the verbal base has often undergone a phonetical 
change. In verbs of class 1 (a) and (b) the termination in the imperative 
mood is aa; of the class 1 (c), the termination is the same as the base
i.e. jj; in verbs of class 2, the termination is ji or a.
Mohu pavi.ji karaa. (47)
'Ordain this person1
Pohosat vuva, aturudhan vaa. (303)
'Disappear if you can'
To gos...ma£a dasaka gena e. (204)
'You go and bring me a maid servant'
Uhu karaa gos daayaada illaa gana. (47)
'Go to him and ask for the dowry'
Manava, gos aturu dana. (89)
'All right, go and learn the news.'
Plural:
Tepi ma piriksaa balava. (131)
'You inquire into it yourself.'
In the plural it is the context that determines whether the sentence is 
indicative or imperative. The plural pronoun tepi is often used with 
reference to a single person as well (a feature common to the first person 
pronoun api).
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(b) The suffix of the optative mood (used to express a wish) is 
vayi. The suffix follows only the present tense form, in both numbers.
The termination of the verb sometimes undergoes certain changes when
followed by the suffix vayi. Similar changes take place when the verb
is followed by other suffixes that have occurrence after the predicate
e.g. (interrogative) da. (emphatic) ma ya. (hearsay) la. These changes
are illustrated below.
indicative optative
pami^emi pami^em vayi
karamha, . karamo vayi
bassi, basii vayi
hamayi hamaa vayi
dakti dakit vayi
...anaagatayehi...ek Budu kenakun ge sasnehi daanaabhirata 
upaasikaavana^a aga tan paminem vayi. (258)
'May I become the highest among the women devotees who 
delight in giving gifts, in the religious order of a 
future Buddha.1
Asuren gat deyak dahasak denaa haa samaftga bedaa 
valahda karamo vayi. (292)
'May we divide with a thousand others whatever we can
;
hold in our hands.'
Idin mam Budu vem nam (me kehe) ahasa si^ iivayi, Budu 
no vem nam bima£a basii vayi. (21)
'If I become a Buddha, may this hair stay in the air, 
if not, may it come down.'
Sihil sulaiiga hamaa vayi. (110)
'May the cool wind blow.'
Mahaa janayo maa dakit vayi. (77)
'May the people see me.'
(c) Interrogative sentences may either contain sin interrogative word 
or the predicate may be followed by the suffixes da or ho. In most cases, 
when the verb is followed by the suffixes da or ho. a simple positive or a
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negative answer (such as *yes, it is*, or 'no, it is not'), is expected.
And also sometimes such an interrogative sentence is expressive of a 
suggestion for which the speaker anticipates the hearer's approval or 
disapproval.
Vahanse, Diirgha Tapasvi meyafca aa ya ho. (57)
'My lord, did Dirgha Tapasvi come here?'
Vahanse, ohu karaa gos kiyam da. (2^ 3)
'My lord, shall I go and tell him?'
Disjunctive interrogative sentences also terminate with da or
ho.
Kiyaga, Sunakkhattaya, maa... nuva^ahu arabhayaa kii daa 
nipan da no nipan da. (1?8)
'Tell me Sunakkhatta, did my predictions regarding the 
heretic prove correct or did they not?'
The following sentence contains an interrogative element (kise).
Topa ge mahana Goyum sawan kise hikmavayi. (15*0 
'How does your monk Goyum discipline his disciples?'
Occasionally, a sentence with an interrogative element also terminates 
with the suffixes ho or da.
Vahanse, kumak keremi ho. (6*0 
'My lord, what shall I do?'
Sometimes, the fact that a sentence is an interrogative is 
determined solely by the context (due to the absence of interrogative 
words or suffixes).
(d) The suffix la is appended to the predicate to express 
hearsay.
Mahana bhavat Goyum tun yaaga sampat...danii la. (96)
'It is said that the monk Goyum knows the three-fold 
sacrifices.'
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Himiyaa pit••.ahara siiigaa la. (M+)
'I heard that my master (or my master's son) is begging
food.'
Upaali si$ mahapa Goyumhu sarajjia giye la. (89)
'I heard that the householder Upali became a follower
of the Buddha.'
(e) The emphatic particle ma, with the assertion marker appended, 
follows the predicate to mark emphasis on the action denoted by the verb.
Mam ohu sita danim ma ya; devi kenek ma£a kiihu ma ya. (182)
*1 definitely know his mind, and indeed, a deva told me.'
3*^ Verbal categories at a syntactical level.
3.*t0 The main classification of the verb which is relevant at a 
syntactical level is
1. Transitive
2. Intransitive
The transitive verb denotes an action passing from a doer to an 
object. The intransitive verb expresses an action or a state or a 
condition or a feeling that does not pass over to an object. Therefore 
the basic difference is determined by whether an object is required to 
express a complete sense (with the minimum number of constituents). Thus 
the object is a nuclear element in the transitive sentence and adjectives 
and adverbs are extra-nuclear.^ The easiest device to determine whether 
a particular verb is transitive or intransitive is to see whether it is
possible to form a grammatically acceptable question with that verb, with
the interrogative pronouns kumak 'what' or kavuru 'whom' in object function. 
With a transitive verb the answer to such a question contains a noun that 
correlates with either of those interrogative pronouns. Interrogative 
words such as kaa ge 'whose', kohi 'where', ke se 'how' etc. anticipate
1. See John Lyons, Introduction to theoretical linguistics. p.33jt.
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extra-nuclear elements as answers. With intransitive verbs no such 
question can be formed.
The author of the Sidat Sahgara begins the chapter on the verb by 
dividing verbal bases into the categories of transitive and intransitive, 
designating them sakam 'with object' and kam vimut*'without object* respectivelyJ
The transitive and intransitive verbs are illustrated under various 
sections below. The verbs with noteworthy syntactic and semantic behaviour 
are given more importance and, when it is felt necessary are illustrated 
by more than one example. The examples are often selected so as to denote 
also the distinctive case relation features (of nouns) which are related 
with various verbs.
3*^ 1 Transitive verbs
The subject of the transitive verb is the instigator of the action,
whose influence is exercised on some object. So as mentioned earlier,
the object is an essential constituent, in a transitive sentence. The
nature of the subject and the object is determined by the action denoted
by the verb. The subject of the transitive verb is normally animate
such as
(with the exceptions/illustrated at the end of the discussion).
3.^ 11 The object of some verbs can be either animate or inanimate. Some
of these verbs are listed below.
nasayi ganni
dakki balayi
vaftdiyi vihiddi
labeyi pahariyi
sadayi garahayi
vadayi talayi
nahgayi pudayi
1. SdSg, pp. 133, 136.
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The functions of these verbs are illustrated in the following 
examples* 
nasayi * destroy*
Radu piris haa samahga nasamha, (63)
*Let us kill the king along with the people.*
Deviyo.*.eekaantayen ra$a nasati* (64)
*The devas will definitely destroy the country**
dakki^  *see*
Maharaja, taa putaj^ u kenek upanhu la. Ovun dakmaha. (14)
*Great king, they say that a son is born to you. I 
shall see him*'
Deviyo maa ge aanubhaavayen ••• uhu ge ruupa no dakti. (227)
'The devas do not see his image through my power*•
vandiyi 'pay obeisance to', 'worship'
Muhu no vahdamha. (35)
'We shall not pay obeisance to him.'
Sesu deviyo ••• risiyupu tana£a gos ••• daha maha bo 
variditi. (271)
'The other devas go wherever they wish and worship the 
shrines and the sacred trees.'
p
labeyi 'get', 'receive'
Me raja piyaa maruu tan pa$an gena riaa daaval 
nihdi no labeyi. (129)
'This king does not get any sleep day or night since he 
killed his father.'
1. dakki is used to render Pali both dakkhati and passati. dakmaha in the 
first sentence corresponds to Pali passissaami (JA, Part I, p.53).
2. Several examples are advanced here so as to illustrate the transitive 
function of this verb, for, as mentioned earlier, in later Sinhalese the 
form labeyi is not used in transitive constructions and the verb labayi 
is used as a transitive form. The transitive use of labeyi is found 
also in works such as the Dhampiya A£uva Ga^ apadaya, Vesaturu Da Sanne 
etc. D.E.Hettiaratchi in the Introduction to the Vesaturu Da Sanne, 
pointing out this use in that work says, "Traces of the atmane pada
(Contd. on next page )
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At aru as aru... aadihu taman taman dannaa silpayehi phala 
me ma janmayehi labeti. (125)
'People such as those who ride upon elephants, those who 
ride upon horses obtain the fruit of their skills in this 
very life.'
E tana pa$an gena aya haa samaagama no labemi. (287)
'Since that day, I do not get the chance to be with her.'
Ka^ahu as ladaha. (10)
'The blind got eyes.'
Bhadra rajaku ladumha. (19$)
'We got a very good king.'
sadayi  ^'decorate', 'adorn'
Jiivakaya, yaa, to ma a. tun sadava. (120)
'Jivaka, go, you yourself prepare the felephants.* i.e.
'get them ready for the journey.'
E davas mu].u nuvara dev nuvarak seyin saduuha. (15)
'That day, they decorated the city like a city in the heaven'
vaflayi
This verb has several meanings.
(a) With animate nouns as objects.
'bring up', 'lead (the Buddha or any other person of respect)'. 
Mohu vadaa apa£a ma ara dakvaa deva. (253)
'Bring him up and return him to us.'
Ve^ oocb Budu paamok sailgun vaflaa hihduvaa maha dan dii Budun 
Muhulu aram vaduuha. (195)
( contd. from previous page)
forms in the verbal conjugation which almost disappeared in later times 
are still noticeable, in forms like no labeyi.11 p.123.
1. The meaning of this verb in later language is 'make'.
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'The merchants made the monks, headed by the Buddha, to
take the seats and after giving alms led the Buddha to
the monastery Muhulu.'
vadaa in the composite vadaa hihduvaa merely signifies that the action
denoted by the verbal form hihduvaa is done with respect"1" (for the monks,
headed by the Buddha).
(b) With inanimate nouns as objects
'increase', 'practise', 'raise'.
Buduhu kumaraha^a da aa vadaa. (253)
'The Buddha having increased the life span of the prince too,*
E se vannaa haa me vidarsanaa vadaa raat bav ganni. (l4l)
'Then he will practise meditations and attain arahanthood.'
E kalhi maha barfiba tun yojun pamapa se sat muduna^a vadii ya. (13)
'Then the great brahma raised the white parasol which is three 
yojun in length over the (Bosat's) head.'
nahgayi^
This verb also has a multiple semantic value. When used with 
animate objects this verb is found in composition with an auxiliary verb 
such as piyayi or ganni. The sense is 'raise*.
Mam gos kisiyam upaayakin ohu asnen nahgaa piyami. (185)
* I will go sind raise him from the seat by some device.'
With inanimate nouns, 'raise', 'load' etc.
Pansiyak ve^endahu ... navaga ba£u nanguuhu. (192)
'Five hundred merchants loaded the ship with goods.'
1. See below, p. 227.
2. The meanings given here are normally expressed in later Sinhalese by
the causative derivatives of nangayi. (i.e. nahgavayi or namvayi).
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E kalhi deviyo Bosataa^an pera^a sa^ a dahasak mi^i dah$u 
va£a pahan nanguuhu. (20)
'Then the devas raised sixty thousand gem torches ahead of 
the Bosat.*
In a periphrastic expression:
Aru$u vanaahi Devram vehera maha gahda ki^iya naiiguuhu. (195)
'He spent the (early) morning in the fragrant chamber at the 
monastery of Devram.*
This sentence is somewhat irregular in Sinhalese idiom. arunu
nangayi has to be taken as an idiom. The separation of the two elements
is due to the close adherence to its Pali counterpart, which is as follows:
, 1Aru^am pana mahaagandhakutiyam yeva u^ ha pa si.
ganni 'take', • seize', ’hold', 'learn', 'attain', 'believe' etc. 
lova
... de dev/raja piyaa tii ma ganmi. (286)
'I will leave the kingship in the two worlds of devas 
and take only you.'
Baranas rajaya ganmaha. (197)
'Let us take the kingdom of Baranas.'
When somebody holds another by a particular part of the body that part
is denoted in the locative case. The examples found are only with non-
finite forms of ganni.
Raha soh$a aadiihu d ... nivarada Maatanga paj^itayaa... 
keheyehi gena bima pahara be}.aa piyaa, (71)
'Those who were addicted to drinks seized the innocent 
Matanga by the hair and cast him down upon the ground.'
The particular part of the body on which one is holding somebody or 
something, is expressed in the instrumental case.
1. MNA, Part 4, p.212.
;..ukuj.in gat daruvaku, (237)
'a child who was being held in her lap,'
Asu asuvaa mutu avunannak'hu seyin ganni. (78)
'He learnt everything he heard as one that strings pearls 
together'
E se vannaa haa me vidarsanaa va^ Laa raat bav ganni. (l4l)
'When it is so, he would practise meditations and attain 
arahanthood.'
"Ahimsaka maanavakayaa topa£a varaddayi" gattamha. (131)
'We believe that the youth Ahimsaka does you wrong.'
balayi 'look at', 'look for* etc.
Maha tavus rada1 balii ya. (69)
'The chief ascetic looked at the king.'
Ada maha bamba e la; vasana tanak balamha. (76)
'They say that the great brahma is coming today; let us 
look for a place for him to stay.'
vihiddi 'release'
Mam yaaga saalaayehi ... no ek muvan J.ihi$iyan ... famba 
barida sijvuuvan vihidmi. (110)
'I shall release various beasts and birds who have been 
tied to the posts in the hall of sacrifice.'
Kisi kenakunu du visin no diniya kaki ceelaayudha 
vihidami. (248)
•I shall let loose the celayudha (i.e. the weapon of 
cloth) against which none can prevail.'
1. In this sentence, the case relation is determined according to 
the context. In the Amavatura, both rada (or ra.ja) and radu 
(or raju) are found in oblique case.
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pahariyi  ^ •hit *
2
...ekek nahgii ekak'hu pahala. (21*0
'One got up and hit another.'
Such a sentence may be expanded with an instrumental adverbial 
(specifying the instrument with which one is hit).
Idin ohu (taa) dah^iyen pahalahu nam, (190)
'If they hit you with sticks,'
A particular place that received the blow is denoted in locative 
case. The following example where the object is inanimate is illustrative 
of this.
He ... ek va$ak tamaa hun asnehi pahaja. (291)
'He struck one ball against the seat where he was sitting.'
garahayi 'blame', 'despise'
Anhu maa garahati. (120)
'The others blame me.'
Ohu ... po].ova "Anitya ya ... " yi garahuuha. (297) 
'They despised the earth saying that it is perishable.'
talayi 'beat'
Pajnmu maa tamaa ge minisun lavaa ta^ava dan tomo talayi.^ (7*0
'Having got her men to beat me first now she herself beats 
me.'
1. The verb pahariyi is one example has an intransitive character.
Budun ge sariirayen ras nikma nirmita Budun ge sariirayehi 
paharii. (225)
'The rays that emit from the body of the Buddha touch the 
body of the created Buddha.'
Pali: Bhagavatoo sariirarasraiyo nimmitassa sariire pa i^hannanti.
_DNA, Part II, p.*+87. 
patihannati is the passive form of (trans.) patihanti 'strike'.
2. This notion is alternatively expressed by the phrase pahara deyi 
(lit. give blows) with a noun that denotes the person who received 
the blow in the dative case.
3. In modern Sinhalese, the noun that denotes the person that is hit, 
i6 given in dative case.
Me sahgala ranvan ko£a povaa talaa gu a^a ma$a ko£a de. (93)
'Dye this piece of cloth. to a golden colour, and beat it until 
it is smooth.'
pudayi 'respect', 'offer'
Bambahu pudamha. (77)
'Let us pay respect to the great brahma.'
Ohu hama dena bambahu ge tepul piduvaaha. (298)
'They all respected the brahma's word.'
Asuval maa gain ... mal pudayi. (270)
'Such and such a womarf performs the flower-offering.'
3. **12 A few verbs such as,
damayi 'tame' pirivarayi 'surround'
vehesayi 'harass'
pusiyi 'nourish' nerayi 'expel'
govern only animate objects. The following examples illustrate the 
occurrence of these words.
Vahanse, mama naa rajahu damami. (231)
'My lord, I shall tame the serpent king.'
Sammaa Sambudunu du e se ma vehesami. (165)
'I shall harass the omniscient Buddha too in the same way.'
Ohu hama dena ... ruk kapaa dava sasa ... sessana^a viko a^ 
ambu daruvan pusit. (197)
'They all would fell trees, cut the trunks and sell them to 
others and nourish their wives and children.'
So^os dahasak na].uvo raju pirivaruuha. (121)
'Sixteen thousand dancers surrounded the king.'
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Ge vasiyo una$a ahara no deti; ra$in nerati,1 (257)
'The villagers do not give them food; they expel them 
from the country.*
3*^ 13 The majority of verbs occur only with inanimate objects. A 
few selected verbs are illustrated below.
sihgayi *beg*
Maha Boosataapo ... Rajagahaa nuvara vada ge pi^ive^in 
ahara sihgat. (21)
'The great being entered the city Rajagaha and is begging 
food from door to door.'
vajandayi 'eat', 'enjoy'
Matu matte dev lova sampat valafldamha. (28l)
'We shall enjoy comforts in heaven again and again 
in the future.'
Buduhu piyaanan ge ma bat valanduuhu. (^ 2)
'The Buddha ate the food given by his father.*
purayi 'fill,'2 'fulfill'
Ohu satu£ va ... nava sandanen piruuha. (192)
'They filled the ship with sandalwood happily.'
Asuval maagam ... tun susiri pinkam purayi. (270)
'Such and such a woman fulfills the obligations of 
threefold right conduct.'
1. The reading of this verb is not certain. The non-finite forms 
neranaa. neranata. nera etc. indicate that they are derived 
from a verb of &lass 2; a verb such as neriyi (cf. with hariyi). 
The verb neriyi is frequently found in the Vesaturu Da Sanne.
It can be maintained that the finite form nerayi is used as a 
variant of neriyi. (See the footnotes on the verb arayi. p. 98 ) 
However nerayi seems to be the form which is established in later 
Sinhalese.
2. The sense 'fill' is in later Sinhalese expressed by the causative 
derivative of purayi. (e.g. puravayi).
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uganni 'learn*
Ovun kerehi so].os de$a atavasso Baavaarihi kerehi silpa 
ugat'ha. (202)
'Sixteen senior pupils among them studied arts under 
Bavari.'
biftdiyi 'break'
Ohu ge man bindumi. (85)
'I shall shatter his vanity.'
kiyayi 'say', 'speak*
Me saa mahapahu sabav kiyati (13*0
'These monks of the Sakya clan speak the truth.'
3.^1^ A quoted phrase, a sentence or a number of sentences can occur 
in objective relation to verbs such as kiyayi. yeyi. puluvussi etc. (i.e. 
the verbs of locution), itayi 'resolve', sitayi 'think*, danni 'know', 
asayi 'hear', 'listen', yodayi 'order'. The quotation is usually followed
by the suffix yi; sometimes yanu (from the verb yeyi 'say'), occurs,
particularly with the verbs asayi and danni. Some of these verbs are 
illustrated below.
Atam kenek "Radu ma na6amha,, yi yeti. (63)
'Some say "Let us kill only the king".'
Amatto e daka "Vahanse, kuma^a seva..."yi jbujuvut'ha. (15)
'The ministers saw that and asked "My lord, why do you 
laugh?"'
"Rfin ge dahavilin (e) val vii ya" yanu asiimi. (60)
'I heard that it became a jungle throu^i the wrath of
ascetics.'
Buduhu "Kisivak'hata gaha^a no ve vayi" ituuha. (2^ 6)
'The Buddha resolved that no one should suffer thereby.'
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He ... e pavat asaa "Aya hingin yam dayak gena no vadda 
denne ya" yi yedii. (Ilk)
'Having heard that, he ordered that they let her carry 
nothing at her waist when she went in.'
Raja ••• e kerehi piya rajahu ge guna saftdahan ko£a 
"...yava, bapaapan vihidva" yi yedii ya, (116)
'The king then remembered the goodness of his father 
and ordered that they should go and release him.'
I have quoted two examples for yodayi as in later Sinhalese that 
verb signifies a slightly different meaning, i.e. 'employ' or 'arrange'.
3.^ 15 The verb puluvussi 'question' generally takes two objects. One 
animate and the other inanimate.
Mama topa satara denaa eka panayak puluvusmi. (152)
*1 shall ask four of you one question.'
Maharaja,eyit taa ma puluvusmi. (127)
'Great king, I shall ask question you on that too.'
The inaminate object denotes the question that was put and the 
animate object denotes the person of whom it wa6 asked. The noun that 
denotes the person is not always found, for it may be obvious from the 
context, or it may be mentioned in a subordinate phrase or a previous 
sentence.
The verb illayi 'ask for* has the same behaviour.
Devdat maha terahu ... Budun pas varayak illaa e no ladin, (1?7)
'The great elder Devdat asked the Buddha for five boons, but 
he did not obtain them.'
In later Sinhalese the noun that denotes the thing asked for is
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treated as the object and the other noon is affixed with gen1 'from', 
thereby indicating a different (i.e. ablative) case relation.
3. 1^6 Verbs meaning 'give', 'bring', 'say', 'preach' etc. take a 
dative case element in addition to the object in certain contexts.
That is when it is felt necessary to specify the person for whose interest 
the action is performed.
Dan mama muhu vahanse£a demi. (253)
'Now I will give him to you my lord.'
Raja valandana kala tamaha^a pamanin pihgu va£aa raja 
kumaruvana^a elavayi. (29*0
'When the king eats, he makes lumps of food, big enough 
for his mouth and gives them to the princes.'
2
Mama ta$a visi panayak a la mi. (l*+6)
'I brought twenty questions to you.'
Me raja apa$a kisi deyak no kiyayi. (108)
'This king does not say anything to us.'
E kalhi Buduhu oha£a sivusas desuuha. (88)
'Then the Buddha preached the fourfold truth to him.'
1. The author of the Jataka A^uva Ga^apadaya seems to have followed 
both idioms.^  Note the following example.
ekam nam giitikam yaacitvaa: mohu ek giiyak ilvaa hevat
mohu gen ek giiyak ilvaa... p.2?6.
2. aja <  Pali aaha^a.
The past tense forms alaha. aliye. ajiyem etc. are also found.
There is an uncertainty as tc> the present tense form. In the
Amavatura the verbal form araa ma ya is met with.
Manodanda vanaahi bunne da cuti du pilisahda du araa 
ma ya. (58)
'The mental action, of course, if broken brings forth 
death and conception.'
When the emphatic suffix is removed we find the verb arayi (i.e. 
a verb of class 1 (a)). The infinitive arannata 'to bring' also 
asserts the phonology of that form. However, the absolutive ara 
found frequently in the Amavatura throws li$it on a verb form 
ariyi (i.e. a verb of class 2) which D.E.Hettiaratchi gives as the 
correct form (see Vesaturu Da Sanne, p.153)* The forms arane 
aranem etc. found in the Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya also are based 
on ariyi.
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3*^ 17 The function of the verb kereyi 'do', 'make*
This is the most used transitive verb in the Amavatura. This verb
is discussed separately on account of its multiple function.
The verb kereyi occurs as a single constituent verb or as the 
auxiliary of a composite verb.
(a) The following examples are illustrative of kereyi as a single 
constituent verb.
Api raju ge ana karamha. (115)
'We shall perform the king's order.'
Meyin Buduna^a gab da ki^iyak karava. (193)
'Make a fragrant chamber for the Buddha with this.'
(b) In forming a composite transitive verb it follows:
1) adjectives e.g.
dik kereyi 'stretch'
yutu kereyi 'prepare'
2) nouns e.g.
nidan kereyi 'enshrine1, * deposit'
ras kereyi 'assemble'
3) A small number of words which do not have an independent
occurrence (with the same semantic value). e.g.
sala kereyi 'inform'
paha kereyi 'avoid'
A few of such composites are illustrated below. These composites
have been employed as an effective device to render Pali single
constituent verbs. The base form of various Pali elements, such as
also
nouns, adjectives, past participles etc.,/occur as the first member of the 
Sinhalese composites.
Buduhu daku^ata dik kalaha. (135)
'The Buddha stretch out his right hand.'
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Evhu ••• siya nuvara ara daagap ko£a daa nidan kajaha. (33)
*They brought the relic to their country, made a shrine and 
enshrined that relic inside,•
Mantaani nam bamipi ••• raa putaku prasava kalaa. (130)
’The brahmin lady Mantani gave birth to son in the night,*
Minishu raju ge kiimen kumarahu paa kajaha. (113)
’The men took the prince away by order of the king,*
(c) There are a few instances where the verb kereyi has an object
and object compliment (i.e. a noun having the same referent as the object).
The compliment is in oblique case or in zero form (with a syntactic value
identical with the oblique case),
Di££hamangalikaa apa£a sandal daruvaa maha ba&ba 
kereyi, (76)
’Ditthamangalika makes the outcaste the great brahma 
for us.*
£ kalhi sesu bamuno e bamupan ••• no bamupu kajaha, (84)
'T^ en the other brahmins made those brahmins 
non-brahmins.1
Aggulmal gam no gam kele. (133)
'Angulmal has made villages no villages.*
Topa ge gamanin ma taa dinuvaa karamha; mahapa Go yum 
paraddaa karamha. (185)
’By your very going there we shall make you the victorious 
one and the monk Goyum the defeated.*
In the last example the object compliment is a participial nnm-inal 
in oblique case.
This construction differs from the above category 2, (i.e. kereyi 
composite with a noun), where the verb has rather an auxiliary function. 
Here kereyi has the sense 'make' and it corresponds to karoti in the Pali
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counterpart, signifying turning somebody or something into a state,
often the reverse of that in which that person or thing was before. The
Pali counterpart of the first example above is given below.
Amhaakam Di££hamangalikaa cap^ aalaputtara mahaabrahmaanam 
karoti.^
(d) The verb kereyi occurs in another type of composition. In 
this construction kereyi is immediately preceded by a noun in objective 
relation to it, and in addition there is an obligatory dative case 
element. The word order is somewhat restricted in these sentences.
The object is closely connected with the verb and not separable except by 
participles such as na or da. The dative case element occurs towards the
beginning of the sentence. The object and the verb taken together can
2
be treated as a periphrastic construction. A few of such compositions
are given below.
upastaana kereyi * wait upon1
sangraha kereyi ’treat kindly'
ksamaa kereyi 'forgive'
himsaa kereyi 'harm'
set kereyi 'bless'
hingi kereyi 'signal*
anusaasanaa kereyi 'instruct'
pilina .kereyi 'promise'
1. MNA, Part 3, P-52.
2. Such compositions are employed in Pali and Sanskrit too in
alternation with single constituent verbs in the same sense, 
e.g. sangaham karoti or sangahati 'treat kindly'. In the 
Amavatura also such pairs of verbs are occasionally met with 
e.g.
saganmi (68) and sangraha keremi (4l), 'treat kindly'
kamami (179) and kgtoaa keremi (86). 'forgive'.
Periphrastic expression is the term used by J.S.Speijer to
designate similar constructions in Sanskrit. Sanskrit Syntax,
p.233.
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The following examples illustrate the function of such verbs. 
Ovna^a seenaapati upastaana kere. (6l)
'The commander in chief waits upon him.'
... naayanafca sangraha keremi. (45)
'I shall do a favour to my relatives.'
Siyalu nuvara diliyena aayudhayo kisi kenakna^a hi— aa 
no kalaha. (130)
'The weapons that shine in the city did not do any harm 
to anybody.'
3«4l8 Isolated transitive verbs
There are a few transitive verbs in the Amavatura which are not 
commonly used. These verbs have failed to win a place in the later 
language. In these verbs, one or other tense form is not found.
Or the non-finite verbal forms are wanting. On account of this 
paradigmatic defectiveness these verbs are illustrated here separately. 
In later Sinhalese most of these verbs sure represented by composite 
verbs.
E bavin uhu ma anuvamha. (100)
'Therefore let us follow him.'
Api (aya) pasvatamha. (46)
'We shall look after her.'
(Evhu) rajahu ka^a pav anumeviyaha. (65)
'They approved the sinful deeds done by the king.'
E vigasa ma suvayen bsura musit. (UtO)
'They immediately lighten the burden easily.'
At'ara Budu savu kenek... tsunsm maranuvan piriyesti. (191)
'Some disciples of the Buddha search for those who would 
kill them.'
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Ovun no sahhihduvaa dan dena kala genena kiri dihi saal aa 
daana sambhaara volo ganti. (102)
'When you give gifts without appeasing them they will 
plunder the offerings of milk, curd, rice etc. that 
you are carrying.'
Raja ... tamaa ge raja ovuna^ a pilipevii ya. (22)
'The king offered him his kingdom.'
He e tan pa£an gena ohu samivatii. (186)
'He thereafter waits upon him.'
Mevun dham no sevimi. (1?8)
'I shall not indulge in sexual pleasure.'
Maha janayo ... dah$u paha^in maa sapati. (184)
'People will hit me with sticks and stones.'
Mam movun saganmi. (68)
'I shall treat them kindly.'
Me gal ku^ .in mahaga Qoyumhu divi gajavami. (234)
!I shall kill the monk Goyum with this stone.'
Evhu pudannafca nisi vatak aravuuhu.^  (33)
'They asked for something worthy of worship.*
3*419 From the sentences quoted in this discussion it is obvious that 
transitive verbs normally have animate nouns as subjects. As mentioned 
earlier, inanimate nouns are frequently found endowed with animate 
character. In such instances inanimate nouns also occur as subjects of 
the transitive verb.
1. The present tense form is aravayi (DpK, p.50). This appears to 
be a variant of arayayi (which is found in the DhpAGp). Its 
absolutive arayaa is found in the VesSn.
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Very rarely we come across an inanimate noun collocating with a
transitive verb, without any such animate significance.
Maha terun ge dala naaga raajayaaha^a baadhaa kereyi. (232)
'The flames issued by the great elder afflict the serpent 
king.'
3*42 Intransitive verbs
3*420 The main feature of the intranative verb is that it does not
take an object. The action or the state expressed by the verb does not
go beyond the subject.1
Both animate and inanimate nouns occur as subject of these verbs
with the exception of a few which will be pointed out in appropriate
2
places. The verbs are illustrated under different divisions.
3.421 Verbs that denote motion,^ such as:
diveyi 'run' navatti 'go back', 'stop'
palayi 'run away' vaddi 'go in'
he^i ' fall' bassi 'descend'
1. The majority of the intransitive verbs have another semantic 
feature in contrast to transitive verbs generally, that is the 
lack of active participation of the subject in the process 
denoted by the verb. This feature is designated (in grammatical 
discussions) by various terms such as passive, middle, reflexive, 
involitive etc. A brief mention will be made of this feature
at the end of the discussion.
2. The distinction between some of these divisions is not always 
sharp. This classification is merely a device adopted to 
introduce various types of intransitive verbs.
3* Verbs that denote motion are not always intransitive. For
instance luhubaiidiyi 'chase after', takes an object. Consider 
the following example.
Maha terahu ... guru^u vesak mavaa gena naa rajahu 
luhubanhu. (233)
'The great elder assumed the form of a garu^a bird 
and chased the serpent king.'
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nangeyi 'rise', ’climb* 
'come forth'
'arrive'
aviddi
elabeyi
vadiyi
eyi
'walk'
'approach*
'go'
'come'go
These verbs often require an adverbial denoting the place, manner 
or purpose of the action* The goal of motion is expressed by a noun in 
oblique case or dative case* The point from where the movement begins 
is denoted by the ablative case relation. Verbs such as aviddi. heyi 
are associated with locative elements. The verb navatti does not require 
such adverbial elements. These adverbials are rather important in many 
intransitive constructions to give the required sense. As the 
interrogative words 'what' and 'whom' are relevant to transitive 
constructions, the words 'where'f 'when', 'how' etc. are relevant to 
intransitive constructions.
The verbs diveyi. palayi and vadiyi are used only with animate 
subjects. vadiyi is used to express the coming or going of the Buddha 
or a monk of certain standing. Some of the above verbs are illustrated
He ... bala pamapin diveyi. (13*0 
'He runs as fast as he can.'
Deevihi dorofcge mula si$a ... valapa vahasa gavat'ha. (115)
'The queen stood near the gate, wept and went back'
Dev bambahu natu natu vuu desehi palaaha. (27)
'The devas and brahmas ran away in whatever direction 
they turned to.'
Sahgahu ... senasnata vaditi. (26l)
'The monks go into the monastery.'
... dan£u pahapa hakuru avut maha terun ma vera heyi. (l4l)
'The sticks, stones, pebbles etc. would come and fall on
the elder's body.'
below.
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Udunen man da dumeku du no naftgeyi. (24)
'Hot even a faint smoke rises from the hearth.•
Apa satharahu dakna^a yamha. (54)
•Let us go to see our teacher.1
3*422 Verbs denoting a static posture, such as:
Although most of these verbs have generally the meaning 'exist' they 
do not all have the same distributional character. The verb veseyi is 
used only with animate subjects.
Ma putapuvo ... Vee}.uvana uyanhi veseti. (39)
'My son dwells in Veluvana park.'
The verb pavatti is mainly used with inanimate subjects.
Me aa noek vinisa du ehi ma pavatti. (271)
'Various investigations like this exist there.'
This verb is however found in one instance with an Animate subject 
as well.
Ohu ... raju ma anuva pavatiti. (126)
'They follow after the king (i.e. his policy).'
The verb vateyi occurs with both animate and inanimate subjects.
When used with animate subjects it has the sense 'live' or 'exist', but
it cannot always be substituted for veseyi. vateyi. which has much
less frequent occurrence, is not found modified by an adverbial denoting
place. It is normally preceded by manner adverbials.
Raja kulen mahat sampat ladin tumuhu du suvayen vateti. (125)
'Having obtained great wealth from the royal family they 
themselves live comfortably.'
veseyi 'live'
pavatti 'exist'
sitiyi 'stand', 'stay'
pihitayi 'be established'
vateyi 'exist'
hoviyi 'lie down'
hindiyi 'sit', 'remain
With inanimate subjects, it has the sense 'be'.
Yaaga sabdaya deeva puujaayehi du daanayehi du vateyi. (102)
'The term yaaga occurs in the sense 'offering to gods' and 
'giving'.
Me daanayehi yam phalayek adda he daayakayana^ a suvayata 
vateyi. (171)
'All the merits that accrue from this alms-giving will 
be for the bliss of the givers.'
In later Sinhalese vateyi is mainly used to express the sense 'fall
over', 'roll (intr.)'. vateyi in this sense is not found in the
Amavatura, except in the following phrases.
. bima vatii hii, (74)
'having fallen on the ground,'
. , gaftga vaturen pirii vatemih ena mipi kahdak seyin ennaa 
daka, (300)
'having seen the river coming filled with water 
resembling a vast quantity of gems that comes 
rolling on,*
The verb pihitayi is also used with both animate and inanimate 
subjects. It has the general sense 'establish'.
Buduhu pas vadaarum taadi gupayehi pihitiyaaha. (125)
'The Buddha is established in the fivefold serene qualities.'
Devdat terahu ... polova a^ vada Aviici mahaa narakayehi 
pihitiyaha. (117)
'The elder Devdat went down into the earth and was fixed 
in the great hell Avici.*
Satara varam maha rajun ge ... dev nuvara Yugaftduru 
mudunehi pihitiye ya. (264)
'The city of the four regional devas is situated on Yuganduru.'
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E kepehi Boosatasupan de patla pera^ii fgiyaapan 
mudunehi pihiti ya. (14)
'At that time moment, the Bosat's two feet turned and 
became lodged on the ascetic's head.'
The verbs hoviyi and hindiyi occur with animate subjects only. The
verb sitiyi mainly occurs with animate subjects but is occasionally found
with inanimate subjects as well in the sense 'be'.
Ma duu maha yahan piyaa pa£a hahdeka hovii. (46)
'My daughter has given up big couches and sleeps on a 
bed of planks.'
Citraa nam bhaaryaa ... no ek suvahas diva saran pirivaraa 
pi i^pashi hindii. ... No ek dahas suravamiyo pun kalasa 
gena movun pirivaraa sititi. (274)
'(Sakka's) wife called Citra is seated at the back 
surrounded by hundreds of thousands of heavenly attendants.
Thousands of various heavenly ladies, holding full vessels 
stand surrounding her (or them).'
Muva hihdi ka£u sihdak vani va mudunehi ma sitii. (176)
'Their mouth is like a needle hole and is on the top 
of the head.'
3.423 A few verbs that denote natural phenomena have their own 
particular subjects.
Vasi vassi. (246)
'It rains', lit. 'rain rains.'
Sulailga hamaa vayi. (110)
'May the wind blow.'
Hiru epsina. (76)
'The sun set.'
Piyum pipeyi. (257)
'The lotuses bloom.' 
pipeyi is used with any noun which has the sense 'flower'.
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3.424 Verbs that denote the result of emotion, or mental reactions.
seyi 'laugh*
valappi 'weep*
haiidayi 'cry'
pahaddi 'be pleased*, 'be clear'
vevulayi 'tremble'
The verbs seyi and valappi occur only with animate subjects. The
other verbs are found with nouns of both categories.
Mohu Budu vana se daka satu$ va semi; maa mohu no daknaa 
se daka raapi va valapmi. (15)
'Having seen that he attains enlightenment, I laugh through 
happiness; Again having perceived that I will not get the
opportunity of seeing him I weep through distress.*
The verb hah§jayd is found with inanimate subjects to denote the proper
sound of the thing denoted by the subject noun, whereas with animate nouns
handayi implies distress.
Sulahga hamana kala tal pat aadiihu handat ma ya; diya 
hartdaa ma ya. (51)
'When the wind blows, tal leaves etc. rustle and the 
water ripples.'
Daru maha hah£in handayi. (237)
'The child cries aloud.'
The following sentences illustrate the occurrence of pahaddi and vevulayi. 
Kaa karaa giya kala apa sit pahaddi. (117)
'By visiting whom will our mind will be pleased?'
Minishu ovun daka vevulat ma ya. (139)
'The people tremble when they see him.' 
vevulayi indicates the physical expression of the mental state of 
fear.
3.425 Some verbs fit into no general category, but have interesting 
features. Among these are the verbs
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peneyi^
diliyeyi
sanhihdiyi
aleyi
The above verbs take both animate and inanimate objects. peneyi 
corresponds to Pali pannaayati meaning 'be perceived', 'appear', 'be 
known'. I quote below a few examples to illustrate its usages, some of which 
have gone out of vogue in later Sinhalese.
Me bamu^u maa ge nuvaga dal hi paneyi. (95)
'This brahmin appears in my net of wisdom.'
(Mugalan maha terahu) ... Muvaramaa pahaya aturudhan va 
Tavtisa dev nuvara penunuhu. (277)
'The great elder Mugalan disappeared from Muvaram palace 
and appeared in the deva world Tavtisa.'
Ahimsaka maagavakayaa aa tan pa$an gena api no penemha. (131)
'Since the youth Ahimsaka came, we sure no longer famous.'
Me Dambadiv nam damba rukin paneyi. (151)
'This Dambadiv is called after a damba tree.'
The verb diliyeyi corresponds to Pali virocati 'shine' and jalati 
'blaze'•
Veediyaka nam parvataya ... ek deviyaku siriru pahayen 
diliyeyi. (284)
'The rock of Vediyaka shines with the lustre of one deva's 
body.'
Me dev put'hu itaa ma diliyeti. (290)
'These devas shine very much.'
1. Sometimes thi6 is written as paneyi (without any semantical change). 
Similarly a transitive verb kareyi is occasionally found as a 
variant of kereyi (see Ama., p.121).
ill
Ekbiti naa raja diliyina. Maha terahu d diliyennaahu 
"Taa ge sariirayehi matu dala atte no veyi, mayi du ge 
sariirayehi d dala ati" yi diliyupaha. (232)
'Then the serpent king put forth flames. The great 
elder too put forth flames implying, "Not only in your 
body but in me too there sire flames."'
sanhindiyi 'be appeased', 'be cured'
Topa ge me samvidhaanaya^a pamipa sorahu sanhinduti. (103)
'Having encountered this device of yours the robbers 
will be pacified.'
Sihil diya vuva manava. Eyin rooga sanhindii. (57)
'The disease will be cured if there is cold water.'
aleyi corresponds to Pali ramati 'delight in' and alliyati 'stick to'
Buduhu me bahdu tanhi ip^ aanip-fa danti; ehi no aleti. (287)
'The Buddha knows the good and the bad of such things;
He does not delight in them.'
E pahapa uhu ge sariirayehi alipa. (l84)
'The stone got stuck to his body.'
3.426 Verbs that have transitive counterparts.^ -
(a) The following verbs occur with both animate and inanimate subjects.
miyeyi 'die' nassi 'perish'
.2upaddi 'be born' rakeyi 'be protected', 'survive'
1. The verbs nangeyi and navatti which have transitive counterparts are 
illustrated in the section 3*421, under the verbs of motion. These two 
verbs normally denote an active participation of the subject when the 
subject is animate.
2. The transitive finite form is not found. However, we have non-finite 
forms upayaa. upayana. upayuva etc. (governing inanimate objects), based 
on a form upayayi which can be taken as a variant of *upadayi 'produce'- 
Consider the following examples taken from the same passage.
He vadaa^a niyaayen pi^ipada diva as upayaa , (trans.)
'He, having followed the instructions, acquired divine eyes',
Eyin uhu£a diva soodhaa no upaddi. (intrans.) (173)
'Hence he is not capable of acquiring divine ears.'
Thus the phonological relation between the transitive and intransitive
(Contd. on next page )
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temeyi 'get wet' maveyi 'be created'
vadiyi 'grow', 'increase' sadeyi 'get adorned'
Ohu ••• prapaatayehi hii miyeti. (233)
'They will fall off the precipice and die.'
Tubuu tana vapu^a bij miyeyi. (80)
'The seed that is sown elsewhere will rot away.'
Apa no sahana yamek ohu maruye vii nam ap hama denamo 
nasmaha. (72)
'If anybody that does not approve us should kill him, 
we all are ruined.'
Ratha ehi ma tibii nassi. (136)
'The chariots lie there and rot away.'
Pitek ta^a upaddi. (10)
'A son will be born to you.'
E vassehi ,,Tememha,t yi situvo temeti. (42)
'Those who wished to get wet, get wet in that rain.'
E at diga eksiya panas yojun va ... maveyi. (273)
'That elephant is created, being one hundred and five 
yojanas in length.'
Idin mama muhu^a dahaviyem nam maa ge sil no rakeyi. (85)
!If I become wrathful towards him my virtues will not 
be kept.'
Atarn mahapa bamupu kenakun ge yasas yam tam prakaarayakin 
vadii. Mahapa bhavat Gautamayan ge yasas vuu kala... 
anuttara vuu vijjaacarapa sampattiin vadii. (99)
'The reputation of some monks and brahmins grows in 
insignificant ways. But the reputation of the monk Gautama 
grows on account of perfection in conduct and knowledge.'
(••••contd. from previous page)
forms is not always consistent. Consider the verb miyeyi too, which 
contrasts with marayi.
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He supihi i^ patul aa detis maha puris lakunen sadupe ya. (98) 
•He is adorned with the thirty two marks of a great being.*
(b) Such verbs as follow usually occur with inanimate subjects.^
naleyi *be split* pireyi *be filled'
natireyi 'be spread' sindeyi 'be broken'
kadeyi 'be broken' biftdeyi 'be destroyed'
Ohu his sat ka£ak va paleyi. (109)
'His head will split into seven pieces.'
Sa dev lo pireyi. (270)
'The six deva worlds will be filled.*
E ruka pupnaa mala paha panas yojanak tanhi patireyi. (266)
'The radiance of the flower that blooms on that tree 
spreads through fifty yojanas.'
Eyin ohu ge manooda^da ehi ma biftdeyi. (58)
'Thereby his mental action is destroyed on the spot.'
In the following example kadeyi has an animate subject (i.e.
Paafrhikaputrayaa). According to the context however it is his (dead)
body that is meant.
Idin Licchaviihi Paa^hikaputrayaa vara baanin baiida ... 
adavannaahu vuuhu nam vara ho sindeyi; banda tanin 
Paa^hikaputrayaa ho kadeyi. (185)
'If the Licchavis were to tie him with a rope and pull 
him, either lie rope will break or Pathikaputra will 
break from where he is tied.'
1. Their transitive counterparts take only inanimate objects.
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3*^ 27 There are some intransitive verb* which take a dative case
element. The verb is always in the singular and the noun that can be
taken as the subject, is inanimate.
daneyi 'be felt' 
aseyi
nssi
saaheyi
'be heard''1'
'be pleasing' 
'be sufficient'
siteyi
vatahayi
vatiyi
yedeyi
'occur to the mind' 
'occur to the mind' 
'be right'
'be right'
(298)"He ma£a vasariga ya" yanu du ta£a daneyi.
'You feel that he is under your power.'
E tana ta£a kumak siteyi. (190)
'What would occur to you about it?'
Ma$a ek upamaayek vatahayi. (159)
'A thought of an illustration occurs to me.'
He ma$a no rissi. (2^ 2)
'It does not appeal to me.'
Me diya de tana^a gena yana kala topa£a apa£a no 
saaheyi. (21*f)
'When this water is taken to two places it would not 
be sufficient for both of us.'
The verb paneyi also sometimes has this distributional character.
Maa piyavara Di££hamangalikaava£a panevayi. (82)
'May my footprints be perceived by Ditthamangalika.'
2
None of the examples with yedeyi contain a dative case, for they 
express something accepted generally as proper (or improper).
1.
2. For aseyi see below p. 122.Its periphrastic counterpart yukta veyi. which is found once, 
specifies 'to whom it is (not; proper'
Me mahagahafra yukta no veyi. (2^ 9)
'This is not proper for a monk.'
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Minisun visin kala daa no yedeyi. (63)
'What has been done by people is not right.'
3.428 The intransitive verb veyi 'be't 'become'
This IB the intransitive verb which has the most frequent occurrence.
On one hand it has the functional feature of an intransitive counterpart 
of the transitive verb kereyi. and means 'become*. Or it can have a 
simple copulative function. On the other hand veyi means 'to exist'. 
veyi occurs as an independent verb as well as an auxiliary.
3.4281 Independent use.
(a) veyi occurs as an independent or a single constituent verb in 
the sense 'be' in the third person.
Atiitayehi Daihbadiva Mahaa Vijita nam rajek vii ya. (101)
'In the past there was a king called Maha Vijita in 
Dambadiva.'
Pera maiigafca gos paa gat kenek ho pavaruu kenek ho 
no da vuuhu. (44)
'There was no body who either went to him and took his 
bowl or invited him.'
Gacchayo nam vana lava veti. (7*0 
'Shrubs are indeed in the forests.'
(b) In the following examples a noun that has the same referent as
the subject occurs before the verb veyi. This can be treated as a
subject complement. It is either in zero form or in direct case form.
The zero-forms too denote the direct case relation. The verb may denote
either an existing situation or (more often) the arising of a situation.
Ovun kerehi ek kenek Poksi maha raja vuuha. Ek kenek Kumar a 
Kasubu maha tera vuuha. (146)
'One of them became the great king Poksi and one became 
the great elder Kuraara Kasubu.'
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Muhu Buduhu no veti. (280)
'This is not the Buddha.'
... y§iinha£a kala vadhayen uhu ge ra£a no ra£a vii ya. (87)
'Because of the torture he did to the sage, his country 
became no more a country.'
Mehi maruu kala hama vana ek ku^u rasek veyi. (192)
'If they are killed here, the whole forest will 
become a heap of dirt.'
3.^ 282 As an auxiliary to form a composite veyi occurs as the
auxiliary to the following elements
1 adjectives
2 nouns
3 a small number of words that do not have an 
independent occurrence
In this environment veyi mainly expresses the arising of the state
or condition denoted by the element that precedes it. Occasionally
it indicates an existing situation as well. These composites are often
employed to represent single constituent verbs in Pali  ^when there is
no single constituent verb available in Sinhalese. Thus veyi (like the
transitive kereyi). is a useful component in the process of verb
formation in Sinhalese.
1. With adjectives
Roogaya balavat veyi. (57)
'The illness becomes worse.'
Dena vapu^a bij kunu veyi. (80)
'The seed that is sown on low land rots away.'
1. Such periphrastic expressions are sometimes found in Pali too. Then 
the auxiliary is hoti (or less frequently) bhavati. For instance 
Sinhalese -ati veyi corresponds to Pali -kaamo hoti.
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Minishu maha terun no baa elabiyati veti.^  (1**0)
•People will wish (lit. become desirous) to approach 
the great elder without fear.*
Raha puuye unmaada ati veyi. (68)
'One who has drunk alcohol becomes mentally unbalanced.'
Na^uvo nam vi^ i nati veti. (288)
'The dancers are of course shameless.'
Mavun vanaahi melek veyi.
'A mother's heart is soft' (i.e. moved quickly)
Me vattduru pa$e rangakgama veyi. (92)
'This little monkey is suitable for dyeing' (i.e. it is 
able to undergo the process of dyeing).
Dan dennaahu tun tanin ek taneka calita veti. (105)
'Alm-givers waver in one of the three stages.'
2. With nouns
Boho se dasa dahasak sakvala vasi deviyo velevi va avudu 
ras vuuhu. (2^9)
'The devas who dwelt throughout the ten thousand worlds 
came quickly and assembled there.'
He ra}.a ... giya kala vivara veyi. (195)
'It is opened when the waves subside.'
The noun that occurs in these composites differs from that of the above 
(3*^281 (b)) construction in that in the latter the noun is variable for 
the features 'indefinite' and 'plural', whereas in the former it is 
always in zero-form. For instance, consider ras veyi in contrast with 
rasek veyi. In the above sentence, ras vuuhu corresponds to Pali
1. Constructions such as elabiyati. unmaada ati. vili nati can be 
called adjectival phrases. Constructions such as duk pat, 
visma pat also fall into the same category.
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sannjpatiasu^ and the other example ••• hama vana ek kunu rasek veyi.
• • • 2 corresponds to Pali ... sabbam vanam ekam kunapain bhavissati.
3« With words which do not have independent occurrence.
Maha terahu ... ahasin gos rajagehi paaja vuuhu. (4l)
'The great elder went through the air and appeared 
in the royal mansion.'
Amanu§yayo maha terun dakmin ma ... paha vuuhu. (193)
'The demons seeing the great elder went away.'
3*^ 29 The intransitive verbs that do not require an active agency 
of the subject but denote a passive participation are occasionally 
expanded with an agentive or instrumental adverbial. The verbs found 
in this respect are mainly those which have transitive counterparts.
The adverbial element is given when the force by which the subject is 
acted upon, is required to be specified.
When the force is represented by an animate noun, the postfix 
visin 'by', 'on account of' normally follows it. The significance of 
these sentences is considered in respect of their Pali counterparts. 
Sometimes the relevant Pali sentence is of passive construction. Sometimes, 
it is active but there is a noun in the third case (i.e. agentive), which 
corresponds to the visin phrase in Sinhalese sentence.
Maa piyavara at as aadiin visin no make vayi. (82)
'May my foot prints not be wiped away by elephants, horses, etc.'
Pali:
Mayham paadavalanjam hatthiassaadiinampi vasena maa 
antaradhaayittha•^
1. SN\ p.169.
2. MNA, Part 4, p.211.
3. MNA, Part 3» P*56.
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Ohu visin raja nassi. (113)
'The king will be killed by him,'
Pqli:
Iminaa raajaa hannissati.^
2
Di££hamangalikaava visin natami. (7*0 
'I am destroyed by Ditthamangalika.'
Pali:
3
Nassitam bho Di££hamangalikaaya.
The Pali does not correspond properly to the Sinhalese.
Janapadaya sorun visin aakula veyi. (103)
'The province will be harassed by the robbers.'
Pali:
Janapado corabhayena aakulo bhavissati.
Mese siyalu ahasa deviyan visin piripa. (2*t9)
'Thus, the whole sky was filled with devas.'
Pali:
5Evara sakalampi aakaasam devataahi pu^pam ahosi.
Vahanse, maun de yalak ... bhavat'hu visin pratikgipta 
viimi. (210)
'My lord, I was twice rejected by you.'
In the following exaunples, the noun that denotes the cause of the 
condition denoted by the verb is inanimate euid it has the instrumental 
case affixes. Such adverbials are of course not confined to intransitive 
construction. The examples quoted here are to be compared with the 
sentences with animate nouns as agentive adverbials.
1. DNA, Part 1, p.95.
2. In the following example the locative adverbial ata 'in the hand' 
occurs (in place of visin) after agentive element.
Ohu du Ahgulmal sorahu ata nasti. (133)
'They too perish at the hand of the robber Angulmal.'
3. MNA, Part 3, p.50.
4. DNA, Rttfc.1, p.208.
5. SNA, p.170.
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Anaagatayehi yam kaleka vipaaka dena karmayo raat mahgin 
kaflupaaha. (142)
*The actions that would bear fruits sometime in the 
future were broken by the path of arahanthood.*
Parasatu madaaraa aa kusumin ... ahas kus piripa. (20)
*The sky was filled with the heavenly flowers such a6 
parasatu and madara.'
Constructions of this character agree with those given by the author 
of the Sidat Sahgara as illustrative of kam kiriya.1 
Agamaftgini keles kasa davini.
•The dirt of moral defilement was burnt by the fire 
of the highest path.'
Susiri vaturen aniyaga vasee.
'Even the smallest sin is covered by the flood of 
good conduct.1
Sasun piriyata daanan visin satara ruu mavennee.
•At the end of (the period) of the Buddhist order, the 
form of the Buddha will be created by the relics.'
The author of the Sidat Sahgara quoting a sentence which does not
specify the outside agency or the cause of the incident calls it
teme katu tema kam 'the subject itself, the object itself*.
Kusul tema bill dee.
•The granary breaks'
He gives babalipi to exemplify that there are also other verbs which are
formally similar to the verbs in the above constructions, but he does not
say that it has the same syntactical (i.e. kam kiriya) function. Instead
he says that it is an illustration of nitatin sapayena katu arut 'active
1. SdSg, pp.154-156.
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construction where the agency is effected without effort.1* All the
verbs given by the author of the Sidat Sangara are intransitive verbs
that have transitive counterparts.
In grammatical discussions, the intransitive verbs with transitive
counterparts are designated by various terms such as middle, reflexive,
passive, involitive etc. (in contrast with aspects such as active,
volitive etc. of the transitive verbs).
The various semantic aspects such as middle, reflexive etc. of the
intransitive verb depend on the whole construction. According to the
construction some may import a reflexive sense, some a passive, some an
involitive and so forth. For instance, the verb sadeyi has a reflexive sense
in contrast with the sense of 'causing the action' of sadayi. Consider
the following example where these two verbs occur in absolutive form.
Ho aya (i.e. Pu$u nam dasa) ... sav bara^in sadaa ... tomo 
sav bara$in sadii ... nuga ruk mula^a yannii..., (24)
'She, having adorned the slave girl Punu with all kinds 
of ornaments, adorned herself too with all kinds of 
ornaments and was going to the foot of the banyan tree,'
In the above, the action denoted by sadeyi is done for the interest
of the subject and that denoted by sadayi. for the benefit of another.
It i6 not justified to designate sadii as passive, for no external agent
is involved. In the following example however sadupe ya. the past tense
of sadeyi. does not indicate an active agency of the subject.
He supihi^i patul aa de tis maha puris laku^en sadune ya. (98)
'He is adorned with the thirty two marks of a great being.'
And also note the semantic distinction between nahgaa (from nahgayi) and
naiigii (from nahgeyi).
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Raja pan siyak maagamun pan siyak atun nangaa temehe mangul 
atu nangii ••• nuvarin nilmi^ i. (121)
'The king made the five hundred women to mount upon the 
five hundred elephants and he himself mounted the royal 
elephant and left the city.'
A sentence with the verb aseyi (in contrast with the volitive sense 
of the transitive asayi). has an involitive character. In the construction 
(with aseyi). the noun which would have been the subject of the underlying 
transitive construction, is put in the dative case. Consider the following 
passage.
Maha Mugalan terahu ... Budun pana visajana hah£a kuma£a 
no asuuha (trans.) yat, Budun dham desana kala eekaabaddha 
va sakval gal pariyanta va hun pirisna^a aseyi... (277)
*1 will tell you why the elder Mugalan did not hear the 
voice of the Buddha preaching; his words are heard of the 
listeners that sit before him, without leaving any space, 
as far as the rocks that bound the universe.1
Verbs of this character in modern Sinhalese, which can be derived from almost 
all verbal bases, are termed 'involitives'. The verbs used in passive 
constructions are illustrated on the page 119. The author of the Sidat 
Sangara says regarding the 'kam kiriya' constructions,
Arut viyakana varehi laba daa yodanu rusi, p.156 
'In paraphrases use the verbal forms based on laba.1
However he has not illustrated the construction with laba. It is 
normally the transitive form that precedes the verb labeyi ( when there is 
an object). An example is quoted below from the Jataka A^uva Ga^apadaya 
where both idioms are used.
hannate, nasanu labeyi hevat nasnee ya. p.200 
nasne is the participial form (used here as the predicate) of nhssi. the 
intransitive form of nasayi which in the above instance precedes the verb 
labeyi.
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These arguments show that the main distinction of verbs in the 
Amavatura is between transitive and intransitive. Categories such as 
active, passive etc. are not valid for all verb*. Even among the 
transitive verbs there are verbs which cannot be called active. For 
instance labeyi does not imply an active agency.
3.^ 2100 There are a few intransitive verbs which can be called 
defective or rare.
Ashu kulti. (10)
'The horses neigh.'
Bamha vahanse. (151)
'We are afraid, my lord.'
Naa raja dumayi. (231)
'The serpent king gives forth smoke.'
Deviyo itaa dahaviyaahu la. ((&)
•They say that the devas are very annoyed.'
3*5 Causative derivatives.
historically
3«50 Many of the causative forms in Sinhalese are derived from Pali 
causative verbs and the rest are formed on the analogy of these derivatives. 
The causative feature is marked by the occurrence of -va- between what can 
be taken as the verbal base and the personal suffixes. This new base with 
the infix -va- can be conjugated in the past tense and also in the 
non-finite verbal categories such as participles, absolutives etc.
Verbs such as (asun) panvayi 'prepare (seats)', mavayi 'create', 
anavayi 'order' are also derivatives of Pali causatives, but they occur as 
ordinary transitive verbs in Sinhalese. The same form may have been used 
in causative function as well, as no instance of a separate causative of 
such a verb (i.e. with another -va- added) is found.
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The verbs whose bases end in -vi. form their causatives just by 
changing the base terminal vowel i^ to a*
doviyi
hoviyi
oviyi
poroviyi
'rinse*
'lie'
'poor'
'put on an outer 
garment'
dovayi
hovayi
ovayi
porovayi
With the exception of hoviyi and hovayi the other finite forms are
somewhat rare. However, the non-finite verbal forms available are sufficient
to determine their phonological syhtactic and semantic features.
The causative verb is expressive of 'causing somebody to do or 
experience something'. These can be derived both from transitive and 
transitive verbs illustrated in the previous section. Certain 
syntactical changes take place in the application of the causative process 
to transitive and intransitive verbs.
3*51 A H  intransitive verbs become transitive in the process of
causativisation. Consequently, the subject of the underlying sentence
appears as the object of the causative transformation. The relevant
causatives are underlined in the examples.
E keyehi maha po].o ku&bal sakak seyin ka£ii ovun nuvara balvaa 
sitivi ya. (19)
'At that time the great earth revolved like a potter's 
wheel and made him stand looking at the city.'
Topa ge aagnaayehi no pavatnavun api pavatvamha. (163)
'We shall make those who do not follow your order, do so.'
Buduhu Dhanapaalayaa pansila pihitvuuhu. (238)
'The Buddha set Dhanapala in the five precepts.*
Buduhu gana gal pifca ... padalas penvuuhu. (196)
'The Buddha placed (lit. made to appear) his foot-print 
on the hard rock.'
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He...so].os aakaarayekin rajaha^a somnas upaddi (i.e. upadvii) (107)
'He made the king hfippy (lit. caused happiness to arise in him) 
in sixteen ways.'
Muu^ha garbha vuu tirisan gatiya sat'hu du ara ehi hovati. (1^ 0)
'They bring even the animals in fruitless labour and lay 
them there.'
Deviyo ... vasi vasvuuha. (65)
'The devas caused rainfalls.'
Rajaa^o ... maflga sama karavaa sudu vali ovaa kehel ihduvaa 
... deevin gana ranmuvaa sivi gekek'hi sudu mej.ek yahanhi 
vaglaa hinduvaa dahasak amattan lavaa sivige ganvaa mahat 
pirivarin nailgaa y a vuuhu. (11)
'The king had the road made even, sprinkled with white sand 
and decorated with plantain trees, and then he seated the 
queen on a white and soft couch in a golden palanquin and 
entrusting a thousand officers with the task of carrying 
it, sent her away with a large retinue.'
The verbs yavayi and evayi are often used preceded by the 
absolutives dii and kiyaa.^  The absolutive dii occurs when the object 
indicates a thing or an animate being sent to be employed in some service, 
and kiyaa when the object denotes a message.
Ma sabandaha^a kumak dii yavami. (199)
'What should I send ray friend?'
The Pali counterpart of the above is as follows:
• • 2 Kinnu kho aham sahaayassa peseyyam.
The verb yavayi occurs with the object davas 'days' in the sense 
'live', 'spend the time'. The verb is normally preceded by a manner 
adverbial.
1. See below, p.57.
2. SNA, p.if68.
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Buduhu...dara^a gaba sat davasak samavat suven davas yavuuhu. (32)
'The Buddha spent a week within the folds of the serpent, 
experiencing the bliss of emancipation.'
davas yavayi. which can be taken as a periphrastic verb, corresponds 
to Pali viitinaameti.
3*52 (a) The causative transformation of some transitive verbs take 
two objects. The subject of the underlying sentence also becomes an 
object in the causative sentence.
Maha terahu Budun bat vajatt da vuuhu. (42)
'The great elder caused the Buddha to eat rice.'
E se bavin mohu Budun dakvami. (124)
'Therefore I shall show him the Buddha.*
I din e danaviya dakna^ a ho asanna^a nisi kisi aascaryayak 
at nam apa dakvanne ya. asavanne ya. (199)
'If there is anything marvellous to be seen or heard in that 
province please let us see or hear it.'
The object of the underlying sentence of the last can be taken as
je 'it', the demonstrative that should correlate with the phrase kisi
aascaryayak in the conditional clause.
The verbs danvayi 'cause to know', i.e. 'inform', vandavayi
'cause to pay respect', uganvayi 'cause to learn' i.e. 'teach' also have
the sage distributional character. The verb ganvayi 'cause to take' also
in certain contexts behaves similarly. Sentences with both objects
appearing are rare. Often one of the objects is omitted, being implied
from the context. I advance the following examples, where non-finite
forms of those verbs occur.
Buduhu tumuhu sivu sas dana anun danvanu sahdahaa dham desati. (I69I
'The Buddha having himself realised the fourfold truth, preaches 
it to convince others.'
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Mama topa.. .Ka^ udevul maha tavsaa vahdavannata e}.avuuvan ge
paa pera i^i ohu mudune pihi$i se daka topa vahanse vandemi. (43)
'I worshipped you when I saw your feet turning round and 
placing themselves on th^  ascetic Kaludevul's head on the day 
of your birth when I brought you out to pay homage to him.'
Aya samayaantara uganvanu sandahaa, (146)
'In order to teach her foreign philosophical ideas,'
San maha araattaa asu vala ganvaa gena, (18)
'Having made San to take the horse's tail,'
Pansiyak maagamun pirimi ves ganvaa. (121)
'Having caused five hundred women to put on male attire,'
In later Sinhalese, with the verbs dakvayi. danvayi and uganvayi.
the noun that denotes the person who is caused to effect the action (i.e.
the subject of the underlying sentence), is put in the dative caee. In 
the Amavatura itself the traces of this change can be seen, in the case of 
some verbs.
Mam ta$a pe^ahara dakvami. (173)
'I shall show you the miracles.'
Me se he ... deviyana^a Sak dev rajahu ge gamanafca kal 
danvamin si$iye ya. (284)
'Thus he stood declaring to the devas that it was the time for 
the deva king Sak to set forth.'
There is one example of the verb piliganvayi 'cause to accept' i.e.
'offer'; in that sentence the underlyihg agent is in the dative case.
Ho...Muvaramaa pahaya karavaa... Budu paamok sangana^a 
piliganvuu. (260)
'She got the monastery Muvaram built and offered it to the 
monks headed by the Buddha.'
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3*52 (b) The majority of the causatives formed from transitive verbs,
however, take an agentive element followed by lavaa denoting the person
directed for the action.
Buduhu yam se nihuge£iyek sap'hu ge su&buyen nahgi visa e ma 
sap'hu lavaa dahavaa hara piyaa da, e seyin ma e ma pirisa 
Saccakayaa lavaa..." Pas kafida anisa, duka, anata" yi 
kiyavuuhu. (I65)
'Just as a snake charmer would extract the poison of the 
serpent teeth by causing the serpent to suck that poison, the 
Buddha caused Saccaka to declare to the gathering that the 
five elements are impermanent, soulless and suffering.'
Deviyan kerehi yamek nisi vii nam uhu lavaa pana visajavami. (224)
'If there is anybody capable among the devas, I shall cause him 
to answer the questions.'
In actual fact, lavaa as it occurs in the sentence, is itself a 
causative absolutive, and the noun that precedes it is the object of lavaa 
(lit. 'having set'). The verbal character of lavaa has been forgotten 
and it is treated as a postfix expressive of 'by', 'through'. The 'lavaa 
phrase' corresponds to the animate noun in the third case in similar (i.e. 
causative) constructions in Pali and Sanskrit.
J.S.Speijer's comment on the causative of transitive verbs in Sanskrit 
can be quoted to illustrate the distinction between sentences with double 
objects and those with lavaa phrases.
"Often the primitive subject is in the same manner put in the 
accusative, when construed with the causative, but often also in the 
instrumental. In the former case, we have of course, two accusatives.... 
The difference of both constructions is determined by the diverse nature 
of the motions, carried by them. If one wants to say 'he causes me to 
do something, it is by his impulse I act', there is room for the type 
maam kincit kaarayati but if it be meant he gets something done by me, I
12 9
am only the agent or instrument through which he acts, the instrumental 
is on its place, kincit kaarayati mayaa.1'1
Sometimes the agentive element, is understood, it being specified 
in an absolutive phrase that occurs towards the beginning of the 
sentence.
Raja akkamiyan genvaa gena ekeki palasa mila balavii ya. (199) 
'The king called assessors and got them to value each carpet.*
Ada Saccakayaa uttrasta kota pana visajun karavami. (163)
*Today I shall frighten Saccaka and make him answer the 
questions.'
In the following examples the indefinite (mediated) agent is not 
specified.
Me lookayehi nuva^ek teme satun no marayi; no da maravayi. (53)
*In this world an ascetic neither himself kills beings nor 
causes anybody to kill beings.'
&aakya rajun haa Kooliya rajahu ... boho goyam karavati. (2lM
'Sakya kings and Koliya kings get extensive paddy cultivation 
done•'
3*53 Of certain verbs, the transitive and its causative form are
sometimes used promiscuously. The verb vihiddi 'release' and its
causative vihidvayi can be advanced as an example.
Ohu avudu maa kamavaa paa pi$a hot kala hiru vihidvami. (85)
'When he shall come and fall at my feet and ask my forgiveness 
I shall let go the sun.'
Mohu k^amaa no ka^a taak hiru no vihidda hakka. (86)
2
'As long as he is not forgiven, the sun cannot be released.'
1. Sanskrit Syntax. p.^ 9«
2. Pali: akhamaapite. MNA, Part 3, P*59«
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3.5^  In certain contexts the causative value of a verb is not 
significant.
E pota gena Sak dev raja kiyavayi. (270)
'The deva king Sak takes that book and reads it.'
Mam oha£a kuma^a harasara dakvami. (18?)
'Why should I pay him respect.'
Their underlying sentences (i.e. pota kiyayi. 'the book speaks', 
and he harasara dakki 'he sees respect') are not acceptable.
CHAPTER k
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NON-VERBAL PREDICATE
4.0 The non-verbal elements that occur in the predicative position are 
illustrated in the present chapter.
Nouns and adjectives mainly constitute the non-verbal predicate.
They are normally marked as the predicate by the personal suffixes given 
for the past tense. e.g.
Singular
1 mi,
2 hi,
3 a, a, i, zero-form,
with or without the 
assertion marker
These suffixes correspond to a copulative verb such as veyi 'be'.
In case of the first and second person, a pronominal subject is not always 
expressed as it is understood from the personal suffixes.
The non-verbal predicate may occasionally be followed by the 
interrogative particle da and ho. the exclamatory particle (of 
interrogative character) no. the emphatic particle ma (ya). the honorific 
suffix daa etc.
4.1 Nominal predicate:
4.11 A subject compliment occurs as the predicate in the following
examples. Sometimes there are several predicative nouns referring to the
same subject.
Paha vava; sandalekmi. (71)
'Keep away; I am an outcaste.1
Tepi maagamva. (153)
'You are women.'
Enne Saccaka ya. (171)
'The one who comes is Saccaka.'
Plural
mha; maha, 
va,
ha; o,
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Sidhat kumara apa mala; apa baane ya; pita; munubure ya, (^ 3)
'The Prince Sidhat is our younger brother; our nephew; our 
son; our grandson.'
Muhu ma piyaapaha. (*+7)
'This is my father.'
Me Uturukuru divin a}.a bata. (1^ 5)
'This is food brought from Uturukuru island.'
Anna, ma£a me ke].e kimeka. (8*+)
'Mother, what is it that has been done to me.'
In the above sentence an interrogative element occurs as the predicate. 
Vahanse, ma-fa no bara; anekek matna.^  (2^ 3)
'My lord, it is not a trouble for me; it is merely something else.'
Avijjaa sams^arayaa his vana bavin muduna; raat manga nuvanin 
aya ka^ana bavin vidyaa mudun paluma. (208)
'Since ignorance is the top (source) of existence, it is the 
head and since the path of arahanthood breaks it with wisdom 
knowledge is the splitting of the head.'
1. matu 'just' 'merely' can be taken as an adverbial particle (similar to 
emphatic ma). that occurs after other elements. matu has a 
restrictive sense and it appears as matna when it follows the predicate, 
(as ma becomes ma ya or ma yi occurring after the predicate). The 
occurrence of matna is however not very frequent. In one instance
it follows a finite verbal form. e.g.
Mam Budun veta nudu-fuviriimi...Sudham dev sabhayehi na^anneyim 
asiimi matna. (287)
'I have never seen the Buddha near at hand. Only I heard of him 
as I was dancing in Sudham, the council hall of the devas.'
Pali:
Na kho me ... so Bhagavaa sammukhaa di£$ho. api ca suto yeva me
so ... Sudhammaayam upanaccantiyaa. DNf Vol.II, p.268.
W.Sorata and M.Kumaranatunga paraphrase matna as pamanak no vee da.
They seem to have taken na in matna as a variant of no. However, it 
is not clear whether such an exclamatory (or interrogative) significance 
is expressed in most of the contexts where matna occurs. I am inclined 
to think that na is simply an assertion marker. Can na in the 
following example from the Butsarana be taken as a similar example? 
kumara avu na. p.306 
'Why have you come?'
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Ta$a karu^e mahat laabha ya. (2*+5)
'What has been done for you is a great fortune.'
Ohu Buduna^a ma vi a^ya panayaha. (251)
'They are questions which none but the Buddha may answer.•
Yaaga sampat nam me ya. (109)
'The property of yaga is indeed this.'
In the last example the subject compliment is a demonstrative pronoun.
In the following examples the demonstrative pronoun is understood.
Apa sanahati eka ma duva. (72)
'This is our dear and only daughter.'
Varava vahanse, sah a^l geyeka. (75)
'Go further my lord, this is an outcaste's house.'
.^12 Sometimes the subject itself may constitute the predicate. An 
adverbial or an adjective precedes, modifying the nominal predicate.
Ovun ekbiti dasariyen dasariyehi pahara si$i yoodhayaha. (122)
'Next to them were the warriors shoulder to shoulder.'
E pahaya ya$i mahale pansiyak gabi. (260)
'In that mansion, on the ground floor, there were five 
hundred rooms.'
Upaali maha si^'hu ge pahaya va£aa pavura sat dorot ya. (90)
'There were seven gates in the wall that surrounds the 
mansion of Upali, the house holder.'
No pirikapuu kala ra£a vassana^a piidaa ya. (2*+l)
'When a limit has not been set, it is a vexation to the 
people of the country.*
Mugalanha^a jaya ya. (23*0 
'The victory is to Mugalan.'
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Uhu du satara paya; de dala ya; de kana ya; ek val pateka. (187)
'He too is possessed of four feet, two tusks, two ears and 
one tail.'
Budunu du ge de tis maha puris lakuna. (225)
'Of Buddha too there are thirty-two signs of a great 
being.',
4.2 Adjectival predicate:
4.20 In forming the predicate the personal suffixes are appended to
the adjective or, in some cases, to its augmented form.
e.g. vani ya = vanna, 
vanne ya
The augmented form can be treated as participial equivalent. A few 
adjectives such as vani. ati. kamati undergo this augmentation. A similar 
process of augmentation caui be seen with ^ a or its variants occurring between
0
the adjective auid the personal suffix.
e.g. afiyaha,
saxaagayemi
Sometimes va occurs before the third person plural suffix, 
e.g. yutuvaha
In the Amavatura the occurrence of jr is mainly found when the subject 
denotes a noble person such as the Buddha. And also v is sometimes added 
to the augmented form.
e.g. atiyavha
Kodagoda Nanaloka^ is of the view that atiyavha is the contracted form 
of atiyaa vnuha. a composite verb (with the copula) expressive of past 
tense. However these forms are found in contexts where the tense 
specification is not really necessary.
1. Introduction, Amavatura. p.xxvii.
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k.21 Several examples are advanced below to illustrate various 
adjectival predicates. Among these there are Pali and Sanskrit adjectives 
and participial forms as well.^
Vahanse, dugimi. (1^ 1)
'My lord, I am poor.'
Api ma suurayamha. (170)
'Only we are clever.'
To mahallehi. (96)
'You are old.'
Kima vahanse, raat bava masuru daa ya ho. (175)
'Why my lord, are you jealous of arahanthood?'
Maha raja,..apa Budun karaa gena yamha yi situu se yahapat no. (283)
'Great king, it is indeed good that you thought of taking us to 
the Buddha.'
E as sav suda. (l8)
'That horse is all white.'
Me dev pit apa du£u tana pa^an gena giniyehi bahaa luu lupu 
pupurana kal seyin tatatatfrayamaana ya. (291)
'This deva, from the moment he saw us, is hissing with rage 
as salt splutters when it is poured on the fire.'
Atiitayehi Barajas nuvara ... si-fak'hu ge Di^hamangalikaa 
nam eka ma duvak vuva; yahapata; pahapata; ruupata. (70)
'In the past, in the city of Baranas a merchant had an only 
daughter called Ditthamangalika who was graceful, fair and 
beautiful.'
Me raa saftda rasin ramagiiya ya; abhiruupa ya; darsaniiya ya (117)
'With moonlight this nigdrt is delightful, beautiful and 
picturesque.'
1. Adjectives with special syntactical features are discussed separately 
in detail.
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Tavso dhamit'ha. (67)
'The ascetics are virtuous.'
Taa ge bamiupu ek siya visi haviridda. (208)
'Your brahmin is a hundred and twenty years old.'
Ekeki palas diga so^ os hata. (199)
'The length of each carpet was eight yards.'
Rajjuruvan saturo bohoha... (120)
'There are many enemies of the king.'
The following sentences with adjectival predicate are expanded with 
a dative case element (i.e. an allocative adverbial) to specify in whose 
interest the quality of the subject is affected.
Siddhat kumara apa£a ladari ya. (43)
'Prince Siddhat is younger than us.'
Pana visajun ma$a no bara. (157)
'Solving questions is not difficult for me.'
The following examples are expanded with an agentive adverbial
to specify by whom the quality of the subject is affected.
Me Naalandaa nam nuvara boho atun asun minisun visin gahana ya. (59)
'This Nalanda city is crowded with many elephants, horses and 
people.'
Mahapa Goyum saadhu jsuiayan visin sammata ya. (147)
'Monk Goyum is held in high esteem by good people.'
4.22 The adjectives van and batldu 'as if', 'it seems' as predicate:
Another adjective (usually a participle) or occasionally a noun
precedes these adjectives.
Maa lavaa me raja Budun ge gupa kiyaviya^i banda. (119)
'This king seems to wish that the Buddha's virtues should 
be described by me.'
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Buduhu va$i vanha. (252)
'The Buddha seems to have come.'
Buduhu me kalaha du£u bandaha. (215)
'The Buddha appears to have seen this quarrel.'
Lookayehi Budu ruvan upan paridi tepi no dannaa vanva. (189)
'You seem to be unaware of the birth of the Buddha in this 
world.'
Mama...Sammaa Sambudun visin daknaa lada bandemi. (135)
'I seem to have been seen by the Buddha.'
Me pera tavusan visuu piyesak vana. (203)
'This seems to be a spot that has been formerly occupied 
by hermits.'
In Pali the indeclinable marine, vata and nu kho are used in 
similar contexts. ,
4.23 The adjective vani 'like' as the predicate:
vani is used in comparing one thing with another. The noun that 
denotes the thing or the person with which the subject noun is compared, 
is in oblique case and it occurs immediately before the predicate. The 
oblique case noun, if it is singular, takes the indefinite suffix.
Aa}avaka ginin rat ka]J.a ya kabalak vanna. (243)
'Alavaka is like an iron plate heated in the fire.'
Me raja po^ -ova si£a "Popova kohi ya?" yannak'hu vanna. (124)
'This king is like a man who, standing on the earth, asks 
where the earth is.'
Buduhu rajak'hu vannaha; vine janayo raja kumarun vanno. (294)
'The Buddha is like a king and the disciples are like 
princes.*
In the corresponding Pali sentences the indeclinable viya is
used.
1
4.24 The adjective virii as the predicate:
virii is always preceded by a past participial adjective and it
is expressive of 'having done or experienced a thing before'. It is
equivalent to Pali pubba. composite with past participle.
Me }.adaru kala piya raja haa gos Budun dutuvirii ya. (123)
'He has been to see the Buddha before, with his father when 
he (prince) was small.'
Api mese vuu pddhi praatihaarya karana maha^a bamu^ LU kenakun 
pera no dutuviriimha; no da asuuviriimha. (303)
'We have not seen or heard before about a monk or a brahmin 
who performs miracles in this manner.'
4.25 The adjectives haki. nisi, pohosat. samartha and pijivan 
'able' as the predicate:
These adjectives are usually preceded by an infinitive phrase.^ " 
They take personal suffixes with the exception of pilivan which is used 
impersonally.
Mama tunuruvan vinaa vaasa karanna^a no hakkemi. (39)
'I cannot live without the Triple Gem.'
He topa haa pe^ahara karanna^a no nissa. (l8l)
'He is not able to rival you in miracles.'
Api topa vavanna^a nissamha. (235)
'We are able to promote you.'
Mama Naalaagiri damanna^a pohosatmi. (237)
'I an able to subjugate Nalagiri.'
1. haki occurring in another environment is illustrated in the next 
section.
2. In modern Sinhalese, the noun that denotes the person who is able 
to do something is given in dative case.
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Mahaa Vijita nam raja ... atiitaanaagata vartamaana arthayan 
sitanna^ a samartha yi, (104)
'The king Maha Vijita is capable of considering the factors 
in the past future and the present.'
Mama hudakalaa kala mehe ko^inu du no ko£inu du va£enna£a
nissemi. Dan vuu kala no hudakalaa bavin mehe no ko$a
va$enna£a no pijivana. (75)
'When I was alone I could live whether I worked or not.. Now 
that I am not alone, it is not possible to live without working.'
4.26 The adjectives haki. yutu. manaa and Ji^ i in composition with the 
(past) conditionals, occurring as predicate:
The sentences with these constructions (with the exception of -a£i), 
are normally impersonal. If the agent is gjecified, it is in oblique
case (sometimes followed by visin). haki is mostly found in negative
constructions,
4.261 haki 'able'
Svaamihi behet karana kala apa kisi daa no ka£a hakka. (84)
'When the lord himself dispenses medicine nothing can be 
done by us.'
Dan vuu kala apa anun vera sat no paharaviya hakka. (215)
'Now of course, we cannot attack the others with weapons.'
4.262 yutu 'should'
E dakvuu paridi Sarabhanga jaatakayehi aa niyaayen data 
yutu. (16)
'The way it was shown should be learnt as it is narrated in 
Sarabhanga jataka.'
Pavijiyan visin ... sa aramupehi sannama ati viya yutte ya; du$ 
du$ aramunehi nimit no gata yutte ya. (68)
'The monk should have self-control on the objects of the six 
senses; they should not mark everything they see.'
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In two instances the adjective yutu is used to collocate with
animate nouns in plural.
Buduhu itaa utum kulehi upannaaha; gihi geyi vasatu du vanda 
yutuvaha. (80)
'The Buddha was born in a noble family and should be revered 
even as a layman.'
Mohu a$a vihdunaa puiigulo namha; vada va$aa tara kota vidda yutuha.
'They are called the people who deserved to be shot at through the 
bones; they should be shot at very hard again and again.'
4.263 manaa 'good'
The predicative form in the following examples is manava. The 
predicate manava preceded by the conditional verbal form has been employed 
to import several notions.
a. Self-suggestion:
Dan mayi du e ma vamsaya rakka manava. (44)
'I too should protect that tradition now.'
Ada maa paviji vannafca giya manava. (l8)
'I should renounce the world today.'
b. Exhortation:^
When the statement is directed to a second person, it appears as 
a polite request.
Maha baffibahu arffbuva atulu nuvara vuva manava. (77)
'Mahabrahma's wife should live inside the city.'
Maa putapuvan gena taa ava manava. (40)
'Please bring my son.'
1. The use of manava with the participial abstract in this function 
is illustrated in the next chapter.
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c. Supposition:
Mama ... "Ekaantayen mahajja bhavat Goyumhu e kalhi yaaga 
svaami Mahaa Vijita rajahu ho vuva manava; yaaga karavuu 
purohitayaa ho vuva manavaM yi sitaa hunnemi. (109)
'I was thinking that for certain, the monk Goyum must at that 
time have been the king Maha Vijita who performed yaga (i.e. 
sacrifice) or the chaplain brahmin who made him perform 
yaga.'
He...diva as upayaa deviyan ge ... sav bara^in sadi ruu daka.
,fMovun ge hafi£a miyuru vuva manava; e kese asam ho” yi sitaa, (173)
'He achieved divine eyes and saw the devas' bodies which were 
adorned with all ornaments, and thought "Their voice must be 
sweet; how can I hear it?".*
The corresponding Pali sentence to the last is as follows.
So... dibbacakkhum uppaadetvaa devataanam ruupam disvaa cintesi, 
"Imasmim sariirasajj^ haane saddena madhurena bhavitabbam; katham 
nu kho tam suneyyam".^
In denoting the above notions the use of manava is not necessarily 
restricted to composites with the past conditional form. In the following 
example, a present tense conditional verbal form precedes manava. expressing 
a polite request.
Vahanse, se£a pansiyak sabgun gena maa ge ge$a vajlut manava. (280)
'My lord, may it please you to come to my house tomorrow qith 
a five hundred monks.'
In the following example, manava is preceded by a conditional clause 
with nam.
Mama da anaagatayehi ek Budu kenekun ge sasnehi daanaabhirata 
upaasikaavana^a agatan pattern nam manava. (258)
'It is good if I too shall become the chief of the devout women 
who delight in giving, in the order of a future Buddha.'
1. DNA, Part 1, p.220.
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Occasionally the emphatic predicative form manaa ma ya (or 
manaa ma ya) is used in alternation with manava in similar contexts.
Mama gos uhu a].iyem nam manaa ma ya. (186)
'It is good if I go and bring him.'
In the Amavatura there is an idiomatic usage the conditional
verbal forms followed by this predicative adjective, occurring twice, and 
signifying indifference towards the situations denoted by the conditional 
phrases.
Maha^a Goyumhu ge bas sabaa vat manava; boru vat manava. (177)
'It does not matter whether the words of the monk Goyum prove
true or not.'
The emphatic predicate is more common in this idiom.
He [inanimate] taa du$a manaa ma ya; nudu£a manaa ma ya. (2^ +5)
'It does not matter whether you saw that or not.'
Kodhya nuvara vassan apa marat manaa ma ya; pisat manaa ma ya. (215)
'It does not matter whether the people of Koliya city kill us 
or cook us•'
Maha yaka, me raja kumara ta$a biliyam safidahaa a}.iye ya. Mohu 
kat manaa ma ya; bot manaa ma ya. Ta£a risiyennak karaa. (252)
'Great yaksa, this royal prince is brought as sin offering to you.
It does not matter whether you eat him or drink him. Do whatever 
you like.'
Occasionally the noun-forming tan and se (preceded by participial 
adjectives) are used immediately before the predicate manava. in expressing 
a wish or the propriety of something. This phrase is sometimes replacable 
by a conditional or abstract (verbal) form.
Bat kaa suvayen mala tan manava. (177)
'It is better to have my meal and die happily.'
Mohu manaa minis keneka. Mrfin raa^ a pahara no dena se manava. (190)
'They are good folks. It is good that they do not (or If they do 
not') strike me with their fists.'
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Manava alone or modified by itaa 'very', is used to express the
speaker's consent.
Vahanse, mam Upaali gahapati maha$a Goyumhu ge sav bava^a giye 
no giye yanu gos danmi ho. " •• " manava. gos aturu dana." (89)
'"My lord, may I go and find out whether the householder Upali 
has sought refuge in the Buddha?" "All right, go and learn the 
news."'
4.264 A£i 'desirous'
In the Amavatura this adjective is always found in composition with 
the conditional verbal form.1 The personal suffixes are appended to the 
augmented form with -ya- except in the third person singular.
Jiivaka maa maraa teme raja viyati ya. (123)
'Jivaka desires to kill me and to become king himself.'
Sudovun maha rajaa o^ rauba dakkatiyaha. (4l)
'The king Sudovun wishes to see you.'
To...vahane datin kayyatiyehi; gini giliyatiyehi. (82)
'You wish to bite metal with your teeth; you wish to 
swallow fire.'
Mam sihil pan biyatiyemi. (58)
'I should like to drink cold water.'
4.27 The adjectives kamati. 'desirous', gati 'belonging', ati 'possessing' 
as the predicate:
The augmented form takes the appropriate personal suffixes. The 
predicate has the behaviour of a transitive verb. For the predicate 
requires a noun to represent the object of the notion expressed by the
predicate. This noun is either in oblique case or zero form denoting the
2accusative case relation.
1. Its independent use is met with in the Dhampiya A$uva Ga a^padaya. e.g.
ati ati saftda, 'whenever he wished' p.48.
2. In later Sinhalese this noun is put in dative case in connexion with 
the adjectives kamati and gati.
4.271 kamati:
Mama raja no kamattemi. (19)
'I do not wish (to have) the kingship.'
Mama dariya kamattemi. (72)
'I wish (to have) the girl.'
Deviyo minishu ... no ek sat'hu suva kamattaaha. (288) 
'Devas, human beings and various other animals like comfort.
4.272 gati:
The examples available are only in the third person.
Palahga taa no gatte ya; maa gatte ya. (29)
'The seat does not belong to you; it belongs to me.'
Ohu maa gattaaha. (271)
'They belong to me.'
4.273 a) ati and its negative nati:
Vahanse, boho daru bilihdun attemi. (141)
'My lord, I have many children.'
Vahanse, ap boho kaarya attamha. (89)
'My lord, we have plenty of work.'
Tepi hiri otap nattaava. (291)
'You do hot have shame or remorse.'
Me raja mahaa daana denna^a mahat utsaaha atte ya. (104) 
'This king makes an endeavour to make a great offering.'
Pera minishu boho kala£a aa attaaha. (113)
'In the past, people had a very long life span.'
Buduhu mahaanubhaava atiyavha. (37)
'Buddhas possess a great power.'
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The ati phrase (i.e. ati and the noun that immediately precedes), in 
constructions like the above is employed to render Pali bahubblhi or 
relative compounds, i.e. 'one who has...'. The corresponding Pali 
sentences to the above are respectively as follows.
Khuddaputtomhi.^
 ^ 2 
Bahukiccaa mayam bahukarajpi iyaa.
Tumhe nillajjaa, ahirikaa.^
IfAyam raajaa mahaadaanam daatum ativiya ussaahajaato.
Pubbe...manussaa diighaayukaa.^
Mahaanubhaavaa Buddhaa.^
b) Ati as an indeclinable predicate:
The predicate ati. invariable for tense and number, occurs in the
sense 'be'. This takes both animate and inanimate subjects. The subject
is restricted to third person nouns. Because of these idiosyncratic
7features this can be called an indeclinable predicate. ata which is a 
variant of ati is used occasionally. The negative forms are nati and nata. 
When the subject is singular, it is normally affixed with the indefinite 
suffix -ek. I quote below several examples to illustrate the function of 
this predicate.
With inanimate subjects:
De nuvara mada ... Lumbini nam mahgul sal vanayek ati. (11)
'Between the two cities, there was a royal park called Lumbini.'
Ohu ge mahaa nidhi satarek ati. (46)
'There are four treasures that belong to him.'
1. MNA, Part 3, p.233.
2. MN, Vol.l, p.380.
3. DNA, Part 2, p.505.
4. DNA, Part 1, p.209.
5. DNA, Part 1, p.96.
6. JA, Part 1, p.80.
7. Its Pali and Sanskrit equivalents (i.e. Pali atthi. and Sanskrit
asti) are also treated similarly, i.e. as avyaya in certain contexts.
See also Kodagoda Nanaloka, Introduction to the Amavatura, p.xxv.
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Uhu haa upan kathaayek haa ata ho. (57)
'Was there a talk between you and him?'
With animate subjects:
Raja uyanhi kuu£a ja i^layek ati. (62)
•There is a roguish ascetic of matted hair in the royal park.'
Movun kerehi na£ana gayana...minishu haa adda. (67)
'Are there dancers and singers among these people?'
In later Sinhalese ati is not generally used with animate nouns in 
environments such as above.
The notion of possession is expressed by the same construction with 
the addition of an allocative adverbial, which is a noun in the dative case, 
specifying the person affected by the existence of the thing indicated by 
the subject.
Dan ta$a aarya nam jaatiyek ati. (140)
'Now you have an existence called arya.' (lit. 'Now there is 
an existence called arya for you.')
Sihil diya valafida no karanuvaha^a pittajvarayek ati. (57)
'The person who does not take cold water will have a 
bilious disease.'
Evani nuvapek ma£a nati. (204)
'I do not have such a wisdom.'
Me rajaha^a me at bava maiiga phalaya^a upanisraya nati. (121)
'In this life, this king has no aptitude to achieve any higher 
spiritual state.'
The last is one of the rare examples where the singular subject is 
not appended with the indefinite suffix.
4.3 Adverbial predicate:
There are a very small number of adverbial elements found in the 
predicative position.
(Bamu£u)...me nuvara ma ya. (62)
'The brahmin is in this very city.'
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Buduhu mihi ya. (206)
'The Buddha is here.'
We also find the sentences such as below, which consist of an
adverbial phrase (marked with the assertion marker), as an answer to
the interrogative phrase that precedes.
Muhu kuraa^ a kandavii ya yat, avakaasa karavaa denu saftdahaa yi. (283)
'I will tell you why he called him; it was to make him get 
a place (for them)•'
4.4 General remarks
At the outset I pointed out that the personal suffixes imply a 
verbal form meaning 'be', i.e. a verb such as veyi. Only the copulative 
function1 of veyi is relevant in respect of the formation of non-verbal 
predicate. In the following sentences the verb veyi is a copula.
Me vanduru pa$e rangakgama veyi. (92)
'This little monkey is suitable for dyeing.'
Manooda$$aya ma balavat ve; mahat ve. (58)
'The mental action alone is powerful and eminent.'
To signify the copulative function, adjectives and nouns may be 
appended with personal suffixes and put in predicative position. The 
composite verbs rangakgama veyi and mahat veyi given above are represented 
without the verb veyi in the following examples.
Me sahga^a vuu kala rangaksama ya. (93)
'This garment is suitable for dyeing.'
Meseyinu du manoodag^aya ma mahata. (58)
'For this reason also the mental action alone is eminent.'
1. Here veyi denotes an existing situation. The other function of
vejri is to denote arising or becoming of a situation.
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The tense of a sentence with a non-verbal predicate is normally 
determined by the context. It is in accordance with the context that 
the examples quoted in this chapter are rendered some as past tense and 
some as present tense. Sometimes a time adverbial occurs in the sentence 
signifying the tense.
Mama e kaalayehi Mahaa Vijita raju ge yaaga karavuu perevi bamunumi. (110)
'At that time I was the chaplain brahmin of the kind Maha
Vijita whose ceremony of sacrifice I arranged.'
To express negation the particle no (sometimes nu) can be placed 
before the adjectival predicate.
Mam no masuremi. (179)- (Sorata: no masurumi. p.123)
'I am not jealous.'
When the negation of a nominal predicate is required the verb veyi 
is always supplied, preceded by the particle no.
Ma sami sandalek no veyi. (76)
'My husband is not an outcaste.'
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CHAPTER 5
NON-FINITE VERBAL FORMS
5.0 In the present chapter I discuss the function of those elements 
formed from a verbal base which do not share the same distribution with 
finite verbs. They are significant in various functions, substantival, 
adjectival and adverbial. The non-finite verbal forms are categorised 
into the following groups.
1. Participles,
2. Conditionals,
Absolutives,
4. Concurrents.
The karaka relation is of considerable importance in these verbal 
forms. Long sentences are constructed connecting ideas by means of such
verbals, subordinate to one finite verb. The various applications of
these forms will be illustrated in this chapter, commenting briefly on 
their morphological features.
5«1 Participles
5.10 Particial forms are divided into three classes:
1. Participial abstract forms,
2. Participial adjectival forms,
3. Participial inflected forms.
Abstracts and adjectivals can be treated as the basic forms of the 
inflected forms. The classification is generally based on their formal 
as well as functional distinctions.
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5.11 Participial abstracts
5.110 The participial abstract form is the action noun. This action 
noun expresses the verbal idea in general without any specification 
of time. So it is neutral in respect of tense.
The abstracts formed from the verbs of class 1 (i.e. verbs with 
base endings a or e) end in mi. The verbs of class 2 (i.e. bases that 
end with consonants or i), have a form ending in ne1 occurring in the 
same environment, and this is (functionally) considered as abstract. This
form is identical with the third person singular direct case nominal 
formed from the verbs of the same class. Therefore the terra 'base form' 
is not applicable to this. It is illustrated here as it has a function 
parallel to that of the form in nu (from the verb class l). The ne
ending form occurs only when the action noun of verbs of class 2 is used
in the subject of the sentence. That is to say, it is the direct case 
singular form.
There are two other verbal nouns which have a distribution different 
from above. These forms end with na or naa. The former belongs to the 
verbs of class 1 and the latter to the verbs of class 2. They are 
identical with the present participial adjectivals but in the context in 
which they occur they have an abstract sense. Or in other words the 
phrase with the abstract is replaceable with some other noun. And also
there is no tense distinction as in adjectivals. Therefore their
functional features are illustrated under the heading 'abstract1.
Abstracts with endings nu and naa occur in a few parallel environments.
The forms ending in nu. na and naa are in oblique case.
The abstract paradigm is therefore as follows:
Class 1 Class 2
Direct case: nu ne
Oblique case: nu. na naa
1. The same system has been followed by the authors of other early
Sinhalese prose too. Consider the following example.
taraaa yapena jDamapa ganne patiggahanarcatta nam; yapena pamajja 
valahdanu paribhogamatta nam.
DhpAGp, p.33.
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The traditional grammar of the Sidat Safigara gives a form ending
in urn parallel with that ending in nu.
karanu denu valandanu maigurn nangum sindum namahdum me aa. 
hav pasin nipan.
-The nu forms he has given are derived from the verb of class 1 and 
um forms from class 2. The uni ending is applicable to the verb- 
class 1 also. Therefore we can show another environment in which we find 
the pattern
nu I um or um
A few of such verbal nouns ending in um are found in the Amavatura. They
do not have such a wide range of distribution as those forms given
earlier. The instances where they have a parallel occurrence with the
above are pointed out in the course of this discussion.
The verbal origin of the forms ending in um is forgotten and they
are treated like material nouns. They are mainly found as the object of
verbs, particularly of class 2. They also have the other inflections
(where sometimes ix is changed to a) e.g. vafidamen, (instrumental)
vandamehi, (locative)
They are also used predicatively.
He devana vail da ma ya. (
'That is the second salutation.'
5.111 The function of the participial abstract
5.1110 The abstract form is the main element of the abstract phrase which 
consists of some other words in subordinate relation to it. The abstract 
form of a transitive verb can have its objectspecified or implied.
Gihi minishu satun maranu aadi kereti. (1^ 0)
'Laymen do things such as killing animals.'
1. Sidat Sahgara, p.173*
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satun is the object of maranu.
The abstract form has its agent, or in Hendriksen's terminology subjective 
(distinguishing it from the subject which should be in the nominative case), 
in the oblique case.
..maagamun enu no yede. (152)
'It is not proper that women should come.'
In an abstract phrase with both the agent and the object specified the 
agentive element will occur before the object.
Taa ... anun iiidul mas kanu yede da. (187)
'Is it proper you eating the meat touched by others?'
In the above sentence taa is the agent and mas is the object.
5.1111 a. In the following examples the abstract phrase occurs as the
subject of the sentence.
Me gaathaava samahara du pahan vanu du saadhukaara sabda nahgenu du 
A^avu kumarahu bhavanaya^a gena yanu du e kenehi ma vii ya. (252)
'The finishing of this verse, the day breaking, the arising of 
shouts of praise, the bringing of the Prince Alavu to the 
dwelling of yaksa took place simultaneously.'
Dilib dayak ladin ••. naayan mituran sahdahan karanu lookayaa ge 
siriti. (124)
'It is the habit of men, when they get something rare to think of 
their relatives and friends.'
Handunatu du no handunana van va puluvusne rajun ge siriti. (124)
'It is the habit of kings though they know somebody, to ask as if 
they do not know him.'
The use of the abstract as the subject is common with the verbs yedeyi
'be proper', vatiyi 'be proper*, and risiyeyi 'be pleasing*. These are
mainly found in negative constructions. The last two verbs usually require
a dative case element.
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Apa vasana tana^ a maagamun enu no yede. (152)
'It is not proper that women should come to the 
place where we live.'
Topa paviji karanu apa^a no va^ iyi. (153)
'It is not proper for us to ordain you.'
Oha£a hujp.u diya bonu ho at paa done ho pariseeka karanu ho 
no risiyeyi. (57)
'It is not pleasing for him to drink hot water or to wash 
hands and feet or to bathe with hot water.'
b. In the following negative constructions where the abstract phrase is
the subject a compliment immediately precedes the negating verb no veyi.
Sas ko$a set karanu veddam no ve. (l40)
'To bring peace by asseveration is not doing 
medical treatment.*
... "yi ifiduraa kiyanu harasara no ve. (109)
'To say that directly is not respectful.'
Ovun no sansihduvaa badu karavuvara ganne daham no veyi. (103)
'Without putting a stop to them, to levy tax is not justice.'
At nangaa vaiidune vafidum no ve da. (101)
'Is saluting by raising hands not a way of paying reverence?'
In the last example a verbal noun ending in um is used as the compliment.
The following sentence (of which the reading differs in Sorata's 
edition1), would agree with the construction of its corresponding Pali 
sentence, if the noun minishu is considered as oblique case. Then the 
negative predicate expresses the denial of what is denoted by the whole
abstract phrase. There is no compliment.
1. 'Ma^ a minishu hot tanin nahgii anekak'hu haa bananu "atte no veyi.', 
p.122. M.Kumaranatunga gives the form minisu. p.219*
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Ma].a minishu hot tanin nangii anekak'hu haa baganu nam no veyi. (177)
'There is indeed no such a thing as the dead arising from where 
they lie and talking to another.'
Pali:
Matassa pana u^haaya annena saddhim kathanam naama natthi.1
c. In the following examples the abstract form immediately 
precedes the predicate manava 'good'. With this construction one can 
express one's desire to have a thing done without directly giving a command.
In other words it denotes a polite request. In this sense, the
2
employment of the abstract form is more common than that of the conditional. 
The person to whom the request is addressed, if given, is in the vocative case 
or in the oblique case.
Vahanse, ma£a sakhevin avavaada karanu manava. (190)
'My lord, please advise me briefly.'
E raa£a kiyanu manava. (101)
'Please tell me about that.'
Deevayan vahansa, vaga hindune manava. (115)
'Great king, please sit down.'
Ahasin avidunan lahaa ganne manava. (194)
'Will those who can walk in the air please collect 
their ration cards.'
In the corresponding Pali sentence the imperative verb is normally used.
For instance, the Pali counterpart of the third above is 
nisiida deva^
Occasionally the indeclinable saadhu. which has the same meaning as 
Sinhalese manava. has been used. The first example above corresponds to 
the following Pali sentence.
1. DNA, Part 2. p.585.
2. See above, H.263 b.
3. DNA, Part 1, p.97.
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Saadhu mam bhante Bhagavaa sankhittena ovaadena ovadatu.^
The employment of the abstract form (without manava) in the imperative
mood (given in the Sidat Sahgara as vidi visaahi). is not found in the
Amavatura.
5*1112 The abstract in the objective relation is illustrated below.
In the following examples the abstract phrase is the object of the 
predicate.
Gihi minishu satun maranu aadi kereti. (I*t0)
’Laymen indeed, do things such as killing animals.*
Tepi maa haa kiyanu asava. (96)
*You listen to what I say.'
Mama dev minisun raat vanu kamattemi. (175)
'I like devas and men attaining arahanthood.'
Buduhu ... tun yalak nikmenu du vadamu du ko}.o. (250)
*The Buddha did his going out and entering three times.*
5.1113 The abstract form with the indeclinable postposition sandahaa:
The abstract form with the ending nu or naa followed by sandahaa
functions as an infinitive equivalent.
Yakun palaa yanu sandahaa ti£a amaa ossak demi. (83)
*1 will give you a heavenly medicine so that yaksas 
will run away.'
Sak dev rajahu deviyan ras vanu sandahaa Vijayaturaa saka 
pimba pii kalhi? (271)
'When the deva king Sak blows the conch Vijayatura so that 
devas may assembleT'
kapu£u balu aadi in neranaa sandahaa ... damaa luu da^ jlu paha^ a, (l4l)
'The sticks and stones thrown to drive away crows and dogs and 
other animalsj*
1. MN, V0I.HJ, p.267.
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5*111^ The abstract form in close connexion with verbs.
5.111**0 In the constructions illustrated above the abstract form
expressed the pure substantive notion. Its function is such that it can
be replaced by another nominal. In the constructions to be discussed 
subsequently, the abstract form is not always replaceable by another 
nominal. It is used in certain ways, which syntactically do not correspond 
to Pali usage. In these constructions the abstract form is often used in 
close alliance with, and in dependence on a verb. Because of these features 
the occurrence of the abstract in these constructions is illustrated 
separately.
5*111*0. The abstract followed by the verb veyi.
a. In the following examples the verb veyi is used in present tense
finite form varying for person, preceded by an abstract form. The
resulting composite form has the sense of possible futurity.
Sorun nati vannaa haa minishu bhaya nati va satu^  va ... nisaka va 
davas yavanu veti. (103)
'When the robbers vanish people will live happily with no fear 
and feeling at ease.'
Idin mama me no ugena uyan vanim nam ... sa aramu^en mu a^a va 
me panaya safLdahan no karanu vemi. (2?6)
'If I enter the parK without learning this I shall forget this 
question, being disturbed by the objects of the six senses.'
Ha^amanaa pak^aya da gatamanaa pak^aya da dakvaa kiyana kalhi 
(amatto) "...ohu aa tan pa$an gena nahana Goyumhu maha^un ge 
kolaahala haa sa$an kiyati" yi mumunanu veti. (126)
'When I tell both the right path and the wrong path the ministers 
will murmur among themselves and say "From the moment he arrived, 
the monk Goyum talks about the disagreements of the monks"•'
Ohu hama nuvara^a ma vada ena kala boho dena haa samanga enu veti. (206)
'When they pass through every city they will be coming with many 
other people.'
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A common feature of these sentences is the indication of a cause
or a conditional notion. In the above examples the phrases,
sorun nati vannaa haa,
idin mama no ugena uyan vanim nam,
liaj.amanaa pakfaya da gatamanaa pakfaya da dakvaa kiyana kalhi, 
hama nuvara^a ma vada ena kala,
denote the circumstances leading to the situation expressed by the finite
verb. In the following example this sense can be said to be implicit.
Kroodha ati purigul ... kanna^a aa yakak'hu seyin traasa 
upayanu veyi. (233)
'The wrathful person will rouse fear like a demon ready to 
devour beings.'
The use of this construction may be paralleled by the following one where
an adjectival precedes the verb veyi.
E se vannaa haa ... (ohu) maha terun no baa e^ abiya^i veti. (I*t0)
'When the situation is like that the people will wish to
approach the elder without fear.'
In all the corresponding Pali sentences to the above, the future tense verb 
has been used. In Pali the future form often expresses a possibility.
b. In the Amavatura there are two examples where the abstract is
followed by a past tense form of the verb veyi. However, in this
particular context it does not denote something in the past (i.e. perfected
action), but something in the present.
Mahajja Goyum ... aadimadhyaavasaana praka a^ ko$a kiyanu vuuye ya. (98)
'The monk Goyum illustrates matter making clear its beginning the 
middle and the end.'
Himavat parvataya ... suvaasuu dahasak ruvan ku^in diliyenu 
vuuye ya. (217)
'The mountain Himvat shines forth with eighty four thousand 
golden rocks.'
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This construction is often found used attributively in early Sinhalese 
prose.
varadam: utura vastu denu vuu,^
-  •••• 2 pabhinnam: manda vaahenu vuu,
These forms can be compared with attributives such as haki vuu. ffiyaa vuu.
etc.
5-111^2 The abstract form with the verb kereyi
Here too, the abstract form is closely connected with the verb. The
abstract phrase can be taken as a compliment. Although the composite implies
a kind of causative sense it does not denote that the action is completed.
It conveys the approximate sense Request*. I quote the succeeding
sentence too, where necessary, to illustrate this notion.
Ovun deviyan ayadana^a van kalhi ... dev duu Budun ge aparaajja guna 
kiyaa Buduna^a dan denu ka^ aa. Ohu mihi pihdu gena Budun karaa elaba 
mii piri£u pi}.iganna£a ayajiyaha. (33)
’When they began to pray to devas the female deva described the 
Buddha’s limitless virtues and persuaded them to offer food to 
Buddha. They went to the Buddha with honey balls and asked 
him to accept them.*
The relevant Pali sentence is as follows
Te ... naatisaalohitaaya devataaya ... Satthuaahaarasampaadane 
ussaahitaa mantham ca madhuprg^ Lakamca aadaaya..^
Tavuso raju daka parikathaa karanna£a nisi tavsak'hu rajaha^a ba$a 
kiyanu ka^ aha. Tavus piris balaa pas dusil kamhi aadinava... 
kiyanuye... (67)
’The ascetics saw the king and asked one ascetic who was practised 
in exposition, to preach the doctrine to the king. That ascetic 
looked at the crowd and began to describe the evil effects of the 
five sinful deeds.*
1. Vesaturu 3a Sanne, p.3.
2. Ibid., p.8.
3. JA, Part 1, p.77.
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Pali:
Taapasaa raajaanara disvaa parikathaakusalassa ekassa taapasassa 
ranno dhammaro kathehi ti sannama damsu.
Nivafcun "Einha" yi situva, enu karaa. (91)
'Ask the heretics to come if they wish to come.'
In the following examples the abstract occurs with the absolutive
form of the verb kereyi. The thus formed composite has the function of
an infinitive*
Boosataajio ••• San maha amattaa pobayaa gena asaku sadaa gena enu 
ko$a as hala£a nahgaa yavuuhu. (l8)
'The Bosat woke up the minister San and sent him to the stable 
to prepare and bring a horse.'
Parijanayan kaidavaa gena dan vafca sarahanu ko$a yodaa, (258)
'Having summoned the attendants and employed them to prepare 
the offerings.*'
In the following example the abstract occurs before the predicate 
kaja manava.
E se bavin ... Bhavat Goyurahu ge mahat bava hahgavaa movun eya$a 
yanu ka}.a manava. (97)
'Therefore I must describe the Buddha's greatness and prompt 
then to go there.'
The last example can be compared with the following, in which the abstract 
form is replaced by a periphrastic construction, i.e. the present 
participial adjective followed by the noun pariddak.
Ohu Budun karaa yana pariddak ka^ .a manava.
'I must prompt him to go to the Buddha.'
Pali:
# p
Handa nam Budduupasevanaaya niyojemi.
1. MNA, Part 3, p.^ 5.
2. SNA, p.257.
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5-111^3 The abstract form with the verb labeyi
Sentences with this construction can be divided into two categories
a. Active
b. Periphrastic passive
a. Active construction
In the active constructions the abstract forms ending with nu and
naa occur* The verb lijbeyi collocates with its subject in person and
number and it varies for tense. The abstract phrase is in objective
relation to the verb labeyi. The construction denotes a sense of
permissibility or opportunity. The abstracts are formed from both
transitive and intransitive verbs.
Mama vanaahi bhavanaya^a no vannanu du no givissanu du kanu 
no labemi. (2*t0)
* I am of course, not allowed to eat those who do not enter my 
dv;elling and those who are not sanctioned for me.*
(Saccaka) Budun mohotak vada hun kala Budun daknaa labeyi; baya 
asanu labeyi. (171)
* If the Buddha were to remain a while Saccaka will be able to
see the Buddha and to listen to the doctrine.*
Ma mayil Baavaari bamu$u me visituru prasna vyaakara^a asanu 
no lada. (211)
*My uncle, the brahmin Bavari, did not get the chance to listen to 
this elaborate analysis of the questions.1
Idin to po o^v aadiin t£§naamaanad£§$iin tahavuru kota gattehi viihi 
nam maa yana kala valata gena yanu labeyi; si$unaa kala valata situnaa 
labeyi; hirtdunaa kala valata hihdunaa labeyi; honaa kala valata honaa 
labeyi. (298)
*If you treat the earth etc. with a firm view of lust and pride
(i.e. a material view), you will be able to walk alongside with me
when I walk; you will be able to stand near me when I stand; you
will be able to sit near me when I sit; you will be able to lie down
near me when I lie down.*
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In Pali in such contexts, the infinitive is generally used, with 
the verb labbhati. Occasionally the action noun also has been used.
The corresponding Pali sentences of the first two examples are quoted 
below.
Aham pana bhavanam anupagatamca ananunnaatamca khaaditum 
na labhissaami.^
Bhagavati muhuttam nisinne Buddhadassanam dhammasava^amca labhissati.
With regard to the composite nature of the infinitive and the verb 
labbhati. Hendriksen comments as follows
"... it seems beyond doubt that originally labbhati had an object and the
infinitive denoted the purpose. But gradually the infinitive came to be
conceived as belonging to labbhati and the object was taken as object of
the infinitive and this is how labbhati came to be used even where there 
3
was no object."
In the Sinhalese sentences quoted above the abstract phrase can be 
replaced by a noun.
b. Periphrastic passive construction
This construction is distinguished from the above by the following 
features.
a) The periphrastic passive construction does not denote the sense 
of permissibility or opportunity. It implies the subject being 
acted upon by an external force.
b) The abstract form in this construction is normally formed from 
transitive verbs.^
c) In the previous construction the subject is usually animate.
With the passive construction inanimate nouns are also found 
as the subject.
1. SNA, p.l64.
2. MNA, Part 2, p.237.
3« Syntax of the Infinite Verb-forms of Pali, p.102.
k. However in the exegetical works an abstract formed from an intransitive
verb is occasionally found as a rendering of a Pali passive construction.
Naanaasara nikuujitam: nan sara ati siyot ganaa visin kulnaa ladde 
ya. Vesaturu Ha Same. p.71»
i6a
d) The abstract forms used in this construction end with nu, na
or naa with the present tense of the verb labeyi. and na or naa 
with the past tense.
The verb labeyi varies for the tense and collocates with the subject
in person number etc. The external force that acts upon the subject is
put in the oblique case and optionally followed by the postfix visin.
The passive construction has been frequently employed in Sinhalese
prose. In the Amavatura however, the present tense of this idiom is very
rare. The examples available are quoted below.
... apa Budun ... vi^ama puru^ayan damaa amaa maha nivan pami^ivuu se 
... maa visin sakhevin dakvana labe. (l)
'How the Buddha tamed vicious beings and caused them to attain 
nivan will be described briefly by me.*
Yam se ... govikam venl^ aam aa karraaanta kenek ... poJ.ova pihi^ aa 
si$a karana labedda, (159)
'Just as agriculture trade and other industries are carried on on 
the earth,'
(Ohu) melova anun visin garahanu labeti. (233)
'In this world they are censured by others.'
Musavaa kiiye abhuutayen avagnaa karanu labeyi. (68)
'The person who told lies will be condemned with false accusations.'
These examples show that in the present tense, sometimes the abstract 
form ending in na is used in alternation with that ending in nu. In 
later language however, only the nu form occurs in present tense passive 
constructions.
This passive construction with past tense forms of the verb labeyi
is frequently found in the Amavatura.
Topa visin dahasak vaada puluvusnaa lada; maa visin kiyana la da. (153)
'A thousand questions have been asked by you; and they have been 
solved by me.'
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Kama tii gattan visin tara ko£a talaa piyana laddemi. (77)
'I have been beaten hard by your servants.'
P03.OV Hima gal Mera gal Sakvala gal raaha muhudu hiri sahda mohu 
visin mavana ladde ya. (2 9 7)
'Earth, the mount Hima, the mount Mera, the mount Sakvala, the 
great ocean, sun and moon were created by him.'
In the last example above there are several nouns in subjective
relation to the predicate mavana ladde ya. In the following example a
quoted statement stands in subjective relation to the predicate.
Taa "Maa visin vaadayen vaada ko$a dos gena van kala ... 
vevu^aa no yana ... mahanak'hu ho bamupak'hu ho no dakmi..." yi 
banana ladde ya. (166)
'The following statement is made by you: "I do not see any monk or 
brahmin who would not shudder when I enter into an arguement".'
From the above examples it is evident that the abstract form ending 
with na or naa is used in the past tense passive construction. There is 
one example however where the abstract with nu^  appears in this 
environment•
Ovun kerehi maa kan sapuraa "Yam kalaka Buduhu me lookayehi upannaahu 
nam e kalhi dev lo pireyi; po^ o sis veyi" yanu asanu ladde ya. (289)
'It is heard by me being said among them that at whatsoever time the 
Buddha is born in this world the heaven will be full and the earth 
will be empty.'
5.12 Participial adjectives
5.120 There is present and past tense distinction of the participial 
adjectives. Present tense forms have the endings na or naa. The past 
tense have various vowel and consonant endings. Our classification of
1. C.H.B.Reynolds has quoted some examples from other Sinhalese works 
to illustrate this alternate use of two forms ending in nu and na. 
See 'Participial forms in early Sinhalese prose', BSOAS, Vol.XXVII, 
Part 1 (196*0, p.IJL.
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verbs has less validity for the formation of these part participial 
adjectives. For they are mainly the derivatives^  of Old and Middle 
Indo Aryan past participles.
gata: giya a_ ending
aagata: aa aa »»
khaadita: kaa - aa. m
sajjita; sadi jL tt
di££ha: du£u _u it
cintita: situu uu 11
sutta: hot donsonant tt
bhinna: bun »i tt
2Apart from these there are forms with the ending U£U such as palunu. 
epsunu. nikmupu formed from some intransitive verbs.
5.121 The function of the participial adjectival.
5-1210 The participial adjectival occurs at the end of a phrase
3
immediately preceding the noun which it qualifies. Other adjectives 
and adjectival phrases may occur in between provided that they do not give 
rise to ambiguity in interpretation, e.g.
• • taman ugat pansiyak vaada,
'The five hundred arguments one has learnt.'
1. Geiger has given the past tense adjectival forms connected with 
various verbs and Pali and Sanskrit forms which they are derived 
from. Grammar of Sinhalese language, pp.135-1^ 1-
2. These forms are not frequently net within the Ama- They seem 
to be quite rare in the earlier works. In the DhpAGp we come 
across adjectivals such as nivi 'calm', kipi 'angered', pali 'split' 
etc. which in later language are represented with termination
ujlu (nivunu, kipunu. palunu).
3. S.Paranavitana says, "Subordinate clauses qualifying the subject or 
object which in most other Aryan languages are introduced by a 
relative pronoun' are in Sinhalese phrases ending in the eo- 
called present participle or the preterite participle. These two 
action nouns in this manner play a very important part in syntax. 
This characteristic feature of Sinhalese, in which it resembles 
Tamil and other Dravidian languages, had developed long before the 
time of our Graffiti." Sigiri Graffiti. Introduction, p.clxvi.
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The relation between the adjective and the noun which it relates to is 
manifold. This difference can be illustrated by transformational devices. 
One device is to convert the nominal phrase (i.e. the adjectival and noun 
that follows) into a sentence by replacing the adjectival with a finite 
verb. For this, the noun that follows the adjective is nucleus, for 
in the underlying sentence it varies for different case relations.
5*1211 a. The noun that follows the adjective may be either in
subjective or objective relation to the adjective.
Mala minisek: 'a dead man'
No devi payin: 'with unwashed feet'
There are only a few instances where the adjectival form occurs 
singly in qualifying a noun. In such contexts the behaviour of the 
adjectival form is similar to that of other descriptive adjectives such 
as utum 'noble1, mahat 'big'. And also such an adjectival may be rendered 
into English by employing a verbal adjective as done in the above examples.
Usually the participial adjective occurs as the head of a phrase. The 
adjectival form is preceded by adverbial elements or by nominals which are 
in subjective or objective relation. Such an adjectival phrase is 
rendered into English by a relative clause.
Uturukuru divin a.}n bata, (1^ 5)
'The rice which has been brought from the isle of Uturukuru,'
Puvariyehi tabaa kotana mas, (65)
'Meat which is being chopped on the board,'
Taman lehi ana marana rajun, (7)
'The kings who were killing him by stqbbing his chest,'
Of the above example (in the underlying sentence) rajun is in 
subjective relation to the verb marayi and taman is the object. But 
in the following example the order is inverted.
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Ohu maruu minis'hu ekak'hu unu dahasak dena ya. (133)
'The men he had killed were nine hundred and ninety nine.*
Of such a construction it is the context that precludes ambiguity.
For instance this sentence also may mean 'The men who killed him' etc.
In Pali the noun that precedes the compounded participial adjective
may either be in the sixth (viz. genitive) case or in the third (viz.
instrumental) case. e.g.
#
Topa upan davas, (43)
'The day on which you were born,'
Pali:
Tumhaakam jaatadivase,^
Asuu dahasak bamu^an bat kana tana, (79)
'The place where the eighty thousand brahmins were eating,'
Pali:
^ 2
. .Asiitiyaa braahraa^ asaliassaanam bhunjana^haane,
.-Tamaa ugat pansiyak vaada, (150)
'Five hundred arguments one has learnt.'
Pali:
3
..Attanaa uggahitaani pancavaadasataani.
From the above examples it is clear that the noun that precedes the
4
adjectival is in oblique case. When the noun indicates the agent,
1. JA, Part 1, p.84.
2. MNA, Part 3, P-54.
3. MNA, Part 2, p.223.
4. The use of the oblique case in this construction has been shown to
arise from a Dravidian influeuce.
"Furthermore, the use of the oblique case for the subject of a relater 
should probably also be considered as the result of an attempt to fit 
a Dravidian mode of expression into Pali grammatical form. For 
instance  ^compare bat ka miniha 'the man who ate the rice* with 
miniha ka bat. 'the rice which the man ate' ... Though the 
a^hakathas contain many such expressions it is arguable that these 
are but Sinhalisms, rationalized to the best of the monks' ability 
when Hela^uva was put into Pali. Such expressions are best 
understood by admitting (though contrary to Sinhalese grammatical 
theory) that Sinhalese has no distinction between active and passive 
verbal forms and merely says as it were 'man:eaten:rice' on the model 
of Dravidian languages.... This is more evident also when we consider 
the present relators forms such as kana, balana. biftdina. These
(contd. on next page.....)
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occasionally it is followed by the postfix visin. Sometimes the passive 
sense is specified (in the past tense) by using the adjectival lada 
preceded by the present tense participial adjectival form. Its present 
tense form labena or labana is however, not found in the Amavatura. Thus, 
participial adjectives are often used without any distinction between 
active and passive aspects.
• - Dev bamba naa guruju aadiin visin isnaa divakusum, (25)
vThe heavenly flowers which are being strewn by the 
devas, the brahmas, the nagas, the garudas, etc.*
. . Rajun visin mar ana minisun ge., (l6l)
'Of the people who are being killed by the king,'
Devdat terun visin...meheyuu dunuvaavan, (234)
'The archers sent by the thera Devdat,)'
Visaakaavan visin karavana lada Puvaram vehera, (262)
'The monastery Puvaram built by Visaakhaa^ *
Tii visin upan maa ge kaama paridaaha, (285)
'My burning passion which has been produced by you,'
b. Apart from the subjective and objective, the noun that follows 
the participial adjective would denote other case relations such as 
instrumental, locative and genitive, if the nominal phrase with the 
adjective were to be transformed into a sentence by replacing the adjective 
by its finite verb. In other words, apart from the nominal function as 
subject or object, the following noun can have an adverbial or an 
adjectival relationship to the participial adjective.
( contd. from previous page)
are connected with forms such as khadana. *bhalana. bhan.jana which 
in Sanskrit are nouns and not susceptible to distinction of voice. 
Nevertheless Sinhalese uses them in a 'relative' context, exactly 
as it dees the past relators". C.H.3.Reynolds, "Participial 
forms in early Sinhalese prose", BSOAS, Vol.XXVII, p.1358.
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I. Instrumental case relation:
Kiripindu piligat paya, (33)
'The bowl from which he accepted the milk-rice.'
Van dorin, (22)
'By the door through which he entered,'
Niraya kapak davas pasnaa sanghabheedakarma, (52)
'The divisions among the monks through which one 
suffers for a kalpa in hell,'
II. Locative case relation:
Maajjiyan hot yahana, (9)
'The bed in which the mother was lying,'
Hama Budun Budu vana davas sanahana supihi^ i to£a, (25)
'The ford of easy access, where all the Buddhas take 
a bath on the day of their Attainment,'
Kelps pailduru vidahana tana, (26)
'The place where the aggregate of defilements are 
being destroyed,'
\
III. Genitive dase relation:
Taa du lada gat maha^ ahu, (119)
'The monks whose philosophy you too have taken,'
HaAga bun gonak'hu, (249)
'A bull whose horn is broken,1
Piyaa hun kavujluvak'hu, (245)
'A bird whose wings are broken,'
c. There are a few phrases with participial adjectives which 
cannot undergo the above mentioned transformation. When the 
participial adjective is replaced by its finite form, the noun that follows 
does not become a component of the same sentence.
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Tamaa piyaa maruu varada, (128)
'The offence of killing his father,'
The noun that follows is a representative element of the action denoted 
by the adjectival phrase.
Budu paamok sahgana a^ satkaara kaja pinkamin, (258)
'By the merit of entertaining the monks headed 
by the Buddha,'
•tiRuka£a na^ena kisa, (267)
'The act of climbing the tree,'
Uhu kulnaa hah£a ... raulu nuvara patira yana biyen, (18)
'From the fear that the sound of his neighing would 
spread in the city,'
d. There are a few examples where the function of the adjectival 
form is parallel to that of the infinitive denoting purpose. These 
phrases, of course undergo the aforesaid transformation.
Maa pudana dayak denne ya. (195)
'Please give something for me to worship,' (objective relation)
Paa pisnaa kadak, (2^ 9)
'A rag to wipe the feet,' (instrumental relation)
The similarity of the function of the adjectival and the 
infinitive in this context is exemplified by the following pairs of 
sentences.
a. Pasu vuuvan sifrunaa avakaasayek labenne no veyi. (22)
'There is no space to stand for those who are late.'
b. ... bambahu da situnata avakaasa ladaha. (221)
'Brahmas also got a place to stand.'
a. Buduhu ovna^ a raat vana karmastaana vadaalo. (219)
'Buddha gave them the formulas of meditation to 
attain arahanthood.'
17 0
b. Vahanse dan apa£a raat vannata kamafcahan 
va daa}.aha• (219)
'Now the Buddha has given us the formulas of 
meditation to attain arahanthood.'
5-1212 Participial adjectives preceding the adjuncts tan, se. paridi. 
niyaa. kal. bay.
These elements are suffixed to participial adjectives to construct 
periphrastic abstract nouns. In other words the construction consisting 
of an adjective followed by any of these words, can be replaced by a verbal 
noun. Some of these words inflect in instrumental and dative cases. They 
also take the indefinite suffix ale. The different forms of paridi can be 
given as follows:
paridden; paridda^ a; pariddak.
The occurrence of the above elements with the participial adjectives
are illustrated below.
Topa vani prasiddha minisun sitaa pavatnaa tan yedeyi. (88)
'It is proper that well-known people like you should 
act sensibly.'
Bat kaa suvayeh mala tan manava. (177)
'It is better to have my meal and die comfortably.'
Raja aya ekvan uyan yana se daka, (133)
'The king having seen that she goes to the park 
frequently*'
Mi^in mata pahara no dena se manava. (191)
'It is good that they do not hit me with their fists.'
E kalhi raja Budun vafli paridi uyan pallaa atin asaa, (36)
'Then the king heard from the game keeper that the Buddha 
had comeT'
Ohu Budun karaa yana pariddak ka^a manava. (1^ 6)
'I must persuade him to go to the Buddha.'
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Ovun satu£u vana niyaavak kala manava. (104)
'I must do something so that they will be happy.1
Maa haa Budunu du no garahana niyaayen, (121)
'In such a way that the people blame neither me nor 
the Buddha,'
The word kal is employed in comparing the present situation with a
similar circumstance. An adjective meaning 'like' such as vani. bafidu, se
usually follows this construction.
Dussiilayaha^a siila kathaa kana yahul dena kal vani veyi. (68)
'To the unvirtuous talk about virtues is like an iron 
pike being poked in one's ear.'
Me raja...siyalu sariirayehi sat dahas at kal seyin 
han£amin ma pubuddi. (117)
'This king would feel as if a thousand lances pierced every 
part of his body and he would wake up crying.'
The occurrence of bav and its instrumental form bavin are
illustrated in the following examples.
Maha janaa ras vana bav du Budun vaflanaa bav du asaa, (l8^ f)
'Having heard that the people are gathering and the 
Buddha is coming,'
Sometimes vana which is the present tense participial adjective of the verb 
veyi occurs in between the adjective and bavin. vana is usually employed 
with non-verbal adjectives. e.g.
Tamaa dak^ a vana bavinu du, (9^ )
'Also because he is capable,'
However, it is sometimes used pleonastically after verbal adjectives 
too.
Topa davas pataa ma£a pan siyak bat saija dena bavin, (170)
'Since you sire giving me a hundred pots of rice every day, '
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Utum kulehi upan vana bavin, (35)
'As he is born in a noble family,*
Maa puurvayehi samaya no dannaa vana bavin mahana 
Goyumha£a vaadaaropaga no ke^ emi. (155)
'Formerly I did not refute the doctrine of the monk
Goyum since I was unacquainted with it.'
The word se^  occurs preceded by an adjective in another sense. In
this context the phrase ending with jse has an adverbial function. This
construction corresponds to the Pali absolute genitive1 (anadare cha^hi).
The verbal form found in this respect is daknaa. One aspect of the
absolute genitive is to express simultaneous actions. Only the present
tense participial adjective is employed in this function.
Maha terahu hama denaa daknaa se ma paya ahasa^a vihida, (A-2)
'The elder as every one was looking on, threw the bowl 
into the sky.'
Pali:
• • • 2Thero sabbesam passantaanam yeva pattam aakaase khipitvaa,
• »
E kalhi dev piris daknaa se ma nirmita Buduhu avudu navuu 
asnehi va^a hunhu. (225)
'As the host of devas were looking on, the created Buddha 
came and occupied the created seat.'
Pali:
Atha tassa devasanghassa passantasseva niramita^ buddho aagantva 
... maapite aasane nisiidi.^
1. The applicability of the absolute genitive is much more limited 
than that of the absolute locative. The subjective is always a 
living being who can sense and perceive (while in the corresponding 
locative it may also be a dead thing) ... The participle is often 
the present participle: what is expressed by the absolute
genitive is the relation between two events which are closely connected 
with each other, that is to say, as a rule they are simultaneous. 
Finally it may be mentioned that certain particular verbs (thus 
passati 'see') occur with special frequency in this construction."
Hans Hendriksen, Syntax of the Infinite Verb-forms of Pali. pp.Mt, *+5»
2. JA, Part 1, p.83.
3. DNA, Part 2, p. 8^ 7 *
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Occasionally this construction corresponds to Pali absolute locative 
idiom too. The following sentence can be advanced as an illustration.
Maa daknaa se me sat'hu no nasit vayi.^ " (301)
'May these beings not perish while I am looking on,*
Pali:
2
Mayi passante ime sattaa maa nassantu.
In the following example se_ is used preceded by the adjective in
the sense 'so as to'.
... taman miyana se vidi radun kerehi domnas no keremin, (7)
•Without resenting the kings who shot (arrows) at him in 
order to kill him*, lit. 'so that he would die'.
5.1213 The participial form with van^ va) and aakaara in the sense 'as
if*. These elements are used normally where the action expressed by the
participial adjective has been imitated.
... nangena van va peraj.ii biraa va£ii, (7*0
•He made as if to rise from his seat but turned over 
and fell to the ground.*
... japa karana van va tol sala salaa hunne ya. (20*0 
•He was muttering something as if repeating an incantation.*
Maha terahu hunasnen nailgii yana aakaarayak dakvuuhu. (**2)
•The elder rose from his seat and indicated that he 
was ready to depart.*
5.121** Participial adjective preceding the quantifying words pamana 
and taak.
pamana is employed with adjectives to express the sense 'as much as*, 
*so much as* or a similar meaning. taak expressed *as long as*, 'as many
1. Consider how this notion is expressed in the Jataka A$uva Ga^apadaya 
and the Butsara$a respectively.
Passantassa yanu anaadaryehi sasthi yi; maa dakka dii mohu 
nahamak nasit vaa yi yuu see yi. JAGp, p.323*
Maa. balaa sitiya dii mee satvayoo no nasit vayi. Buts, p.203.
2. MNA, Part 2, p.3*M.
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as', 'as much as' and the like. pamana is found only with the present
participial form.
Ti ge minishu maa naigii hiiidunaa pamana sakti nati 
kalaha. (7*0
'Your men have left me without strength, not so much 
as to rise up.'
Atupu pera^ ii ka$in nikma yana pamapa pi^ikul upana. (22)
'He felt disgusted so much that his intestines turned and 
were about to come out from his mouth.'
Topa kana pamana kava. (69)
'Eat as much as you can.'
Maa haa ena taak dena, (63)
'All that come with me, '
Bamu$u ... aya kala taak daa ko$a giye. (62)
'The brahmin did all that she did and went away.1
5.1215 Participial adjectives preceded by temporal adverbials.
a. Participial adjective with kalhi and its variant kala. and velehi.
These adverbials convey the sense 'when1, and they are used with a
special frequency in the Amavatura. Their function is similar to that of
a locative absolute in Sanskrit and Pali. The occurrence of velehi is
however not as common as the other two adverbials.
The adverbial construction with these words denotes the circumstances
connected with the finite verb or in certain instances with another verbal
form that follows. The agent of the adverbial phrase is hormally different
from that of the finite verb.
Bat pasena kalhi mahat mahat bubu^u nahgii dak^inaavptta va 
aviddi. (23)
'When the rice was boiling large bubbles rose and ran round 
to the right.'
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Apa Budun mavu kushi pi].isiiida gannaa kala du mavu kusin 
nikmena kala du Budu vana kala du dham sak pavatvana kala du 
dasa dahasak sakva a^ kampita vii ya. (119)
'The ten thousand worlds shook when our Bosat was conceived 
in his mother's womb, when he was coming out of his mother's 
womb, when he was attaining the Buddhahood and when he was 
setting in motion the Wheel of Law.'
Ovun paviji vuu kalhi Sudovun maha rajaanana^a balavat 
duk upana. (*f?)
'When he became a monk the king Sodovun felt very grieved.'
Mehi maruu kala hama vana ek ku^ iu rasek veyi. (192)
'When they are killed here the vhole forest will be a 
heap of dirt.*
Budu vuu kala maa ge vijitaya^a va^ Lane manava. (22)
'After becoming a Buddha, please come to my kingdom.*
He ... Rajagahaa nuvara gos Budun dham desana velehi piris 
antayehi si£a bana asaa, (*fl)
'He went to the city Rajagaha and when the Buddha was 
preaching the doctrine he listened to it, standing at the 
back of the assembly.'
It is not out of place here to say a word concerning the relationship 
of tense between the adjectival form and the finite verb in the above 
examples. The present tense adjectival form is found when it denotes an 
attendent circumstance with the action denoted by the finite verb. Both 
circumstances are coincidental.
If the participial adjective is in the past tense it denotes something 
that happened or would happen prior to the happening expressed by the 
finite verb. The finite verb denotes the resultant circumstance.
In the first example above, the present tense adjectival is used, for 
the large bubbles appeared and moved to the right while the action of 
boiling was still in process.
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In the sentence Kehi maruu kala hama vana kugu rasek veyi. the 
past tense adjectival is used because there will be a heap of dirt only 
when the action of killing is completed.
b. The participial adjective with vigasa.
Only the past participial form is used with the adverbial vigasa
which means 'at the very moment'Vhen1, 'as soon as1.
Hiru ras pahala vigasa ma$i pii£a sat kadak va pa].ii giye. (86)
'As soon as the rays of the sun struck upon it, the
ball of clay was broken into seven pieces.'
Ohu ruk mula van vigasa ma yak ... mula ala ka$ak seyin 
kayi. (2*+l)
'As soon as he reached the foot of the tree, the yaksa 
would eat him as it were a piece of vegetable root.'
c. The participial adjective with the adverb turn.
Only the present participial form occurs with the adverb and the
participial phrase is always preceded by the negative particle no. The
meaning is 'as long as'.
Ohu divi gala no yana turu e baalayahata k^amaa 
karanne ya. (83)
'Please forgive him, before he dies', i.e. as long as 
he is still alive.
Ovun no vadanaa turu ma Buduhu piriniviyo. (201)
'The Buddha passed away before they arrived,'
(Terahu) ... dik ka}a atak vak no karana turu^  Muvaramaa 
pahaya aturudhan va dev nuvara penu^ uhu. (276)
'The elder, before an arm that is bent could be stretched 
out, disappeared from the Muvarama palace and appeared in 
the deva dity.'
1. The idiomatic phrase dik kala atak vak no karana turu is often found, 
used in the sense 'very quickly'.
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d. In the following examples, the participial adjective is 
followed by the temporal nominals satiya 'week1, and avuruddak 'year'.
This construction is not very common. I have quoted the corresponding 
Pali sentence too to indicate the meaning intended.
Topa Budu vuu a^avana satiya, (287)
'In the eighth week since you attained the BuddhahoodJ
Pali:
.. tumhaakam sambodhipattato a£$hame sattaahe,*'
Baavaari Bamujjiu Goodaavarii tiirayehi vasana a$a avuruddak 
ikut kalhi, (20*0
'When eight years had passed since the Brahmin Bavari
came to live on the bank of Godavari,'
Pali:
Baavaari-braahma^e pana Godhaavarii—tiire vasamaane
• • 2 wa^hannam vassaanam accayena,
5.1216 The participial adjective with the enclitics daa and virii.
daa^ is an invariable honorific particle. The participial adjective 
followed by daa is mostly found used predicatively.
Mata Buduhu piya tepul karana daa ya. (125)
'The Buddha talks to me in pleasant words.'
Budun vahanse maa puluvusnaa daa. ya. (157)
'The Buddha will question me.'
virii, which is the equivalent of Pali pubba, is an adjectival enclitic 
element. It may also be appended with verbal and nominal endings.
Me ... piya raju haa gos Budun dutuvirii ya. (125)
'He has been to see the Buddha with his father.*
Budun dakna^ a no giyaviriiyak'hata seyin, (28l)
'As to somebody who has not been to see the Buddha,'
1. DNA, Part 2, p.502.
2. SNA, p.*f72.
5* daa is in later Sinhalese replaced by the suffix seeka.
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Majtia$eni, me Himaviyehi topa nudutuvirii daa dakva. (2l8)
'Monks, do you see anything you have not seen before 
in this Himalaya?'
5.13 Participial inflected forms
5.130 These participial forms, which can be treated as the inflections
of present tense and past tense adjectivals, fall into two categories.
1. animate forms
2. inanimate forms.
5*131 Animate form.
5*1310 This form denotes the agent, i.e. the performer of the action.
This nominal inflects to indicate various case relations*
The direct case singular present tense nominal ends in nne or
ne. The former belongs to the verbs of class 1 and latter to those of
class 2. Occasionally nne has a variant nuye. There is a distinction 
between masculine and feminine nominals in the singular. The feminine form 
ends in nnii or nii. Sometimes we come across a feminine form ending 
in nuvii e.g. karanuvii. The plural nominals end in nnaahu. naahu and 
nuvo.
The present tense oblique case forms masculine end in nnahu or nahu 
and less frequently in aa. The feminine oblique case ends in nniya or 
niya. The oblique case plural forms have the endings nnan. nuvan and 
navun.
The direct case singular of masculine nominals in the past tense 
ends in ^e and the feminine nominals end in aa. The direct case plural
ends in o_ or aahu.
The past tense oblique case singular ends in ahu and occasionally 
aa. The plural forms end in an, nan, yan. van and vun.
The participial nominals inflect to indicate the first and second 
persons as well. The first person singular nominal ends in m and the 
plural form ends in mo. The second person nominals have the sane endings
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as in the finite verb i.e. hi. Second person plural participial 
nominals are rare.
5.1311 The function of the animate nominals.
5.13110 These participial forms occur independently as well as in 
apposition to other nouns.
5.13111 The independent use of the agent nominal is mainly found in the 
third person both in singular and plural. The nominal may be preceded by 
adverbial elements or by nouns in objective relation to it.
a. Direct case.
In the following examples the agent nominal in direct case occurs as 
the subject of the sentence.
Ayinaadan gatte di^ indu veyi. (68)
'He who committed theft becomes poor.'
Va^aalaa silpa ugannata enno no veti. (131)
'There will not be people who come to learn arts again.'
Budun du£u kala ma pahannaahu du no pahannaahu du boho se 
vandit ma ya. No vandanaahu alup'ha. (56)
'After seeing the Buddha those who have faith in him and 
those who do not both pay him obeisance very much. Those 
who do not pay obeisance are rare,'
Tubuvo^ dan kohi ya. (l**6)
'Where are the others?'
Ma put'ha£a me kalaahu kavaraha. (82)
'Who did this to my son?'
1. The participial adjective tubuu is used in the Ama. in two meanings, 
namely:
a. 'existing'
bihda tubuu va^ a, (69)
'in the pit which had been dug,'
b. 'remaining'
tubuu satara denaha^ a, (35)
'To the other four people,'
(Contd. on next page....)
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In the last example the interrogative element (which is the predicate) 
can be treated as a subject compliment.
b. Oblique case
l) In the following examples the noun in oblique case denotes
the object of the sentence or the phrase.
Parijanayo d Budun haa yannahu navatanna^a no pohosat 
vuuhu. (*t7)
'The attendants also were unable to stop him who was 
going with the Buddha.'
Atam Budusavu kenek taman maranuvan piriyesti. (191)
'Some disciples of the Buddha search for those who kill 
them.'
E kalfci mara dev pit "Mahaj^ a Goyum khoi giye ho" yi balanuye 
bamba lo vadannaa daka, (296)
'Then the mara (i.e. the god of evil) contemplated where the 
Buddha had gone and saw him going to the brahma world.'
Taa ge gamanin ma taa dinuvaa karamha; mahana Goyumhu 
paraddaa karamha. (185)
'By your very going there, we shall make you victorious; 
the monk Goyum defeated.'
In the last example the oblique case participle occurs as the object 
compliment•
The oblique case is found with words of comparison such as vani. se.
In the singular the indefinite suffix aldhu is usually appended.
Me raja po}.ova si$a "polov kohi ya" yannak' hu vanna. (12*t)
'This king is like one who standing on earth, asks where 
the earth is.'
( contd. from previous page)
The finite verb tibeyi. however, does not occur with animate 
subjects. Even with inanimate nouns only the past tense form 
tubuuye ya and the optative form tibiye vayi are found.
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...pahan dahas dalvaa alu karannak1hu seyin, (128)
'...like one who illuminates the place by lighting a 
thousand lamps T'
...talin hunuvak'hu moholin bahanuvan seyin, (167)
'...like those who attack with a pestle one who has 
fallen by stroke of fist.'
2) In the following examples, the participial nominal in oblique 
case, sometimes with the case-denoting postfixes and sometimes without, 
expresses various case relations.
i. Agentive case relation:
Ya£a hoya vasannahu visin bahaa luu dahati, (85)
'The toothsticks thrown by him who is living downstream,'
Ma^duva ... dakvaa enniya lad dhana, (78)
'The wealth received by her who was coming up to the shed,'
ii. Genitive case relation:
Dahati gos nahannahu ge ja^ aayehi lagna viiya. (85)
'The tooth stick floated down and lodged in the hair 
of him who was bathing.'
"No tememha" yi situvan vera, (**3)
'On the bodies of those who thought 'We shall not get wet','
iii. Ablative case relation:
Na£um gafidevu karanuvan visin balanufan keren sahgaraa lada 
manava. (291)
'Those who dance and sing should receive acclaim from those 
who watch them.'
iv. Dative case
Ek piyavarakut vajlaa giyaak'hata. (l80)
'To him who went one step more,'
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Sihil diya valahda no karanuvahata. (57)
’For one who does not take cold water,'
v. Vocative case
Sobanaa ahga pasahga attiya. ma$a somnas denuviya, (285)
'0 you, who have beautiful limbs, 0 you, who give 
me joy,'
5.13112 Animate participial nominals in apposition.
The appositional application of the participial nominal is a very 
distinctive feature of Gurulugomi's language. In direct case, where it 
denotes the subject, and in oblique case, where it denotes the object, the 
participial nominal agrees in number, gender and person with the noun which 
it is appositional to.
The participial nominal varies for tense, the present tense denoting 
continuous action and the past tense denoting perfected action. The past 
tense participles of verbs such as hihdiyi. sitiyi have a durative aspect. 
Sometimes, there are more than one appositional participial phrases in one 
sentence.
a. Direct case:
He akmenne boho panuvan mirikaa marayi. (59)
'He kills many worms by walking upon them.'
...mama ek dayak saftdahaa avidunem dan kaalakanpiyak'hu 
ditimi. (6l)
'I, who was going about for a purpose, have now seen a 
wretched person.*
Kahajanayo.. .satvana maalehi sitiyaahu. basa, diva abarana 
pa^ ahdanaahu, "Kuu$a ja i^layaa vera kej.a pii tan pa$an 
gena apa maharajaha^a va£a vii -ya" yi satu£ va bagannaahu 
rajahu ka^a pav anumeviyaha. (65)
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'The people who were in the seventh floor came down, and 
began to wear the divine ornaments and were saying 
"Since he spat on the roguish ascetic, everything turned 
out well for our king", and thereby they approved the sin 
committed by the king.'
Mahamaayaa deevi...nidanna£a vannii me baildu svapnayak 
dutu. (9)
'The queen Mahamaya began to sleep and dreamt this dream.'
Me Pansikaa devpit maa ge kaaryaya^a yavuuye tamaa ge kaarya 
begeyi. (287)
'This deva, Pansika, who has been sent on my business, talks 
about his affairs.'
Mahajpa Goyumhu visin vaadaavartayehi bahaalana laduyehi 
yakgayak'hu di^ihi• (164)
'You saw a demon, after being thrust into the eddy of 
controversy by the monk Goyum.'
Buduhu. . .Devramhi va$a vasanuvo a^ -uyamhi. . .lo balanuvo 
movun yuddhaya^a nikmena se du£uhu. (215)
'The Buddha was residing at Devram, and at early dawn he 
surveyed the world and saw them setting out for war.'
The participial nominals of the verb balayi (i.e. balanne. balannAahu. 
balanuvo etc.) are mostly subordinate to a verbal form of dakki. This 
particular construction is very frequently found in the Amavatura. Only 
the present participle is found in this use.
It is difficult to translate the participial phrase into English so as 
to give its exact significance. Besides its nominal character it may have 
an adverbial import as well. For instance, the participial phrase ek dayak 
sahdahaa avidunem is expressive of 'while I was going about for some purpose', 
thereby having the function of a temporal adverbial.
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Sometimes, the participial phrase may denote a cause while the
finite verb (or another verbal form that follows) denotes the resultant
circumstance. Further, participial phrases may be rendered to express
more than one of these aspects, i.e. the first example above may be
rendered, 'while he walks on' or 'by walking on' etc. Again, such a
phrase can be rendered by a subject attributive relative clause e.g. 'who
walks on'. This subject relative clause is mainly appropriate to past
participial nominal phrases.
In the following examples, the finite verb and the participial
nominal are formed from the same verbal base. In this style, onlyihe
present participle is found. This is, in fact, found when one can state
more precisely in what way an action took place.
Raahu asurihdu va£a hot Budun muhuga balanuye nuba
mudunehi si£i punsahdak balana minisak'hu seyin balii ya. (268)
'The asura king Rahu, who was looking at the face of the 
Buddha who was lying down, looked (at him) like a man 
looking at the full moon in the middle of the sky.'
Ek maagamak...marana bhaya bhiita va palaa yannii... 
daruvaku atu haa Budun haa aturehi damaa piyaa palaa 
giyaa. (237)
'A woman who was running, being frightened for her life, 
threw a child between the elephant and the Buddha and 
ran away.'
Mam vanaahi...deviyan kerehi upadaneyim...Goopaka nam 
devputak va upanmi. (290)
'I, of course, gaining birth among devas, was born 
as a deva called Gopaka.'
Other constructions of an appositional character are discussed later 
under the emphatic sentence type.
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b. Oblique case:
l) To denote the object;
Participial nominals in oblique case are frequently found used as
the object of the verb dakki.
Anaida maha terahu uhu durin ennahu daka, (171)
'The great elder Ananda, having seen him coming from 
a distance,'
E kalhi maha Bosataago pibida yahan matte palak bafida 
hunnaahu...nidi gat maagamun naha hanflavanuvan miyen 
vahena ke^in tet siriru atiyavun dat kanuvan kasnavun 
valapnavun va^ aka-fa atiyavun dugaida vaa vihidanavun 
daka, (17)
'Then the Bosat woke up, and sitting cross-legged on the 
couch, saw the sleeping women, who were snoring, who 
had their bodies wet with the saliva trickling from their 
mouths, who were grinding their teeth, who were coughing, 
who were weeping, who had their mouths opened, who had a 
bad smell.'
Yasoodharaa devii...sihimanduru vivara ko£a balannii Budun 
nan visituru pahayen diliyena siriru rasin nuvara maha 
ve babuluvanuvan...detis vara lakupen sadum lada ruupakaaya 
atiyavun upamaa nati Budu sirin vorajanan daka, (MO
'The queen Yasodhara opened the window of her attic room and 
looking out saw the Buddha was was irradiating the streets of 
the city with the multi-coloured rays emanting from his body 
and was adorned with the thirty-two distinct marks and was 
radiant with the unparalleled majesty of a Buddha.'
In the last two examples, the subject also is followed by an
appositional phrase.
The participial nominal is apposition to the object is found in a
few examples where it is subordinate to a verbal, form other than dakki.
Etekudu hot mam me mahagahu piyevi gamanin yannahu bala pamagin 
divenuyera hambaa no gata hemi. (13*0
'Even so, I, who am running with all my might, cannot catch 
this monk, who is walking at a normal pace.'
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In the above sentence, the participial phrase bala pamanin divenuyem
is separated from the subject mam which it is in apposition to, by the
object and its appositional phrase. This order can be seen in the
corresponding Pali sentence too which is as follows,
Atha ca panaaham imam samanam pakatiyaa gacchantam sabbatthaamena 
gacchanto na sakkomi sampaapunitum,^
Ekbiti Pupyaka nam mapevu Budun pera se ma Moogharaajayaa pana 
pu^uvussana^a vannahu pi i^b’ahuu kalhi pana pi^ ivit. (209)
•Then the youth Punnaka asked questions, after the Buddha 
prevented Mogharaja who started asking him questions.'
A^avu yak ••• tamaa ge vimana^a aa pddhi ati tavsan pirivajiyan pana 
pi^ivisa visajanna^a no pohosat vuuvan sita a^ vikhev ko£a vehesayi. (251)
'The yaksa Alavu by casting confusion into their minds would vex 
the ascetics and wanderers of psychic powers who came to his dwelling 
and who could not answer his questions.'
The subject of the absolutive phrase pana pijivisa is Alavu yak.
This order of the elements can be seen in its Pali counterpart too.
Aalavako ... attano vimaanam aagate iddhimante taapasaparibbaajake 
panham pucchitvaa vissajjetum asakkonte cittavikkhepaadiihi vihe^ henti.
In the above example, the participial phrase is appositional to two 
nouns that constitute the object. In the following sentence the object 
consists of several nouns and it has one participial phrase in the 
apposition.
Mam yaaga saalaayehi sat siyak gonun sat siyak vassan ... sat siyak 
eluvan sat siyak e^ u patavun no ek muvan Jihiniyan sat sat siya bagin 
gena $amba bah da sit vuu van vihidmi. (110)
'I release seven hundred oxen, seven hundred calves, seven hundred 
goats, seven hundred kids, various other beasts and birds in groups 
of seven hundred, (all those) who had been tied to the posts in the 
hall of sacrifice.'
1. MN, Vol.II, p.99.
2. SNA, p.171.
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This construction corresponds to Pali idiom both syntactically 
and semantically. In later Sinhalese the common idiom in this function 
(particularly object appositions), is to present the participial phrase 
as an adjectival phrase preceding the noun it qualifies. Note how the 
authors of the Amavatura and the Butsarana render the same Pali passage. 
Pali:
Raajapurisaa...addasamsu Bhagavantam yakkhassa bhavane nisinnam 
yakkhamca ahjalim paggahetvaa thitam disvaa,'1'
'The king's servants saw the Buddha sitting in the dwelling of the 
yaksa and also the yaksa standing with his hands above his head 
in salutation.'
Amavatura
Raajapuru^ayo...Budun yak^ayaa ge bhavanayehi vada hunnan du$aha. 
Yak^ayaa da mudunehi ahdili bahda sitiyahu dakaf (252)
Butsarana
...raa.1apurueayoo...vada hun sarvagnayan vahansee dufcaha. Ahdili 
banda van da siti Aajavakayaa du^ aha. p.153*
Gurulugomi too has employed the participial adjectivals in alternation with 
the inflected forms. Note the following example where the participial 
adjectival precedes Budun which is the object of daka (a similar context 
as above).
Budu rasin diliyemin vada hun Budun daka, (37)
'Having seen the Buddha who was seated, radiant with the rays 
of a Buddha.'
The inflected participle preceding the noun is not very common in
Pali.
The participle in apposition presents the actor in process of a certain 
action. This durative aspect of the action is expressed by the use of the 
present participle, and also the past participle of verbs such as hindiyi. 
sitiyi. veyi. The phrase vada hunnan daka indicates that
(1) a person (who was seated) was seen, and
(2) he was seen in the state of being seated.
1. SNA, p.1?8.
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Heins Hendriksen has illustrated the appositional function of the
participle in Pali* Quoting a sentence such as Aham tam nagaram
gacchantam addasam 'I saw him go to town' he says
’’Just as in a sentence the main semantic weight attaches to the 
sentence verb, thus it is the participle in the participle construction 
which is of most importance; even though in the above example tarn is 
principle in relation to gacchantam in a syntactic respect (tarn being the 
object while gacchantam is in apposition to it), it is nevertheless the 
participle which is the essential member in a semantic respect, since it 
is not so much the person who is seen as his going."’*'
Is he of the view that the participle denotes only the action (i.e.
his going)? That notion is generally expressed by the verbal noun.
Again, the principle object is important semantically too, as it designates
a particular person that performs the action as in any other appositional
construction e.g. John, the carpenter.
2) A similar appositional construction is found in the Amavatura to 
denote other case relations as well. In the other cases, only the 
participial form has the case suffixes, and the noun which it is related 
to is in oblique case and precedes the participial phrase.
i. Agentive case relation:
topa...tavuspaa^ana^a varadanavun visin bari kamek karana 
lada. (64)
'A serious offence has been committed by you who wrong the 
great ascetic.*
Taa yaaga karannahu visin kisi kavara vipi^ -isarayak no 
ka^a manava. (105)
*You who are performing yaga should not have any regret.*
1. Syntax of the infinite verb forms in Pali. p.35»
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ii. Genitive case relation (sometimes with case-suffix and sometimes 
without):
Maa mehi hunnahu ge mana dola piriija. (31)
'While I was sitting here, my desire has been fulfilled,1
Ovun sal atta ma gena sitiyavun kusin Bosataa^o prasuuta 
vuuha. (12)
'The Bosat was born from her womb as she was holding the 
sal branch.'
In the last example, the oblique case form expresses the genitive 
case relation without the suffix ge.
c. Dative case:
Mahasat...Di£ £hamangalikaava vajat va sitiyata "...." 
yi kii ya. (77)
'The great being said this to Ditthamangalika who was 
standing near.'
Maa me vele Budun karaa yannaahata anek kisi kenek 
yaanayan yojanna^a no nissaha. (102)
'Nobody else is able to prepare the vehicles for me, 
who am going to the Buddha at this time.'
This appositional construction to the object, otherwise described as 
the inverted relative phrase, is frequently found in Gurulugomi's language. 
The alternative and also more normal construction in later language is to 
transform the participial construction to an adjectival phrase that precedes 
the noun to be qualified. Again, I am inclined to say that the inverted 
construction is much more expressive and more effective as a rendering of 
the Pali. I quote below the corresponding Pali sentence of the first 
example above.
Tumhehi...taapase aparajjhantehi bhaariyam kammam katam.1
1. MNA, Part 3, p.42.
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5*132 Inanimate form.
5*1320 The inanimate nominal indicates either the objective (i.e.
an entity effected by the action, what has been done) or the verbal 
idea. The objective notion is expressed only in the nominal formed 
from transitive verbs.
This form has a tense distinction but does not vary for number.
5*1321 a. Direct case.
The direct case has the same ending (i.e. e) as the animate direct 
case nominal in the singular. Accordingly, the form kiiye. besides 
meaning 'the person who said' also means 'what has been said* or 'the fact 
that someone has said'. The agent of 'subjective' will be in the oblique 
case, just as in the case of the abstract form. The following examples show 
the inanimate direct case form as the subject of a non-verbal predicate.
In the first two examples it indicates the objective.
Sawaa kiiye anekeka; satharahu kiyanne anekeka. (159)
'What the disciple said was different from what the 
teacher is saying now.'
Ma£a karune mahat pirihineka. (123)
'What has happened to me is a great destruction.'
The following example denotes the verbal idea:
Upaali gahapatihi maha^a Goyumhu ge savu bava$a giye 
sabava. (90)
'That the house holder, Upali, became a follower of the 
monk Goyum is true.*
b. Oblique case.
i. These forms too, denote both notions, the objective and the verbal 
idea. The oblique case ending is aa. The agent of the action may be 
either animate or inanimate.
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...yam kenek taa kiivaa keredda, (6*f)
'Whoever does what you say,'
...bima ottaa ma kayi. (175)
'He eats only what is put on the floor.'
Maa puluvuttaa tabaa anekak kii ya. (126)
'He ignored what I asked and talked about something else.'
ii. The oblique case form is found preceding words of comparison such 
as seyin. vani. Sometimes it takes the indefinite suffix ak.
...diliyena pahan yannaa vani veyi. (29*0 
'It is like a shining lamp going out.'
Popova palii yannaak vani vii ya. (27)
'It was as if the earth was cracking.'
Ohu ge rajaya muhudu galuvaa seyin, (87)
'Just as his kingdom sank into the sea.'
iii. The present tense form followed by the particle haa is used to 
denote a sense of contemporaneity and also occasionally conditionality.
Ek de bas bapannaa haa visvas kereti. (101)
'If (or when) we speak a word or two they will trust us.'
Sorun nati vannaa haa minishu ... nisaka va davas yavanu 
veti. (103)
'When the thieves disappear people will live without any 
anxiety.'
Eyata yannaa haa ovun ge sa yojun pamapa piris vii. (206)
'When they reached there, their followers spread up to 
six yojanas.'
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However in the following example, which has much the same
import, the postfix haa is omitted. This can be treated as an
exceptional usage.
6ilpaya$a upacaara no karannaa phala no deyi. (131)
'When the service is not performed to study, it is not 
fruitful.'
c. Instrumental case
Here the suffixes are in, en and nen. This has a tense 
distinction. This instrumental element functions as an adverbial 
of cause.
Ohu ge samaya no dannen vaadaaroopapa no keremi. (15*0 
'I do not refute him since I do not know his doctrine.'
...no hahdunannen pi^ ivita. (123)
'He asked so, because he does not know him.'
Mapdapayehi uparmen. (78)
'As he was born in the shed.*
d. Locative case.
Only the past tense forms are found.
Ma£a ma dunnehi phala mahata. (88)
'Great is the reward of giving only to me.'
...ek rajak'hu du kiiyehi no givissi. (46)
'She did not trust the word of any king.'
e. Dative case inflexion.
This is normally called 'infinitive*. It serves to denote aim and 
purpose. The infinitive like the verbal noun connotes the verbal idea 
in general without any indication of time. The function of the infinitive 
exactly corresponds to the function of the infinitive in Pali.
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The infinitive mainly functions as an adverbial. In the following 
examples, it is used with adjectives such as haki. nisi, pohosat. pilivan 
etc, all meaning 'able'. The infinitive denotes in what respect the 
adjectival idea holds good and it usually occurs in close alliance with 
the adjective.
•••mama tunu ruvan vinaa vaasa karannata no hakkemi. (39)
'I am not able to live without the triple gem.'
Mama Naalaagiri damannata pohosatmi. (237)
'I am able to tame Nalagiri.'
...ra$in neranata nissan ra$in neravanna-fa ya. (l6l)
'To banish those who deserve expulsion from the country.'
...mebafidu danak dennata no pi}.ivana. (104)
'A donation like this cannot be made.'
In the following example the word duk is used in a similar way,
with the infinitive.
Va£u kamin vatennata duka. (197)
'It is hard to live by carpentry.'
This is the rendering of the following Pali sentence:
Dukkham va$$hakiisippena jiivitum.^
In the following examples, the infinitive expresses the intention 
or purpose.
E daham ta£a desannata aami. (212)
*1 have come to preach that doctrine to you.'
••.minis dahasak marannata kiyami. (131)
'I shall ask him to kill a thousand human beings.'
1. SNA, p.467.
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Sangun hindunata atu^a ka^ aalak, (115)
'A mat spread for the monksi to sit,'
Budun vahanse vadanata kala. (195) 
fIt is time for the Buddha to come.'
•.•daruvan paviji no karannata varayak, (47)
'A promise, not to ordain children,'
He taa daknata enna^ a nissa. (96)
'He is able to come to see you.'
In the last example, the fidtst infinitive is subordinate to the 
second.
In the following examples, the infinitive phrase is used with verbs 
meaning 'to begin'.
Mahasat...ahara valakannata aarambha ke^ e. (22)
'The great being began to eat his food.'
Sujaataa...kiribat pisannata pa$an gat. (25)
'Sujata began to cook milk rice.'
Rsiyaapo...satu$ va sennata vanha.'*’ (14)
'The ascetic became happy and began to laugh.'
E as...mahat ko$a kulnata vana. (18)
'That horse began to neigh loudly.'
Mahamaayaa deevii••.nidannata vannii. (9)
'The queen Mahamaya who began to sleep,'
1. I have given here several, forms of the past participial van 
which has been used only in this context. What is its ” 
finite verb? The past participial form van which relates to 
the finite verb vadiyi (vaddi) 'to enter', is derived from 
Pali past participle aapanna; van in the above examples, seems 
to be connected with the verb veyi.
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5.1322 Inanimate participial nominal in apposition.
In the following examples the participial form appears in 
apposition to the object.
...gahga vaturen pirii ... ennaa daka, (300)
*Having seen the river coming filled with water,*
Me se mahat anubhaava ati ceelaayudhaya uttariiya va 
tubuuvaa hara gati. (2^ 9)
•Thus he took out the weapon of cloth, of mighty power, 
which was his last resort• '
5*133 Inflected participial constructions common to both animate and
inanimate forms.
5.1331 The complimentary use of the participial oblique case form 
with aa.
In these constructions the oblique case form immediately precedes
the copulative verb veyi. which agrees with the subject of the sentence.
The participle can be considered either animate or inanimate. The
present tense oblique case form is not found in this function. However,
these can be compared with those examples which have the abstract form
(as the compliment) followed by the verb veyi. A common feature for both
constructions is a condition or a cause being stated or implied. We may
sometimes translate 'It means that...*. The Pali counterpart is quoted
where relevant to illustrate the context.
Me se kiyanuye ... "Nivanu du nati" yi kiivaa ve. (296)
'The person who says thus, suggests that there is no
extinction.'
Pali:
Evamvaadii ca so pana so ... nibbaanay ... patibaahati.^
1 . MNA, Part 2, p. 336.
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Idin to bambahu ge tepul ikmi^ ihi nam, ge$a siri vadut mohol 
gattaa veyi. (297)
'If you ignore the brahma's word, it is like taking a club 
when the goddess of prosperity enters the house.'
Pali:
Sace kho tvam bhikkhu brahmuno vacanam upaativattissasi, 
seyyathaa pi naama puriso sirira aagacchantim daj^ dena 
pa£ippanaameyya•
£ se vannaa silpaya^a upacaara kajaa ve.
'By doing this, it means that the service to studies 
will be fulfilled.'
Pali:
Evam te sippassa upacaaro kato bhavissati.^
5*1332 The employment of the participial form in emphatic constructions.
5*13321 In these constructions a particular phrase is dearly focussed 
upon or made prominent. This focussed phrase normally appears at the 
beginning of the sentence. The latter part of the sentence is filled by 
the participial phrase. The element in focus (i.e. the head of the 
focussed phrase), falls into two categories.
a. nominal
b. adverbial.
a. Nominal as the focus:
Both animate and inanimate nouns occur as the focussed element.
This nominal is followed by the assertion marker, functioning as a copula. 
The participial form being in the predicative position takes the verbal 
endings, and agrees in person and number with the noun in focus. Several 
examples are quoted below to illustrate this construction.
1. MN, Vol.l, p*327*
2. Cf. sorun nati vannaa haa minishu bhaya nati va ... davas yavanu
veti. (103)
3. MNA, Part 3, p*227*
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Mama ya man^avaa piimi. (152)
'It is I who trampled it*'
To ya diyehi daha$i bahaa luuyehi. (85)
'Is it you that threw the tooth-sticks into the water?'
Tepi ya vahanse, hiru no nanga dennanva. (85)
'Is it you my lord, that do not let the sun rise?'
The last two examples are determined as questions from the context.
To ma. ya siyalu Visaalaa nuvara vassan osovaa gena aayehi. (l6l)
'It is you indeed, yen, that brought all the citizens of 
Visala here.'
Buduhu ya ma$a sangraha sandahaa meya^ a vafliyaha. (135)
'It is the Buddha who has come to favour me.'
Pavi$ dijf'ha ya ta$a upanne. (175)
'It is an evil thought that has arisen upon you.'
b. Adverbial as the focus:
When an adverbial is in focus the participle Is always in the
direct case singular, and denotes the verbal idea, not a person or a
thing in which the action appears. It distinguishes the tense. If the
agent of the action is specified it is in oblique case. Both the agent
and the object precede the participle. The adverbial phrase is followed
by the assertion marker.
Anna^a va£a salidahaa ya man parum piruuye. (175)
'It is for others' welfare that I fulfilled the 
perfections.'
Maa nisaa ya Devdat galku^ u vuhutaye. (125)
'It is on account of me that Devdat cast down the 
heavy rocks.'
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Parayan ge samaya dana vaadaaropa^a kala kala ya, 
manaa vanne. (154)
'It is best only when one refutes the doctrines of 
others after learning them.'
Ovun sahdahaa ya maa dan denne. (107)
'It is for them that I am giving alms.*
The inverted order of the phrases, where the predicate precedes the
focussed element is possible, but not frequently met with in the
Amavatura. Such inverted construction are quite common in later
Sinhalese. Consider the following example from the Butsarana.
Mee apa kejee no muhu ka^a nuvanin. (p.64)
'It was in incomplete knowledge that we did this.'
The following examples are in harmony with those in the Amavatura.
Svaami daruvan£a maa hara anik kavuru da ma$$lapayak 
karannaaha. (p.98)
'Who i6 it that builds a pavilion for my master except me? *
There (interrogative) da occurs in place of the assertion marker.
Afiba gasak mula dii ya maa praatihaarya karannee. (p.98)
'It is under a mango tree that I perform miracles.'
5*13322 In the following examples, veyi and its negative form no veyi 
occur in place of the assertion marker. In the first example the 
participial phrase precedes the other.
Apa ge maha^u gefca no enne adin saddaa veyi. (176)
'It is seven days by today that our monk has not come 
to our house.'
Ohu me sab.gun seyin upasaanta vanu sahdahaa no veyi me 
raja sahgun daka putu sahdahan keje. (124)
'It was not in order that his son should be serene like 
these monks, that this king remembered his son after 
seeing the monks.'
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5.13323 The participial form followed by no veyi is also employed in
a 'negative emphatic' construction. Here the focus appears to be on
the negation itself. In this construction too, the participial nominal
bears an appositional character to the subject. The participle takes
appropriate personal suffixes.
Taa raa povaa mat karannaahu anekak ganna a^ kalaahu no veti, 
maa ganna^a ka^ aha. (237)
'Those who were intoxicating you did so, not to take anybody 
but me.'
Dan matu no veyi maa ge naa samaagamayehi pokuru vasi vatuye. 
atiitayehi du va£a. (Mf)
'It is not only now that a pokuru shower (i.e. a shower that 
does not wet those who do not wish to get wet) come down in 
the assembly of my kinsmen, but also in the past.'
In the above examples the sentence with the (emphatic) participial
construction is not semantically complete without the succeeding sentence. 
The latter sentence therefore has to be taken as a part of the sentence. 
But in the following examples, the sentence is independent. The verb 
negates what precedes it. The participle again can be taken as in 
apposition or a subjective compliment. It is difficult to give an exact
rendering, so as to express the emphatic sense.
Siddhat kumara kisi silpayak danne no veyi. (16)
'The prince Siddhat does not know any art at all.'
This differs from a simple negation such as Siddhat kumara kisi 
silpayak no danni. in that the negation is emphasized and expressed more 
forcibly.
He Budun dakne no veyi. (183)
'He will never see the Buddha.'
Ma$a kisi antaraayek vanne no veyi. (2*+3)
'There shall never be any danger to me.'
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5«13^  An invariable form identical with the third person singular
direct case occurs as the predicate in an impersonal injunctive 
construction. In this function, the participle is usually xujLlowed by 
the assertion marker j^ a. The person or persons for whom the exhortation 
is intended, if specified, are in the oblique case. Sometimes, this 
person is indicated in a vocative case element.
Maa ge silpa baliya^iyan an sat davasekin enne ya. (16)
'Those who wish to see my arts may come in a week.'
Hama dena ... avudu rajaha^a arak ganne ya. (121)
'May all come and keep guard over the king.'
Diviyehi aasaa ati kenekun navatne. nati kenekun nahgenne ya. (lMO
'Those who have desire for living may stay (or go back), and 
others may climb this rock.'
Vahanse, ma$a kamanne ya. (179)
'My lord, please forgive me.'
In the corresponding Pali sentence, we sometimes find the verbal form 
in the imperative mood and sometimes the optative mood. Occasionally 
the gerundive (i.e. -tabba), occurs.
In the Dhampiya A$uva Gafcapadaya, forms such as the above are found
(mostly without the assertion marker), from the verbm of class 2 as a
parallel idiom to forms ending in nu (in injunctive function) of verbs 
of class 1.
5.2 Conditional form
5.20 In the traditional grammar, the Sidat Sailgara, this is referred to 
by the term dsabahav kiriya (Skt. asambhavya kriya) 'a verbal form 
denoting an action which may or may not dccur'. This verbal form denotes 
a conditional action (or a state) on which the action denoted by the main 
verb depends.
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The distinguishing mark of the present tense conditional form is 
the termination t^, which seems to have developed from ta. S.Paranavitana 
in the introduction to the Sigiri Graffiti says,
"In the earlier Graffiti, the verbal forms of the first [i.e. 
present tense conditional] category invariably end in -ta; but when the 
phonetic process of dropping the final vowel came into play many of them 
were affected by it. The result was that, morphologically the 
conditional mood expressing continuous action e.g. kiyat (earlier kiyata) 
became identical with the third person of the present tense e.g. kiyat 
(earlier kiyati). Our documents use these forms indiscriminately so that
it is often only by the context that we are able to recognize the 
conditional mood of continuing action. Authors of literary works, on 
the other hand, realized the necessity of differentiation and never 
admitted a verbal form in the conditional mood in which the final vowel 
had been elided.”^
This last remark holds good to a certain extent for the authors of 
poetical works. In the Amavatura, the third person plural present tense 
finite form with _t is found though less frequently than that with the 
termination ti. The conditional form is identical with this finite verb 
form (ending in t), from the verbs of class 1 (a). (viz. a ending bases) 
such as kiyat. In class 1 (b), which has the _e ending there is a 
marked difference between the finite verb and the conditional form.
finite verb: yet. -ti; keret, -ti; veset. -ti
conditional form: yat; karat; vasat.
Again in verbs of class 1 (c), which has an £ ending din the base and which 
retains that in the other inflections too, the finite verbal form (with 
the ending t), and the conditional form do not differ (e.g. akmet).
There is a phonetic change of the conditional forms of verbs 
belonging to class 2 (viz. i^ and consonant endings). In the conditional 
form, before the termination t^, the vowel ti is found.
finite verb; dakti; vahditi;
conditional: dakut; vahdut;
1. Sigiri Graffiti. Introduction, p.cxlvi.
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The conditional form with ta which is much used in the poetical
works and which is given as the conditional suffix in the Sidat Safigara
is not found in the Amavatura.
Gunther who has discussed the historical development of this form,
has pointed out how it morphologically goes back to the present participle
in Old and Middle Indian languages (Skt. -ant. Pali and Prakrit -anto).
He is of the opinion that the conditional with t^ ending is derived from
the Middle Indian present participle in -anta and that ta is from that
present participle appended with the suffix ka.^
The past tense conditional forms are related to the past participles.
The past conditional always ends in a. The past participles (which we
have called the adjectival form) such as kala. giya. which have the
terminating vowel a, are the same as the conditional forms. When the
2
vowel a is added to participles ending in vowels i^ and u (or uu). the
consonants % and v are required (as adesa) respectively. Accordingly
past conditional forms of the following types are iuund. Column 1
shows the participial forms and column 2, the conditionals.
1 2 
ka^a kala
hun huna
si$i sifciya
vuu vuva
Sometimes, there are two or more conditional forms, related to the
same verb. e.g. duta. dutuva and dakka (= daki+ya) from dakki. All,
however, do not always occur in the same context.
1. The conditional mood in Sinhalese*, JAOS, LXIX, 2, 19^ 9, pp.73-83. 
D.E.Hettiaratchi too has discussed the origin of the (present) 
conditional form - see "Some notes on Geiger*s *Grammar of the 
Sinhalese Language*", UCR, 1(1), April 1963, pp.82-86.
2. However the participles kii and pii form their conditional with
v. e.g. kiva. piva. When followed by yutu we find forms 
such as kiya. piya also.
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Gunther, who has paid more attention to the present conditional 
form, has given as examples for what I call past conditional only the 
forms followed by the suffix da which normally adds a concessive aspect 
to this form.'*'
5.21 After discussing the morphology and the history of the
conditional forms, now I illustrate their function. Conditional forms, 
sometimes alone and sometimes followed by suffixes, are used to denote 
conditional, concessive and temporal aspects of the verb.
5.211 Conditional sense.
Here the finite verb is in the present tense. The agent of the
conditional and the finite verb may be identical or different.
Nuva^un "Enha" yi situva. enu karaa. (91)
'If the heretics wish to come, let them come.*
Mehevara ka£a£i vuva, kereti, no ka£a£i vuva no kereti. (107)
'If they wish, they work; if not, they do not work.'
Sawan ge yddhipraat ihaarya mese vat Budun ge yddhi praa- 
tihaarya kise ya ho. (280)
'If the psychic powers of the disciples are such as this 
what indeed can be the psychic powers of the Buddha?'
Pay^itayo vuu kala kiyanu asaa raanaa ko£a kiva. pasasti. (126)
'The wise indeed, would listen to what is being said and 
if it is well said, they praise it.'
In contexts such as in the examples above, conditional forms of 
either tense are appropriate. In the corresponding Pali sentence the 
conditional prefix sace occurs at the beginning.
1. Op.cit., p.82.
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The conditional form hot can follow another conditional to 
stress the sense. In one example in the Amavatura the form hot is 
enlarged with the suffix in (hotin).
The following examples illustrate the use of the conditional form
hot.
Sorun maruva hot ovun kerehi divi tubuu kenek taa ge 
ra$a vassan pe^ ati. (103)
'If you kill the robbers, those who are able to escape 
will harass the people in your country.'
Tamaa no nisi vat hot mese garjanaa no kereyi. (l8l)
'If he is not capable, he will not boast like this.'
Mama, bhavat Goyunhu kisi deyak pi^ ivisa baliya i^yemi, 
avakaasa ka^a hotina. (157)
'I wish to question venerable Goyum on certain points if 
I am allowed.'
hotin has become hotina as it is in final position in the sentence.
In the following example, the present conditional is followed by the
postfix misa 'except', 'unless'. The conditional sense cannot be
expressed properly in the English rendering.
Dhana tabaa yat misa gena yannaahu no veti. (102)
'People do not take their wealth with them, but leave 
it behind.'
Mahana Goyum muhu$a kumayana^ vaadaaroopaya kereyi,
muhu ma mahaya Goyumha^a vaadaaroopana karat misa ya. (1 5 6)
'What argument can the monk Goyum offer to this person?
Instead, this person will refute the doctrine of the 
monk Goyum.'
The conditional form yat is used before explaining something which 
immediately precedes it; here yat has lost its original conditional sense
1. kumana. Sorata edition, p.106.
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(i.e. if I say or describe) and has become approximately equivalent
to *1 will tell you'. The clause that precedes yat is usually a question
and the clause that follows yat is the answer to that question. yat
simply introduces the answer.
Mese kumara ke}e, yat. ... aya ge man bihdunaa sahdahaa 
ke;e. (7*0
'Why did he do that? It was to break her pride.'
Raju ge abhipraaya Jiivakayo no danidda yat. danti; vali 
kumara no baqja hunnaaha yat. vikhev pasindunaa sandahaa yi; 
kiseya yat... (Il8)
'Is it that Jivaka does not know the king's desire?
He does know. Then why does he sit silently? That is 
in order to remove all confusion. How?...*
Ehi Dayflakaara^ ya val vuu paridi kise ya yat. (60)
'I will tell how Dandakaranya became a forest.'
Then the story of Dandakaranya follows. This is influencedby the
Pali style of introducing something by a question such as how, why etc.
5.212 Concessive sense.
The conditional form acquires a concessive sense by the presence of
the restrictive particle da or one of its variants du, & or t.
Niga^ fchanaathaputra Budnn haa ek nuvara nisaa vasatu du 
Budun nudu u^virii. (56)
'Although Niganthanathaputra lives in the same city as 
the Buddha, he has never seen the Buddha.*
Maa dham desuva d gannaahu nata. (165)
'Even if I were to preach the doctrine no one will 
understand.*
The restrictive particle does not necessarily follow the conditional 
form. In certain contexts, it may be appended to a noun or an adverb 
that precede the conditional form. The noun (phrase) that precedes the
particle too is in adverbial function.
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...havurudu siyaku du asat tpipti nati. (93)
'If you were to listen to that for even a hundred years, 
you will not be content.'
havurudu siyak is an adverbial phrase of time.
He...ohu se ma savne dannaa Budu kenekunu du kiyat no 
gevena gupa atte ya. (100)
'He has so many virtues, that they cannot be described 
even by an omniscient Buddha like himself.1
Budu kenakun is an agentive adverbial.
Eteku du vuva...viruddhayak'hu vani viimi. (87)
'Although it was so, I acted like an opponent.*
In the following examples, the particle occurs after the conditional
form, in spite of the fact that the preceding element too is appended with
it.
Rajagehi dhana apamapa ya. Eteku du vuva da dhana ara 
duna manava. (108)
'There is plenty of wealth in the royal palace; 
nevertheless, we should bring some more and give him.'
Eteku du vuva t (ohu) Budun langavanna£a no pohosat vuuhu. (2kS) 
'Although it was so, they were unable to come near the Buddha.'
The function of the particle da1 (or any of its variants) corresponds 
to that of api in Pali, meaning 'even'.
5*213 Temporal sense.
To denote the temporal sense, mainly the present conditional has
been employed. It is in this apsect, that the conditional can be
2
comparable with Old and Middle Indie 'locative absolute' construction.
1. In later Sinhalese the restrictive particle usually follows the 
conditional form to denote the concessive apsect. Out of the variants 
of this particle, t^ (which is the latest), was most often used. Hence, 
we find the forms balatat baluvat etc, in concessive sense. See 
Geigen Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, p.152.
2. Geiger."“Grammar of the Sinhalese Language, p.153.
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It is in this construction that the agent of the conditional necessarily
differs from that of the main verb, a fact with Gunther1 whows as
common to all the conditional idioms. The agent of the conditional form
is put in oblique case form or in stem form. The author of the Sidat 
- 2Sahgara, however calls it "the accusative case in locative sense”:
The following examples 6how the occurrence of the conditional form
in temporal sense.
Idin to baffibahu ge tepul ikminihi nam, ge£a siri vadut 
mohol fcattaa veyi. (297)
'If you go beyond the word of the brahma, it is like 
taking a club, when the goddess of prosperity enters 
the house.1
Sahgun vandut Buduna^a pi$i paa vanda manaa ve. (125)
'When the monks are saluted, I have to do so by turning 
my back upon the Buddha.'
The suffix ma is used after the conditional to emphasize the 
temporal sense. It has the effect of stressing the fact that the action 
expressed by the finite verb immediately follows that denoted by the 
conditional.
1. "This comparison with a construction known from Sanskrit and the 
other Middle Indie languages is promoted by the fact that the 
conditional mood in Sinhalese is always used when the conditional 
or temporal clause has its own subject different from that of 
the principle sentence. If both the principle sentence and
the subordinate clause have the same subject, either the 
present participle or the gerund is used. The former 
construction corresponds to the Latin participium conjunctum and is 
very often to be rendered by a relative clause." Op.cit., pp. 76, 77-
2. maha me rakusu hamu vata piya nam maturu dapa vana
MM #
me aa kal arut kiriya visaahi adara aruta kam vibat rusi.
"'0 lady, separated from your husband, when the demon-like 
big clouds encounter you, utter the magic formula of the 
name of your beloved.'
In participial constructions of temporal aspect such as this, the 
accusative case in the locative sense is applicable." p.104.
As Gunther rightly points out in his article, the author of the 
Sidat Sahgara must have had in his mind the locative absolute 
construction in Pali and Sanskrit.
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Saccakayaaha^a uhu dakut ma uttraasa ati vii ya, (163)
'Saccaka was terrified as soon as he saw him,1
Budun mese vadaarat ma rajaha^a bhaya sanhina. (38)
'As the Buddha said so, the king's fear was assuaged.'
Mahasat sahdu nahget ma...sanda biftda nikma..."Mahajanayo 
maa dakit vayi" i^ uuhu. (77)
'As the moon rose, the great being came out, breaking 
the disc of the moon, and resolved "Let all the people 
see me.'"
In the temporal sense, the conditional form is duplicated to denote 
that the action expressed, comes into being gradually or repeatedly.
Maheesaakhya deviyan et et Dafebadiva si^unaa avakaasa no 
ladimi. (208)
'As the devas of great power were approaching, I found no 
space to remain in Dambadiva.'
Raja Budun ge giuja asat asat siyal siriru ... priitin 
pirii giye. (102)
'As the king heard the virtues of the Buddha, his whole 
body was filled with joy.'
5.22 Past conditional in composite constructions.
In this section, I discuss the occurrence of the past conditional 
form in close alliance with the verbs deyi and heyi and the adjectives haki, 
manaa, yutu and ai$i. The conditional form occurs immediately before these 
forms. The conditional form enters into so close a connection with each 
of these forms, that the whole construction can be called a composite.
This is clear in the negative transformation which is found very frequently 
with haki and the verb heyi and deyi. The negative element is normally 
positioned before the conditional.
The conditional form functions in this environment as an infinitive 
equivalent; that is to say in the corresponding Pali constructions, the 
infinitive has been used.
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a. The conditional with the verb heyi:
The verb heyi meaning 'to be able' occurs only in this context,
i.e. preceded by the conditional form. Only the negative construction 
is found.
Mama payin no yaa hemi• (7*0
'I cannot go on foot.1
yaa  ^in the above example is an irregular conditional form and 
occurs with haki. yutu. ajjL, heyi and deyi. while the regular form giya 
occurs with manaa.
Pali:
. 2
Na sakkomi padasaa gantum.
To asnen no nanga heyi. (185)
'You are unable to rise from the seat.1
Non-finite forms: The following two examples show the conditional with
participial form and absolutive respectively.
...palaa no yaa hennaahu, (139)
'Who were unable to run away,'
...no palattbiya hii, (32)
'Having been unable to tempt,'
b. The conditional with the verb deyi:
In the Amavatura this also is used mainly with the negative 
element where the meaning is 'not to allow'.
Topa no vadda demha. (90)
'We do not allow you to enter.'
Mama taa no yaa demi. (2k0)
'I shall not let you go.'
1. A form like yaa throws light on conditionals (that occur in this 
environment), which have an origin different from the one mentioned 
above, yaa seems to relate not only semantically but also etymologically 
to Pali and Sanskrit infinitive verbal forms ending in turn, e.g. yaaturn. 
See Sigiri Graffiti, Vol.I, Introduction, p.cxlix.
2. MNA, p.50.
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Mahasat...hiru no nanga dina. (8 5)
'The great being prevented the sun rising.'
The corresponding Pali sentence of the last is:
Mahaasatto...suriyassa uggantum naadaasi.
c. The conditional with adjectives:^
i. with haki 'able':
Vahanse, siyal siriru no dakviya hakka. (229)
'My lord, the entire body cannot be shown.*
Pali:
• • • 2 Na sakkaa bhante sakalam kaayam dassetum.
Padi doraturehi sandal no visiya hakka. (7*0 
'Outcastes cannot live in the east gate.'
ii. with yutu 'proper', 'ought to'
Panivaa no kata yutte ya. (6 7 )
'You should not kill beings.*
Pali:
Paa$o na hantabbo.
data yatu 'you should know', (or as an adjectival) 'that should be 
known', is common.
kata yutu (from kereyi) has a nominal function apart from the adjectival 
and predicative. Then it means 'the things that should be done.'
iii. with a£i 'desirous':
This is always found conjoined with the preceding conditional
form.
1. The Sidat Sahgara illustrates the use of the adjectives haki. yaha and 
manaa with the past conditional. In the examples quoted there, these 
adjectives are used predicatively.
lo visaa no sitiya haki 
bavnen mok dakka haki 
eas kiva yeheki 
susiri kala manavi 
me aa da asabahavhi rusi.
Sidat Sangara. p.l59»
2. MNA, part 3,
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Sudovun maharajaapo muba dakkatiyaha. (kl)
'The king Sudovun wishes to see you,'
The ya infix before the personal suffix is due to the preceding 
vowel i.
He raja maha dan diyati ve. (102)
'This king wishes to give great gifts.*
iv. with manaa 'proper', 'must*, etc.
...Budun kulanuvara vadiya manaa bav kiyaa., (4l)
'Having said that the Buddha should go to his native city?'
Like katayutu. the phrase kalamanaa has been used both as an adjectival 
and a nominal.
The function of manaa as a predicate has been illustrated before.
With the predicative form manava the conditional is used in expressing 
a self-suggestion, a polite request and a hypothesis.
Dan mayi du e ma vamsaya rakka manava. (MO 
'I, too, should protect that tradition now.'
Ma putanuvan gena taa ava manava.^ (M))
'Could you please bring my son.'
Movun ge han$a miyuru vuva manava. (173)
'Their voice must be sweet.'
5.3 Absolutive forms.
5.30 The absolutive is referred to by the term pera kiriya 'the
preceding action' in the Sidat Sahgara. The term pera kiriya corresponds
2
to the so called gerund usually formed by the suffixes tva or ya in 
Sanskrit and Pali.
1. Occasionally, the present conditional also is used with manava in 
making a polite request.
Vahanse, se$a maa ge ge£a vaflut manava. (230)
'My lord, please come to my house tomorrow.'
2. 'Gerund' is the terminology used by Geiger, Speijer and Hendriksen.
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The absolutive forms found in the Amavatura can be divided into 
four groups*
1. Those that end in aa
2. Those that end in a (or a.)
3* Those that end in ii
Irregular forms
The absolutives with aa ending belong to verbs of class 1 (a). Verbs
of class 1 (b) have a ending. The majority of the verbs of class 1 (c)
have ii ending. Some verbs of this group have ja ending. Verbs of class 2
form their absolutives with the ending a. The absolutives of these three groups 
are illustrated below.
Class I
(a)
(b)
(c)
II
Class II
Irregular forms
asayi
kiyayi
veseyi
veyi
pami e^yi 
patireyi 
ka^ Leyi 
nahgeyi
dakki
sijfiyi
upaddi
yeyi
eyi
vikuyayi 
aturayi 
kereyi 
lab eyi
asaa
kiyaa
vasa
va
pamipa
patira^
ka$ii
naiigii
daka
sita
upada, ipida, ipada 
gos
avut, avudu 
viko$a 
at ota
ko£a (and also occasionally ko£in) 
ladin2
1. These verbs can have jli endings too (vii. patirii etc.) in later language,
2. The word laba which is considered as the regular absolutive form of
labeyi is not found in the Amavatura. The form ladin occurs several
times in absolutive function. I quote below an example  ^with its Pali 
counterpart to illustrate its use as the absolutive.
A^avu yak vesamu^u rajahu keren bhavanaya ladin...e ruk 
seyen paha^a piyesa^a van van satun kamin veseyi. (2^ +0)
'The yaksa Alavu, having received that tree as a dwelling
place from the (yaksa) king Vesamunu, lived there eating
(Contd. on next page....)
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5*31 Function of the absolutive:
5.311 The absolutive generally indicates an action prior to that
of the verb to which it is subordinated. The absolutive is usually 
subordinated to a finite verb. However, there are also cases when it is
subordimted to a non-finite verbal form.
There may be more than one absolutive phrase in one and the same
sentence. They are usually arranged in succession, the first absolutive
denoting the incident that took place first and the second one, the second 
and so forth.
In the following narrative passage the sequence of the incidents is 
presented by absolutives in one sentence.
Seenaapati pasuva e pa vat asaa,. .vahaa uyan gos ke}.in 
haa daha^in muvaha va un tavuspaa^an daka kasapa£a galaa 
hall da gena de atin daha$i paa kota piyaa naftgaa hihduvaa 
diya genvaa gena nahavaa vera behet galvaa devanu sivu daa 
gahdin ulaa si yum sa^-uven pisa pera£a afidili ball da sita... 
yi pi^ivit. (63)
'The commander in chief heard that news afterwards, went 
to the park immediately and saw the ascetic who was covered 
with saliva and tooth sticks. Then he, girding up his 
loin cloth, removed the tooth sticks with both hands and 
helped the ascetic to sit up. Then having got water to be 
brought he bathed the ascetic, covered his body with medicinal 
ointment and secondly rubbed him with fourfold perfumes. Then 
he wiped the ascetic with a smooth cloth, stood in front of 
him and paid obeisance with clasped hands and asked....'
( contd. from previous page)
all that entered the place which was covered by the 
shadow of that tree.'
Pali:
Aa^avako yakkho Mahaaraajasantikaa varam labhitvaa 
... tassa rukkhassa hi chaayaaya pu^thokaasam 
pavi$£he paagino khaadanto pa i^vasati. SNA, p.l64.
S•Paranavitana discussing the historical development of the 
absolutive shows the Middle Indian absolutives ending in -tvana 
as the origin of those forms ending in -in. (Sigiri Graffiti. 
Introduction, p.cliii)
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Occasionally, several co-ordinated sentences are used in narratives 
instead of a series of absolutive phrases. The first sentence has a 
finite verb and this same verb is repeated as the absolutive in the 
following sentence whose finite verb is also repeated as the absolutive 
in the next sentence.
Ekalhi simharaaja ektaraa vana lavak nisaa vaasa ke].e *
Vaasa kota savas velehi eyin nikmipa, Nikma vajamba haatpashi 
satara disaa balii ya# Satara disaa balaa tun yalak simha
naada ke}.e. Simha naada ko^a Goduru sahdahaa yemi'yi gos ...
muvamu^ -u maraa miyuru mas kaa e ma. vaasayehi veseyi. (186)
'Then the lion began to live in a forest. Living there 
he came out in the evening and, shining in his glory, looked 
on the four directions all around. Having looked, he roared 
forth thrice. Having thus roared and going for food, he 
killed herds of deer and ate their tasty flesh. Thus he led 
his life there.'
Hendriksen points out that this is the usual procedure in narrating 
a story in earlier Pali.^ This style is not very common in the Amavatura.
If the narration is carried out with short sentences like the above, the 
commoner idiom is to begin the new sentence with a temporal adverbial such 
as ekbiti (after that). Narrative passages with long sentences consisting 
of several absolutive phrases are frequently found.
Sometimes, incidents that took place over a long period are presented 
by means of the absolutive phrases. The following passage summarises
the account of the Bosat's life from his infancy to his youth. The absolutive
phrases however, do not necessarily present the main events during that 
period.
1. "This [i.e. using several absolutives in succession to denote a
chronological order] is not the ordinary way of expressing oneself 
in earlier Pali. The usual procedure here is to subdivide the 
period into several clauses and resume the verb of the preceding 
clause with a gerund. This mode of expression gives the 
language a peculiar ponderous and solemn ring." Syntax of the 
infinite verb forms of Pali. p.l^ O.
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Ekbiti Bosataa^o pera^a masa sail da se sirin vada 
sat haviridi viya pamipa Sak dev rajahu ge yedumen 
Visv^Qkarmayaa visin mavaa dena lada somi sihil pahan 
diya piru^u...poku^ehi saha pirivarin diya ke^i keja 
kramayen vada so}.os haviridi viya pamipa mu}.u lova£a 
eka raja vuuhu. (16)
'Then the Boaat grew up in glory and became seven 
years old, resembling the moon in the first part of the 
month. He played with his friends in the pond filled with 
cool clear water, which was built by Visvakarma who had 
been employed by the deva king Sak. The Bosat gradually 
grew up to be sixteen years old and became the emperor of 
the whole world.'
In the above examples, the absolutives and finite verb denote 
something happened in the past. In the following examples, the absolutives 
express actions prior to another which has not yet taken place. Absolutives 
sure arranged in the logical sequence of how the actions (denoted by them) 
should take place.
Tubuuvaa sa}.a diya nahgaa piyaa ehi laa ajalaa sesu bamupan 
miyehi ova. (84)
'Take a pot of water, pour the rest of (this liquid) into 
that pot, mix together and pour it into the mouths of the 
other brahmins.*
Silpaya^a upacaara kota da^ i kapvaa nahaa pi^ i perajaa 
mavupiyan dakmi. (133)
'Having done the service to my studies, I will cut my 
beard, take a wash, change my garments and then I shall 
see my pstrents.'
In the following example the same absolutive is repeated after 
each noun which is in objective relation to it. The alternative idiom 
is to join the nouns with a conjunction and to use the absolutive at the 
end.
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Ovun hama denaa gena dhana gena va^ aiida gena sarak gena ••• 
raajya siimaayen pi$at va yaa. (64)
•Take those people, take your wealth, take the household 
articles, take your cattle and go out of the boundary of 
the kingdom.*
In the above examples, the absolutives are subordinate to the 
finite verb. In the following examples, the absolutives are subordinate to 
a non-finite verbal form.
Before a participial adjective:
...sihimanduru vivara kota balana janayo, (44)
'The people who look out, having opened the windows 
of their attic rooms,'
Before an infinitive:
...sat siyak eluvan...maraa yaaga karanna^ a, (95)
'Having killed seven hundred goats, to perform yaga,'
Before a participial abstract:
Dilib dayak ladin ho apuurva dayak daka ho ... naayan mituran 
sandahan karanu lookayaa ge siriti. (124)
'It is the habit of people to remember their relatives and 
friends, after getting something strange or having seen a 
rare sight.'
Before a participial nominal:
...ovun dura ma tavus ves hara mahapa vesin enuvan daka, (211)
'Having seen at a distance that he was coming as a monk, 
after giving up the ascetic garb,'
5.312 Absolutives do not necessarily present the sequence of the 
incidents. For instance, in the following example the absolutive phrase 
pelahara dakvaa does not denote a new event, but is simply a comprehensive 
expression for the notion of the preceding absolutives.
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Uruvel Kasub mahaterahu...sat vana va$a sat talayak 
pamapa nafigii. dumaa dilii heva hihda sita sakman kota. 
aturudhan pamipa pe^ahara dakvaa ahasin basa...Budun paa 
yah da ekatpas va hunhu. (37)
*The great Elder Uruvel Kasub for the seventh time rose
up a distance of seven talas, gave forth smoke, shone,
lay, sat, stood, walked and vanished and thus having
performed miracles descended from the sky, paid obeisance 
to the Buddha and sat on one side.1
All the absolutives preceding pelahara dakvaa present the actions 
done by way of performing the miracles.
5.313 The adverbial function of the absolutive.
5.3131 Sometimes the absolutive phrase has an adverbial^ " function.
As wall as denoting a prior action, it may also imply a cause of the 
situation denoted by the finite verb. In other words, the finite verb 
denotes the immediate reaction of the agent to the situation expressed by 
its preceding absolutive.
(Rajaapo) e gaathaava asaa sovaan vuuha. (^ 5)
*The king, having heard that stanza attained sovanhood.*
He bamupan ge viprakaara daka vipi^isara ati vii ya. (8*0 
*After seeing the antics of the brahmins he felt remorseful.*
1. Hendriksen says,
"The gerund being indeclinable, it is only natural to look 
upon it as a verbal adverb and, it syntax is in accordance 
with this conception. The Indian grammarians regard it as 
an avyaya (Panini 1,1, *40)." Op.cit., p.108.
And he adds,
"Apparently Pali (and Sanskrit) avoid using two participles 
in the same case, if one was semantically subordinate to the 
other. The reasons for this are not difficult to see.
Where two participles occur in the same case, it cannot be 
seen whether they are semantically co-ordinate or whether one 
of them is subordinate to the other, and in the latter case, which 
is the subordinate and which the principle... Whenever subordination 
is to be expressed, the language (i.e. Pali) uses the gerund which 
owing to its adveroial nature is excellently suited for that purpose. p.110
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Me mahajpahu siyalu raa aviduvaa le$a kot‘a piyaa.. • gaftga para 
tera damaa piyami. (250)
'I shall make this monk to walk to and fro the whole night 
until he gets sick and then I shall cast him away across 
the water.*
In the last example, the latter absolutive phrase (i.e. leda kota 
piyaa) express the consequence of the action denoted by the former.
To kumak kota'*' tanaturu pi}.iladahu da. (62)
*What did you do to regain your office?*
5.3132 Sometimes the absolutive indicates what is simultaneous with the
action denoted by the finite verb, or the verbal form that follows. In
this context too, the absolutive has an adverbial function. The absolutive
phrase describes the manner in which the action of the finite verb takes
place. The absolutive and the finite verbs denote two different but
synchronous actions.
To nuvara vada'Maa sami ... maha baftbaha*' yi harifla gasaa avida. (76)
*Enter the city and walk about crying out "My husband is the 
great brahma.*
1. Absolutives that imply a cause are sometimes replaceable by a verbal 
noun in instrumented case. The following sentence can be compared 
with the last sentence above.
Buduhu...uhu kamati daa kiriimen nalavaa, (250)
•The Buddha having pleased him by doing what he wished,*
Note what Speijer and Hendriksen say with regard to the origin 
of the absolutive in Pali and Sanskrit. Speijer says the gerund 
in tvaa is the "petrified instrumental of a verbal noun", Sanskrit 
Syntax, p.296. Hendriksen, in describing the origin of the absolutive,
says that it was originally *an action noun in ofclique case'. He says 
that tvaa is the instrumental singular of a stem in tu, the stem which 
the infinitive in turn has been formed from, and also, he shows its 
instrumental function in clauses beginning with kirn and alam. 
kirn tava gopayitvaa : 'do not conceal', 
alam te vanam gantvaa : 'do not enter the forest.'
The following example from the Ama. shows the influence of spch 
constructions.
Taa visin kiraa daka no daka. (2*f5)
'What does it matter whether you saw him or not?'
Such sentences are rare in Sinhalese. The more common idiom in that 
function is as follows.
Maa ta$a praatihaarya ke^en kima no ke^en kima. (17*0 
'What does it matter whether I perform miracles for you 
or not.'
He de dana de valami^a bima obaa aviddi. (175) 2 19
'He goes about on his knees and elbows.*
Hisa bima paharavaa ma vanda manaa da. (101)
*Must we salute him only by touching the head on the 
floor?'
Stative verbs such as sitiyi.^  hindiyi. veseyi. tibeyi. which occur 
with special frequency with absolutives, Uften add a durative aspect to 
the preceding absolutive. Thus the absolutive very frequently expresses 
an action or situation simultaneous with that of the finite verb.
Maha baifiba lup muduna^a ko$a se sat nahgaa si£iye ya. (24)
'The great brahma was standing there, holding a white 
parasol over the oven.'
Mahake^a naa raja...doho atin muhuj^ a piyaalaa hotte ya. (26)
'The cobra king, Mahakela, lay covering his face with both 
hands.'
E kalhi Baavaari peramahga balaa hunne ya. (211)
'Then Bavari sat, waiting for him (i.e. his pupil)* 
lit. looking in the direction of the road.
Kumarahu muhupa peralii pi^ ipas balaa tubuye ya. (82)
'The prince's face was twisted and remained backward.'
The following examples show how the absolutives of the verbs such as above 
express the durative aspect with the verb that follows.
To kotana sita asuuhu da. (228)
'Where were you standing while you listened to it?*
Ajita maanava ekatpas va hinda pana pi^ ivit. (209)
'The youth Ajita sat on one side and asked him questions.'
1* However, occasionally, these stative verbs express an action after the 
cessation of that denoted by the absolutive.
Ohu gos raju vanda sifciyaaha. (115)
'They paid obeisance to the king and stood there.*
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5.3135 Sometimes, the absolutive (in adverbial distribution), does 
not indicate a separate action but a condition inherent or integral in 
the action denoted by the finite verb or the verbal form that follows.
Dev minisun ge pa jandanaa rav pij-irav dii gugu^e. (10)
'The ornaments of devas and human beings jingled resoundingly.'
Tepi maa ovija piris madia bipuva. (69)
'You spoke ridiculing me in front of the crowd.'
Buduhu savne gevaa danti. (252)
'The Buddha has accomplished the knowing of everything.'
Sihi ejavaa kiyaa. (60)
'Speak mindfully.'
Nuva£a bat daka...kus puraa kaa yi. C177)
'The heretic saw the rice and ate it to his full 
satisfaction.'
The phrases savne gevaa. sihi elavaa. kus puraa have become 
(stereotyped) adverbial expressions in Sinhalese.
5.3134 The absolutive of the verb veyi. suffixed to adjectives, nouns
and adverbs, forms an adverbial expression. This construction is found
very frequently in the Amavatura.
Mohu vanaahi...kisi dayekin musu no va pirisidu va visada 
va...mavu kusin nikmupuhu. (12)
'He, of course, left his mother's womb unsmeared with any 
impurity, pure and clean.'
Satara varam maha rajahu kadu gat at ati va ... rakaval gat'ha. (11) 
'Four regional devas stood guard, with swords in hand.'
Raja ve^ evi va avudu, (16)
'The king having come quickly,'
...ma^ dala maalaya^a sampraapta va, (126)
•Having come to the round hall,'
...uhu hisa matta^a va ahasa sijiye yi. (163)
'He stood in the sky, just above his (i.e. Saccaka's) head.'
The function of va as an absolutive (that is to say in the sense 
'having become') is not very obvious in the above sentences. The 
absolutive va has thus acquired the character of an adverb-creating morpheme. 
In the corresponding Pali sentences, instead of the absolutive hutvaa 
(preceded by adjectives etc.), we find either adjectives (alone or in 
compounds), or adverbs e.g. visado. khaggahatthaa. vegena etc.
However, when va is preceded by a noun, the absolutive function is 
clear, and it corresponds to Pali hutvaa.
The preceding noun, if singular, is sometimes appended with the 
indefinite suffix ak. The construction thus formed, imports a synchronous 
situation with the following verb.
Janavasabha nam yaksay ak va upana. (116)
'He was born as a yaksa called Janavasabha.'
Goopikaa...dev putak va upana. (290)
'Gopika was born as a deva.'
Saccaka Buduna^a yak va vaadaaroopajpa kereyi ho devi va 
bafliba va vaadaaroopapa kereyi ho. (156)
'Is Saccaka going to debate with the Buddha as a demon or 
a deva or a brahma?'
5-3135 The absolutive kota (counterpart of va) also often has a 
distinctive adverbial function. There also, one can say the underlying 
notion is absolutive i.e. 'having done*. As is the case with veyi too, the 
finite verb (kereyi) does not have such a wide distribution as the 
absolutive kota. Here too kota is preceded by adjectives, adverbs, etc. 
Baraupa, sakas kota asaa. (101)
'Brahmin, listen carefully.'
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...tara kota ta a^a piyana laddemi. (7*0 
'I have been beaten hard.'
E paya...pera tun Budun va^ahduu tun paya matu kota 
eya^ a yata va si$i kalhi* (25)
'When that bowl went and stood under the three bowls 
which the three earlier Buddhas ate from^'
Nava yovnen diliyena angananu du anha^ a das kota dinmi. (31)
'I gave away very young women as servants of others.*
...pais raseka ho vali raseka ho damba atta dhajayak kota 
hihduvaa laai (151)
'Having posted the damba branch as a flag on a heap of 
earth or a heap of sand,'
5.3136 The absolutive is occasionally found immediately followed by the
indeclinable misa 'except'. This construction also has an adverbial
function. The verb that follows it is preceded by the negative particle.
Man haa ena taak denaa tavsaa sirira ke^a eva misa no 
yaa denne ya. (63)
'Do not let all those who come with me pass without 
spitting the ascetic's body.'
Budu va misa no nafigemi. (26)
'I shall not get up without attaining Buddhahood.'
The Pali equivalent of kela eva nisa is khejam apaatetvaa.
5.3137 The following examples show another idiomatic usage of the
absolutive. Here the absolutive can be said to be subordinate to the
temporal adverbial phrase that follows, as well as to the finite verb or
the verbal form that follows.
Mese Buduhu Kimbulvat nuvara ftps tun vana davas Nanda 
kumarahu paviji ka^ aha. (^+6)
'On the third day after his arrival in the city of
1. A similar usage of the temporal adverbial with the participial 
adjective is illustrated in 5.1215 d.
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Kimbulvat the Buddha ordained the prince Nanda.*
Pali:
Iti Bhagavaa Kapilapuram gantvaa tatiyadivase Nandam 
pabbaajesi.^
Budun Budu va ata vana satiya Ajapal nuga mula vada hifida
"Maa dham desuva d gannaahu nata..•" yi nirutsaaha vuu kalhi, (163)
'When the Buddha, in his eighth week after enlightanment, 
sat at the root of the Ajapal Banyan tree and became 
disinterested, thinking "Even if I were to preach, there 
would be nobody to receive it"...J
5*31^ Composite foms
Composite verbs where the first member is an absolutive form a 
striking feature in the language of the Amavatura, where these forms 
have been employed with a special frequency*
The meaning of the verbs used with absolutives to form composites, 
is not always significant* They simply add a certain modification to the 
notion expressed by the preceding absolutive* Sometimes, their function 
seems to be merely periphrastic*
a) Absolutive with ganni*
The verb ganni 'take' sometimes adds a reflexive sense to the action 
expressed by the preceding absolutive* In other words, this composite 
denotes something being done for one's own interest. This is the 
commonest of the composites with absolutives, used to give different shades 
of meaning.
E kalhi Sak dev raja yahapat mapavu vesak mavaa gena.•• 
deevaanubhaavayen avasara kota gena Budun ge gupa... 
kiyamin pera$a va giye. (38)
'Then Sak, the deva king, assuming a form of a handsome young 
man made way for him by his divine power and went in front, 
describing the virtues of the Buddha.'
Sometimes it implies the continuation of the action.
1. JA, Part I, p.87.
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Devi ve^ evi va gos gop masa atlaa (or alvaa) gena...risi 
se vanda. (^ 5)
'The queen hastened there, and holding (the Buddha) by his 
ankles worshipped him as she desired.'
Citrakookilayo dedenek dan u^yek'hi de kalavara daha gena 
mada kevili raju hihduvaa laa gena yeti. (2l8)
'Two beautiful cuckoos were flying holding the two ends 
of a stick, at the centre of which was roosting their 
chief cuckoo.'
The constructions haiidina ganni 'recognise', balaa ganni 'take care of' 
bana ganni 'discuss' denote meanings different from the finite verbs of 
those absolutives, i.e. handunayi 'know somebody', balayi 'look', and 
beneyi 'talk' respectively.
Paribraajaka, teme ma Budun haiidina ganni. (lV?)
'The wandering ascetic will recognise the Buddha himself.'
Taa kamati rajaya balaa gana. (114)
'Take charge of the kingdom, which you desire to have.'
In the following example, balaa gana means 'look for oneself'.
Tele balaa gana; Maij^ alamaalayehi pahan diliyennaaha. (123)
'There, look for yourself. The lamps are shining in 
the assembly hall.'
The verb ba^ ta ganni expresses a reciprocal sense.
Dan dennan ek pa$£ita puru^ayaku haa bana gena duna 
manava. (102)
'Those who give gifts should do so, after discussing 
it with a learned person.'
Sometimes, ganni has merely a periphrastic function 
... ran ran ras ... ahasa dava gat'hu. (166)
'The golden rays ran about the sky.'
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b) The verbs piyayi. layi. yeyi too can be called periphrastic. 
Absolutives in composition with these verbs occur in the Amavatura with 
a special frequency.
...ovun eka paharin maraa mas rasak kota piyami. (59)
'I shall kill all of them in one stroke and make a heap 
of flesh.*
...nuvara dora damba atta hinduvaa laa minisnata kiyaa laa 
atu^u nuvara vanhu. (151)
'They posted the damba branch at the city gate, and 
informed the people there about it and entered the 
city.*
Mahapa Goyumhu visin vaadaavartayehi bahaa lana laduyehi 
yak^ayak'hu ditihi. (164)
'You, after being thrust into the eddy of controversy by 
the monk Goyum, saw a demon.*
E nuvara deviyo...dahava giyaha. (82)
'The devas of that city become angry.*
... ma$i pi£$a sat kagak va palii giye. (86)
'The ball of clay was split into seven pieces.'
c) The verb sitiyi also is occasionally used in periphrastic 
function.
Ohu...mahat kota kiyavana kala siyalu ... dev nuvara 
patira sitii* (270)
'When he reads aloud, it (his voice) spreads through 
the whole deva city.'
d) Occasionally the verb vadaaray is used periphrastically when talking 
about an action of the Buddha. This is mostly found following the 
absolutive dii.
Buduhu his pirimada kes daa dii vadaalaha. (33)
'The Buddha stroked his head and gAve them a few 
hair-relics.'
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e) The verbs yavayi 'send there', evayi 'send here' used with the 
absolutives kiyaa 'having said' and dii 'having given' also have an 
idiomatic usage.
Tunu ruvan upan bav ma sabandaha a^ kiyaa yavami. (200)
'I shall inform my friend of the rise of the Triple Gem.'
Ma sabanda...Budu ruvan pahfluru dii evii ya. (200)
'My friend has sent me as a gift the Gem of the Buddha.'
The verbs gena yeyi 'take away', gena eyi 'bring' also can be
treated as composites.gena eyi becomes geneyi. It is not much used as
a finite verb in the Amavatura. Only the second person plural geneva
is found. The causative absolutive genvaa and genvaa gena are frequently 
used.
Vependo pern siyak galin bagu gena Kiri pa^u vanaya veta 
gena yeti. (33)
'The merchants take wares to Kiripalu vana in five hundred 
carts.'
A^avu kumarahu yak^ayaa ge bhavanaya^a gena yanu du 
ekepehi ma vii ya. (252)
'Taking the prince Alavu to the yaksa's dwelling also 
took place at that moment.'
Diya geneva. (70)
'Please bring some water.'
f) In the following examples, the intended meaning is denoted by the 
latter member of the composite. The preceding absolutive simply 
qualifies the verb that follows and adds a certain colouring to the
expression. For instance, the absolutive vafla is used with intransitive
verbs meaning 'live', 'sit', 'stand' etc, to denote respect when talking 
about the Buddha or an elder of high standing. The absolutive vaflaa
is used in this connection with transitive verbs.
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Buduhu...Ambaya£i uyanhi vada veseti. (95)
'The Buddha is living in the Ambayati park.'
Damba ruk payek'hi yahan salasaa puta^uvan ehi vaflaa hovaa„ (15)
*He prepared a couch under the damba tree and put his son 
there.'
Ohu viyapat kalhi mavupiyo silpa uganna^a Taksalaa nuvara 
nahgaa yavuuhu. (130)
'When he grew older his parents sent him away to Taksala 
to learn arts.*
Dariya api oha$a ara demha. (73)
'We shall give the girl to him.*
5*315 Absolutives as postpositional indeclinables.
Some absolutives, in certain contexts, are used as postpositional 
indeclinables.3' In Pali and Sanskrit too, certain absolutives have this 
double function. For instance Pali absolutives 6uch as aarabbha. nissaaya. 
sandhaaya. uddissa. paticca. patthaaya are mostly used as indeclinables 
(i.e. postpositions). Their Sinhalese derivatives function only in this 
way.
The following pairs of sentences illustrate the use of certain 
absolutives in both functions. 
tabaa (a) ‘having put* (b) ‘except’•
(a) ...rathaye tabaa „ (260)
‘Having put in the chariot^
(b) ...ta putu A^avu raja kumarahu tabaa nuvara daruvo nati. (2*f2)
'There are no children in the city except your son, prince 
Alavu.'
dakvaa (a) ‘having shown' (b) 'as far as*
(a) #..pe a^hara dakvaa. (37)
‘Having shown the miracles\
(b) ...ma puta^uvan me nuvara ena tan dakvaa , (42)
'Until my son comes to this city.'
1. D.E.Hettiaratchi has discussed these indeclinables in detail in his
article 'The indeclinables in Sinhalese', UCR (2), 122, Nov.1944, pp.56-63
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sita (a) 'having stood' (b) 'from*.
(a) ...bambun aturehi no panii sita „ (286)
'Having stood invisible among the Brahmas.'
(b) P0J.0 telehi sita nahguu dadayehi ag, (30)
'The ends of the banners hoisted from the earth,'
The phrase kohi sita means 'whence'.
Kohi sita aava. (198)
'Where have you come from?' 
balaa (a) 'having observed* (b) 'towards*.
(a) Sak...dev sapat balaa tamaa e sampatin pirihena se daka, (282) 
'Sak having observed his divine comforts knew that he was 
going to be deprived of them,'
(b) Maha bamba...bafiba lo balaa giye. (27)
'The great Brahma went towards the Brahma world.'
pataa (a) 'having wished* (b) 'every' (after a noun that denotes a period 
of time).
(a) ...pirimi bavata pataa kusal kota, (290)
'Having done deeds of merit with the earnest wish for 
manhood,'
(b) Baavaari•..havurudu pataa...dan deyi. (203)
'Bavari gives alms every year.'
vataalaa (a) 'having circled' (b) 'again'.
(a) ...sakvala gaba vataalaa. (30)
'Having circled the whole universe'.,
(b) Vataalaa ese no karaa . (113)
'Don't do that again.'
laa (a) 'having put' (b) 'on', 'at'-
(a) ...tubuuvaa...ehi laa suj.alaa, (84)
'Having put the rest in that and mixed them together,'
(b) Visaalaa mahanuvara laa ovunovun dutaha. (150)
'They met each other in the great city Visala.'
vaflaa (a) 'having accompanied', 'having developed', 'having brought up*
(b) 'more than'
(a) Budun pahaya^a vaflaa. (45)
'Having accompanied the Buddha to the mansion,*
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Yakha^a da kumaruha^a da aa va^ aa, (253)
'Having wished the yaksa and the prince long life,'
Mohu vadaa apa-Jia ma deva. (253)
'Bring him up and return him to us.'
(b) Ma£a vadaa mahat kenek nam adda. (262)
'Is there anybody greater than I?'
gena (a) 'having taken' (b) 'through' or 'by'
(a) Amatto deeviin gena sal vanaya^a vanha. (12)
'The ministers took the queen to the sal grove.*
(b) Me mudumahapa siyo apa ge viman mudunehi gena 
Tavtisaa bhavanaya^a va i^t ma ya. (250)
'All these shaven headed monks go the mansion of 
Tavtisa making their way over th% top of our 
mansion.'
The function of gena as an indeclinable is not common in later 
language.
Patan gena (absolutive of patan ganni 'begin') does not occur in the 
Amavatura.in absolutive function, but always as an indeclinable meaning 
'from'.
Ahimsaka maa^avakayaa aa tan patan gena. api no penemha. (130)
'Since the time the youth Ahimsaka came we have been 
unimportant•'
Occasionally na a^n kofo. is used in the same meaning.
lavaa, causative absolutive of layi3- also functions as an indeclinable
meaning 'by, through*, used with causative verbs.
The function of navata seems to be that of an indeclinable, meaning
'again'. The form used as an absolutive is navatii 'having stopped',
'having returned'•
(a) Sak dev raja "Budun visin Pansikaa dev pit'ha-fca avakaasa
no karana lada" yi...ehi ma si$a navatii yanu veyi. (287)
'The deva king Sak, thinking that the Buddha had not 
given permission to the deva Pansika to talk, would have 
stopped where he stood and returned to his place.'
1. See above, p.128
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(b) Me dhana navata apa ge ge-fca yana tan hobane no veyi. (108)
'It is not proper to take this wealth back to our houses,•
5*316 Duplicate absolutives.
Absolutives are at times duplicated to express an accompanying action.
If the absolutive ends with a long vowel, it is shortened in the first
element of the duplication. The two elements can be treated as a composite
which has an adverbial function. A sense of intensity of the action^ is
usually expressed by this composite.
Deviyo sakva^ a muvavi^iyehi si£a kara nanga nahgaa balat. (29)
'The devas, stand on the edge of the universe and look out, 
craning their neck6.'
Mahaajanayo aya bala balaa pirivaraa gena aviduti. (6l)
'People accompany her, watching her admiringly.'
E kala Sunakkhattayaa...ek davasaka^ a tun va^eka'Ek daa 
giye de daa giye" yi gos gos kiyayi. (176)
'Now Sunakkhatta would go to him thrice a day and say "One 
day is gone", two days are gone1'.'
In Pali too, we occasionally find such duplicated absolutives. However 
the majority of the duplicated absolutives in the Amavatura are the 
rendering of present participial forms in Pali.
5*32 The agent of the absolutive
The agent of the absolutive is usually the same as that of the verbal 
form which it is subordinate to. When the absolutive and the finite verb 
have the same agent, the absolutive usually follows the agent (which, as the 
subject of the main verb, is in direct case). There are a few instances 
where the absolutive occurs before the agent.
1. Duplication of various words is frequently found, to express the sense 
of intensity.
giya giya tanhi, (36) 'wherever he goes',
ohu ese et et, (27) 'as he approaches like that!,
kamati kamati sanda,(283) 'whenever he wished',
taman taman ge kamhi,(103) 'in each one's work',
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E pota gena Sak dev raja kiyavayi. (270)
'The deva king Sak takes that book and reads it.'
In the following examples, an absolutive appears before the
agent and another follows the agent.
E pavat asaa maha Bosataajpo.•.nuvara bera piyevi karavaa 
...silpa dakvuuha. (16)
'Having heard that news, the Bosat had a proclamation 
drummed out in the city and displayed the arts.'
Dham desun asaa hama dena hunasnen nangii vahda nuvara 
giyaha. (Mf)
'Having listened to his preaching everyone rose from their 
seats, paid obeisance to him and went back to the city.'
However such a permutability of an absolutive to the front position
is not very common. When the absolutive precedes the agent it is usually
to focus the reader's attention on something expressed in the previous
sentence; for instance e pota in the first example above refers to a book,
of which an account is given in the preceding passage, and e pavat in the
second example refers to the Sakya kings' remarks on the Bosat. The
preceding sentence of the last one states that the Buddha preached the
doctrine to the crowd.
When there is no such connection with the preceding sentence, the
irregularity of the arrangements of the elements seems more striking ,
particularly when more than one absolutive occurs before the agent, as in
the following instance.
Dev piris pirivaraa. ahashi sita dev duu Budun ge apamaga 
gujia kiyaa Budunata dan denu ka^ aa. (33)
'The female deva, surrounded by the deva crowds, stood in 
the air and described the Buddha's limitless virtues and 
made them offer food to the Buddha.'
In the above example two absolutives occur before the agent 
dev duu.
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The agent of the absolutive may be different from that of the
finite verb, when the absolutive is subordinate to another verbal form.
Ohu gena navatii ena raajapurusayan daka no ek karmaantaya^a 
dara^ a panada yana minishu "...." yi biyapat va pu}.uvut'ha.'1' (253)
'The people who were going to their work, to fetch wood and 
water, saw the king's servants who were returning with him, 
and with fear they asked....'
The agent of the absolutives gena and navatii is raajapurugayan.
That is the object of the absolutive daka which is subordinate to the
finite verb. The agent of the main verb is minishu.
In the following sentence, which is not very clear, a participial 
adjectival phrase with absolutives of an agent different from that of the 
finite verb follows two absolutive phrases, which are subordinate to the 
finite verb.
Ek samayek'hi Jiivakayo mahanel mal sumbuvaa Budun dos
hara Pajjoota maharajahu taman kala piliyama pahada dii evuu
pi^isahga^ak dii anumoodanaavasaanayehi soovaan va... 
taman Ambavana uyanhi vehera ko£a dunhu. (112)
'At one time, Jivaka cured the sickness of the Buddha by 
making him sniff the water lilies and offered him also a 
couple of garments, which the great king Pajjota had sent 
him as a thank offering for his treatment. When the 
Buddha finished his thanks giving for the gift, Jivaka 
attained sovanhood, and later he built a dwelling 
in his mango grove and offered it to the Buddha.'
The adjectival phrase (ending in evuu) qualifies the noun pilisangalak% 
the object of the absolutive dii of which the agent is Jiivakayo. The 
agent of the adjectival phrase is specified as Pajjoota maharajahu. of which 
the absolutives are pahada and dii.
1. This is another example where the agent of the finite verb follows an 
absolutive which is subordinate to the finite verb. This order is 
seen in^ the corresponding Pali sentence too.
Tam aadaaya pa^inivatte raajapurise disvaa kassakavanakammikaadayo 
"...." ti bhiitaa pucchimsu. SNA, p.175-
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The absolutives in a temporal adverbial phrase often have an agent~ ** **
different from that of the finite verb. We often come across such
adverbial phrases ending in kalhi or kala.
Bosataapan atulu vatana kisi kenakun no daka hot tanin 
nangii palak avujuvaa vada hihda anaapansii bhavaa pajamu 
vana dhan nipadavuu kalhi, kirimavhu atu^ -U vatana vada 
balannaahu e pe a^hara daka gos rajaha a^ kiihu, (16)
'When the Bosat, seeing no one inside, got up, sat cross-legged 
and evolved the first dhyana, the nurses, who went inside, 
saw that miracle, went up to the king and told the king about 
it,'
The agent of the absolutives in the adverbial phrase is Bosataapan
and the agent of the finite verb is kirimavhu.
In the above example, the adverbial phrase occurs at the beginning
since it denotes the background circumstances of the subsequent event. In
the following example, the logical position of the adverbial phrase is in
the middle of the sentence.
Ektaraa siyotek "Kihiri ruka da vidda hakka" yi sitaa ehi 
pahara eka paharin tu&du bihdii as nikma his palunu kala
kandin gala bima va i^i hii veedanaa mahat va "...."
yi valapii da. (165)
'A bird having thought that it was possible to pierce a
kihiri tree, would peck against it. But at once its beak 
gets crushed, its eyes are put out and its head gets burst,
and slipping from the trunk of the tree, it falls on the
ground and laments in pain.'
The adverbial phrase immediately follows pahara. an absolutive 
belonging to the main sentence, thus introducing a sequential event of the 
narration. The agents of absolutives bifldii and nikma in the adverbial 
phrase are tundu and as respectively. The agent of the other absolutives 
is siyotek. Again the agent of mahat va is veedanaa.
In the following example the agent of the adverbial phrase is deleted 
leaving a series of absolutives and thus making the sentence ambiguous. The
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reader may distinguish the relevant agent, by perusing the previous sentence.
I have quoted the previous sentence too, to illustrate the context.
E sanda raaha Bosat "He maa han kasii vat mahapahada 
sarup no ve" yi sitii ya. E kenehi maha bamba mahana 
pirikara ara dakvaa dii sivuru hah da pereva utum paviji 
ves gena hama samvara itaa gat kalhi. ga a^vuu sa}.u 
sanga^a hisin pij.igena bamba lova^a aura do^ os yojun 
Salu maha saa pihi^ ivii. (21)
'Then the Bosat thought "These silk garments of mine 
Eire not suitable for a monk". Immediately, the great 
Brahma brought him the requisites of a monk. When the 
Bosat having put on the yellow robes, appeared as a noble 
recluse, Brahma took on his head the two garments that 
Bosat had taken off, carried them to the Brahma world and 
built 'the shrine of garments' which is twelve yojun high.'
According to the arrangement of the above sentence, the ag£nt of all the
absolutives should be maha baihba. as Bosat. the agent of the adverbial
phrase, is omitted. It should occur immediately before the absolutive
phrase sivuru hahda. thus separating the absolutives of the two agents.
In the following example also, the absolutives of different agents
occurling together has abscured the sense intended. Here the agent of the
adverbial phrase is present, but it is not placed so as to separate the
absolutives that belong to the two agents.
E kalhi Yasa nam sit dariyek...maagamun ge vikaara daka 
samveega ati va hot yahanin nangii ruvan maravadi payin 
gena basa nuvarin nikma Isipatan gos aluyamhi vihaarayen 
nikma abavashi diliyena pahan rukak seyin sita sakman 
karana Budun daka "Moba e Yasa" yi vadaaja kalhi. nisaka 
va avudu vanda daham desun asaa soovaan va aluyehi sosnen aa 
piyaha^a desuu desnen raat vii ya. (36)
'At that time, a clansman called Yasa, after seeing the 
women's improper conduct, felt agitated, got up from his 
bed, put on his golden slippers and went out of the city.
He reached Isipatan and was seen by the Buddha, who had 
come out of the dwelling early in the morning and was 
walking up and down, resembling a shining lamp in the open
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air. When the Buddha called him, "Come in Yasa", he went 
in without hesitation, paid obeisance to the Buddha, 
listened to his doctrine and attained sovaanhood. He 
attained arahanthood, when he heard the sermon preached 
to his father, who came in the morning filled with sorrow.'
The agents of the absolutives nikma. sita and daka (in the
adverbial phrase), is Budun. But since the absolutive phrase aluyamhi
vihaarayen nikma etc. occurs immediately after the phrase Isipatan gos.
the reader can easily take them as absolutives denoting a sequence of
actions of the agent Yasa.
In the following example the finite verb has two agents. One agent
occurs after the absolutive that denotes the action of the other agent.
An absolutive which is common to both agents occurs after the second agent.
Nuvara daruvan mavuhu du daruvan gena gabiliyo da palaa gos 
para ra$a daruvan viya pat kalhi gena eti. (2*f2)
'Then the mothers of the city, with their children, as well as 
pregnant women ran away to another country and brought the 
children back when they were grown up.'
When the subject consists of more than one (agent) noun, the normal.
arrangement is for them not to be separated by elements other than their
qualifiers. The peculiarity of the above has resulted by following the
arrangement of the constituents of its Pali counterpart which is as follows
Nagare daarakamaataro ca daarake gahetvaa. gabbhiniyo ca 
palaayitvaa parajanapade daarake samvadghetvaa aanenti.'
In the Amavatura there are a few instances where an outside sentence
occurs as a parenthesis interrupting the narration immediately after an
absolutive that is related to the agent of the finite verb. The
2
parenthetical sentence has its own agent and finite verb.
1. SNA, p.l65.
2. See the chapter 2.
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Where subordinate constructions such as relative clauses, conditional 
clauses and direct speech clauses contain absolutives, these may have 
agents different from the main sentence.1
5*^  The concurrent form.
2
This is a verbal form which denotes an action accompanying the one 
expressed by the finite verb or the verbal form that follows in a sentence. 
This is referred to in the Sidat Saligara by the term musu kiriya 'mixed
•x
action'. Its distinguishing mark is the termination min suffixed to the 
verbal base. The base of verbs of class 1 (b) does not change before this 
suffix.
A remark as to its origin is not completely out of place here, as it 
can be significant with regard to some Pali equivalents of the concurrents 
in the Amavatura. In Sanskrit, there is a middle participial form with
if
the suffix maana. In Pali maana is not always used in the middle sense.
A markedly active verb also can take maana e.g. Kacchamaana. The present 
participial form with maana denotes what happens simultaneously with the 
action expressed by the finite verb. The Sinhalese concurrents with min 
may have been developed from that participial form, although Sinhalese 
concurrent forms do not change for number and g^ender as the corresponding 
Pali forms do. The Sinhalese concurrent with min corresponds to Pali 
present participial forms with both maana and anta. The Sinhalese concurrent 
always serves as an adverbial. It may modify non-finite verbal forms as 
well as finite verbs.
1. See the chapter 6.
2. Geiger refers to this by the term 'present gerund'.
3« In the SdSg., there are two other suffixes, mina and mni. variations
of the same form, apparently to suit poetical diction.
Hendriksen says,
'It will be most probable that outside the Gatha language the
morpheme maana. ana has lost its medial sense and that it does
not express anything else than the corresponding active morpheme. 
That it is found so frequently in the originally medial verbs is 
due to the fact that it has survived from a time when it really 
had a medial meaning.'
Syntax of the infinite verb forms of Pali, p.8.
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Hama satna^a suva janavamin suvaftda me e^k sihil sulafiga 
hamii ya. (10)
'A cool and gentle breeze blew, refreshing everyone.1
Pali:
Sattaanam sukham uppaadayamaano mudu siitalo vaato vaayi.
... nan vieituru lihi^ i ga^ ayo miyuru sarayen kulmin 
aviduti. (12)
'Flocks of birds of many beautiful species move about 
warbling in sweet tones.'
Pali:
... naanappakaaraa ca sakupasanghaa madhurassarena
. 2
vikun.jantaa vicaranti.
Mohu vanaahi ... kasii vatek'hi vasaa tibuu daaranga miiji 
ruvanak seyin diliyemin mavu kusin nikmu^ uhu. (12)
'He, of course, ... left his mother's womb, shining like 
a precious gem placed on a silk cloth.'
Pali:
Bodhisatto pana...kaasikavatthe nikkhittamagiratanam
. 3
viya jotanto maatukucchito nikkhami.
He du$u dn^ uvan vaiidamin nuvara vana. (71)
'He entered the city, bowing down before everybody he saw.'
Pali:
So...di^he di££he manusse namassamaano nagaram pavisitvaa 
• If(mahaarathikam pa^ ipajji).
Sometimes there is a series of concurrent phrases before the finite verb.
In such instances, the concurrents always correspond to a Pali present
participle with the suffix anta.
He gopalu daruvanafca de$a va sesu daruvan gena gamin ^pi^ ata 
satara manga ek vuu tana hal karavamin pokunu binduvamin 
he karavamin manga pahayavamin kai^ u mul upuruvamin va^a 
goijla sama karavamin avidune nava yovnehi ma me^ e. (268)
1. JA, Part 1, p*50.
2. Ibid., p.31*
3* Ibid., p.51*
4. MNA, Part 3, p.^ 7.
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'He who became the leader of the cattleherds died in his 
youth while he travelled with other children, building 
halls near the four-road junctions outside the village, 
building poinds and bridges, clearing the paths, pulling 
out stumps and levelling up the uneven places.*
Pali:
So vacchapaalakajet'fhako hutvaa annepi daarake gahetvaa 
bahigaamme catumagga^haanesu saalam karonto pokkharanim 
khananto setum bandhanto visamam maggam samam karonto 
yaanaanam akkhapatighaatanarukkhe haronto ti evaruupaani 
punnaani karonto vicaritvaa daharova kaalamakaasi.^
Atu du Budun ennam daka minisun uttraasa karavamin ge
vidahamin gal sun keremin so$da osovaa gena kanval
huvaa gena parvatayak seyin mandimin Budun karaa divii. (236)
'The elephant too, seeing the arrival of the Buddha, ran 
towards the Buddha, raising its trunk and ears and 
causing fear to the people by shattering and rolling 
down houses, breaking the carts, like a mountain.'
In the following example the concurrent form is followed by men 
'like'; and that concurrent does not correspond to a Pali present 
participial, but to the absolutive pasayha 'using force', 'oppressing'. 
Etekudu hot mee mahana ekalaa va maa abhibhavamin men eyi. (13*0 
'Yet this monk comes alone, as if he is challenging me.'
Pali:
2Atha ca panaayam sama o^ eko adutiyo pasayha manne aagacchati.
The use of the duplicated absolutive to express concurrent action 
is discussed in 5*316.
1. DNA, p.**57.
2. MN, Part 2, p.99*
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CHAPTER 6
SUBORDINATE CONSTRUCTIONS
6.0 In this chapter we illustrate the syntax of subordinate clauses, 
in respect to the princdjpl* sentences. Of these constructions, the 
principle and the subordinate facts are given in separate sections, each 
of which contains its subject and finite verb. The relationship of the 
subordinate clause to the principle sentence is conveyed by means of 
various relative words, suffixes etc. The subordinate constructions are 
classified under the following headings.
1. Relative clause
2. Conditional clause
3- Direct speech clause
6.1 Relative clause
6.10 This subordinate clause is usually characterised by an element 
modified by the pronoun yam which refers to a correlative demonstrative 
either expressed or implied in the main sentence. The relative clause 
may refer to the subject or to the object or to an element that imports 
other case relations in the main sentence. However, the relative pronoun 
yam alone has not the power to join the clause in which it occurs to the 
rest of the sentence. The restrictive particle da^ ~ occurs at the end of 
the relative clause to link it with the main sentence.
The relative word yam modifies a noun (e.g. yam kenek) or an adverb 
(e.g. yam se). The clause, headed by such a phrase, precedes the main 
sentence.
1. Relative constructions in Pali and Sanskrit do not require such a 
connecting element.
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6.11 In the following examples, the demonstrative element is in the 
same case as the relative element.
Ovun kerehi yamek nahgii palaa ye da lie d gos binda tubuu
va^a heyi. (69)
'Among them anybody who gets up and tries to flee would fall 
in the pits that had been dug.'
Yamakrhu pa}.amu di$im da ohu maraa ga$an sapurami. (133)
'I shall kill the first person I see and complete the number.'
Yam kenaknata dun dana phala mahat ve da ovunata dan devsia 
ava manava. (79)
'I must make him give gifts to those, to whom when some 
gift if given, the result (of that giving) is great.'
Mam yamak'hu ge savuyem da ohu ge gu$a asava. (93)
'Listen to the virtues of the person whose follower I am.'
In the first example yamek which is the subject of the relative clause, 
is resumed by he which is the subject in the main clause. In the second, 
the object of the relative clause, yamak'hu is resumed by the demonstrative 
ohu. the object of the main clause. In the third example the relative and 
its demonstrative are in the dative case and in the last example they are 
in the genitive case.
6.12 In the following examples, the relative element and its 
correlative demonstrative element are in different cases.
(a) The demonstrative referring to the subject of the relative clause 
occurs as the object of the main clause:
Yam kenek taa kiivaa keredda ovun hama denaa gena...raajya 
siimaayen pi£at va yaa. (64)
'Go out of the kingdom after taking all those who obey you.'
(b) The demonstrative referring to the object of the relative clause
occurs as the subject of the main clause:
Mam...nuva a^hu arabhayaa yarnak kiim da he nipan da no 
nipan da. (l80)
'Tell me whether what I told you regarding the heretic 
has come true or not.'
(c) The demonstrative referring to the subject of the relative clause 
occurs as a genitive case element in the main clause:
Yam kenek...buduru ruk'hi vusuuhu da ovun ge at as'hu 
da phalakaayudhayo da apa$a kum kereti. (21*+)
'What can be done to us by elephants, horses or weapons 
of those who lived in hollow trees?'
(d) The demonstrative referring to a dative case element in the relative 
clause, occurs as the subject of the main clause.
E mahapuris laku^u yamak'hata adda, lie gihi ge si$iye sakviti 
raja ve. (205)
'He who has the characteristics of a great being, should 
become a universal monarch, if he remains as a layman.'
In the following examples, there are two relative pronouns (denoting
different case relations), in the relative clause, and two demonstrative
pronouns to correlate with them in the main clause.
Yamek yamak'hu gatte da he ovhata ma ve vayi. (301)
'May the respective owner of each item have it back.'
Yam kenakun visin yam dhanayek isa piyana lada da e dhana 
ovun ma karaa ye vayi. (239)
'Let each item of gifts that has been offered, returh to its 
respective giver.'
In the latter, the order of the correlatives is inverted, with regard 
to that of their relative elements.
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6.13 The relative adverb yam se usually correlates with the demonstrative 
adverb e se or e seyin ma in the main clause.
Yam se anekak'ha£a avakaasa no ve da e se kathaa pasiftda. 
mahaija Goyumhu pana pu^ uvusmi. (168)
'I shall cut short all (other) talk and question the monk 
Goyum so that nobocfr else gets the opportunity to talk.'
Maharaja, yam se us tana va£a diya natu tana^a ye da e seyin ma 
sit tamaa putu karaa natu vii ya. (125)
'Great king, as the rain which rained upon the high places 
flows towards the lower places, your attention has been 
drawn towards your son.'
The words yam se and e se correspond to the Pali adverbs yathaa
and tathaa respectively.
The relative clause construction (which is very much used in Sanskrit
and Pali) is periphrastic or an analytical way of expressing the qualities
of a person or thing. These ideas are alternatively conveyed by
participle constructions (either by participial adjectives or nominals).
For instance, the sentence
Mam...nuva^un arabhayaa yamak kiim da he nipan da no nipan da
may be rewritten without yam by replacing the finite verb of the relative
clause by its adjective as follows:
Mam...nuva^un arabhayaa kii daa nipan da, no nipan da.
Again, the sentence
Ovun kerehi yamek naflgii palaa ye da he d gos biftda tubuu 
va^ a heyi
may be rewritten by replacing the finite verb by its participial nominal 
form as follows:
Ovun kerehi naftgii palaa yannaahu... etc.
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J.S.Speijer uses the terms synthesis and analysis to designate the 
participial and relative clause constructions respectively.
"When subordinating some fact or action to some other one, there 
are two different manners for bringing this relation to grammatical 
expression, either by synthesis or by analysis. The synthetic 
expression takes up the clauses into the frame of the chief sentence, 
while denoting them by verbal nouns or nominal forms of the verb...
Then, the sentence contains but one finite verb significative of the 
principle action, the other actions appearing in shape of nominal forms which 
by their noun-cases and modalities are to represent the relations existing 
between the main action and the secondary one. By the analytic structure, 
on the contrary, both the principle and the subordinate fact are evolved 
into full sentences, either of them containing its finite verb."1
Almost all the relative constructions in the Amavatura, are exact 
renderings of Pali relative constructions.
6.1*+ In the following examples, the conditional particle nam, in 
place of the particle da occurs in relative construction.
Yam tanek'hi tavso visiya i^ vuuhu nam ehi. .aasrama padayak 
ko£a deva. (203)
'Build a hermitage for the ascetics, wherever they would 
wish to live.'
Yam gihi minisek ovun ge vaada man$ana£a nisi vii nam 
oha$a paadaparicaarikaa veti. (150)
'They become the wives of any layman who may be able to 
refute their arguments.'
1. Sanskrit Syntax, p.3^7*
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6.15 In the following examples, the main clause does not properly
correspond with the relative clause. In the first example the subject
is understood as Buduhu.
Yam se Aftgulmal sora Budun piyevi gamanin va^ anuvan... 
hambaa no gata he da e vani adhis^haanayak ko^ -o. (15 )^
'The Buddha made a resolve so that the robber Angulmal 
should not be able to catch the Buddha who was walking 
at a normal pace.'
There the correlative demonstrative e^ modifies the adjective vani. 
instead of the relevant adverbial element se. E vani adhisthaanayak 
'such a resolve' represents what is expressed in the relative clause.
This deviation has resulted from close adherence to the Pali construction. 
Pali:
Atha kho Bhagavaa tathaaruupam iddhaabhisamkhaaram abhisam-
khaasi, yathaa coro Angulimaalo Bhagavantam pakatiyaa
• 1gacchantam...na sakkoti sampaapunitum.
The same cause applies for irregularity of the following examples
too. The connection is shown by the underlined elements.
Yam se me bamuiju mahauja bhavat Goyumhu ge gupa kiyaa da 
he utum gupa atte ya. (100)
'The monk Goyum has such great virtues as this brahmin 
ascribes to him.'
Bamba yamak kii da uhu kiivaa karanne ya. (297)
'Please do what the brahma told you.'
Anaagatayehi vana taak Buduna^a me ma pamapa deevataa 
sannipaata veyi, yam se ma£a deevataa sannipaata vii da. (233)
'All the future Buddhas will have such gatherings as this 
assembly of devas that I have now.'
1. MN, Vol.II, p.99
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In the last example the relative clause follows the main clause, an 
irregular feature which has been caused by its Pali counterpart*
6.16 Occasionally, the relative construction with the adverb yam se 
consists of more than one clause. In such instances the suffix da is 
optional.
In the following example, there are three clauses in the relative 
construction, which present a comparison to the idea expressed by the 
main sentence.
Yam se su^ ailga hamana kala atu saleyi, diya saleyi, ehi 
sit nati, e seyin ma kaaya dan$a du acittaka veyi. (51)
'When the wind blows, the branches shake, the water shakes; 
they are mindless; in the same manner, physical action too 
is mindless.'
In the following example, there are three clauses in the relative 
construction, which again expresses a comparison, and two clauses in the 
main statement.
Yam se sakviti rajahu hun tan haka no veyi, aa aa maheesaakhya 
rajahu hinduna^a avakaasa labeti; e seyin ma. Budun vada hun 
tan haka no veyi aa aa maheesaakhya deviyo da bambahu da 
hiftduna$a avakaasa ladaha. (221)
'The place where uhiversal monarchs stay, is not congested and 
there is enough space for great kings to sit. Similarly, 
the place where the Buddha sits is not congested and all the 
great devas and brahmas who came there found enough space to 
sit.'
6.2 Conditional clause
6.20 Here the main clause states what will happen or would have 
happened under the condition expressed by the preceding clause. In 
other words an assertion is made in such a way that the correctness of a 
statement is made to depend upon the correctness of some other statement 
presupposed.
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6.21 The conditional clause is marked by the particle nam occurring
at the end of the clause. The word idin. which is however not obligatory, 
begins the conditional clause. No correlative is necessary in the main 
clause.
Idin soraha-fa paraajaya vii nam luhubalida ganmi. (136)
'If the robber is defeated, I shall catch him.'
Idin vena vena upamaa a^ahu nam vajaala mama piris mada his 
nangannafca no haki vemi. (168)
'Now if each of them were to come out with a different simile,
I will not be able to raise my head in this gathering.'
In the latter, the subject mohu which is mentioned in its preceding
sentence is deleted. In the above examples, the subject of the
conditional clause is different from that of the main clause. In the
following sentences both clauses have the same subject. It is not
repeated in the main clause.
Idin me baala kisivak'hu kiyaman gena aaye vii nam nassi. (18^ )
'If this fool were to listen to somebody's words and were to 
come, then he would perish.'
Idin mama me no ugena uyan vanim nam...ruu aa sa aramu^en 
mu^aa va me panaya saftdahan no karanu vemi. (276)
'If I were to enter the park without learning the answer,
I shall be bemused by the six objects such as forms, and 
shall forget the question.'
6.22 In the following examples, idin is omitted.
Apa no sahana yamek ohu maruuye vii nam ap hama denamo nasmaha. (72) 
'If anybody that dislikes us should kill him we all are ruined.*
Kisi davasak giyamo nam biniimek upan nam me pavi£ di^ 'hayen 
ohu galavaa piyamha. (155)
'If I were to visit him one day, if any discussion should arise,
I shall rescue him from this sinful belief.'
In the latter, there are two conditional clauses.
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6.23 In all the examples above, the main clause is in the present
tense. The main clause denotes something that is likely to happen (in
the future). When the action of the main clause results after the
action of the conditional clause is completed, the latter has a past tense
verb; if it results while the action (of the conditional clause) is still
going 'on or before its completion, the verb of the conditional clause is in
the present tense. In the following example the verb of the conditional
clause is in the present tense.1
To bhava ag dakvaa naftgii maa patlehi ke}.avara balahi nam 
dakna a^ no nissehi. (262)
'If you were to climb as far as the end of bhava and look 
at the end of my feet you will not be able to see them.'
Idin to mehi veseyi nam sat vana davas taa his sat kada kota 
pa].aa piyami. (85)
'If you (continue to) live here, on the seventh day I will 
split your head into seven pieces.'
In the following example, the main clause presents a wish. The
conditional clause states something that should happen in the future,
upon the truth of which, the action of the main clause might take place.
The verb veyi is used in the conditional clause in the sense 'to become'.
Idin mam Budu vem nam ahasa si$ii vayi- (21)
'Let this stay in the air, if I will become a Buddha.'
In this example, the use of the past tense would definitely lead
to ambiguity. But in the following example, where veyi is used as a
copula, the past tense is used of present time without ambiguity.
Idin mama pirimiyekim viim nam aya ma£a paadaparicaarikaa 
karavami. (?l)
'If I am a man I shall make her my wife.'
1. However, the alternative use of past tense would not affect the
intended sense. The constructions with the present tense are found 
mainly in the second person, but this may be merely accidental. It 
can be maintained that the tense of the conditional clause is normally 
past, provided that it does not cause ambiguity.
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6.24 The verb of the main clause is usually in the past tense when
that main clause expresses a hypothesis referring to the past; in other
words, when it expresses what might have happened under the said condition.
Idin Buduhu meya^a no va^iyaahu nam api siya atin ovunovun 
raaraa le gafigak pavatvuumha. (216)
'If the Buddha had not come here, we might have created a 
pool of blood by killing each other.'
Idin Buduhu gihi ge vusuuhu nam satara maha divhi raja 
vuuvaaha; dahasekin va£i put vuuvaaha; raja piris pirivaraa 
aviddaaha. (216)
'Had the Buddha remained a layman, he would have been the 
king of four great continents; he would have been the 
father of over a thousand; he would have wandered about 
with his royal retinue.'
6.25 Occasionally, the conditional clause imports a concessive sense, 
i.e. 'even if'
Idin maa tiyu$u ka^uyekin his silidit nam daham no dahama yi 
no da kiyami. (128)
'Even if they were to cut off my head with a sharp sword I 
will not say that his Law is not Law.'
Maharaja, salagal suj.angin yanne vii nam sanda hiru de dena 
bimin yannaahu vuuhu nam hama ganga ho ugu ho balaa yanne 
vii nam mama boru no kiyami. (182)
'Even if the firm rocks were to be thrown up by the wind, 
or the sun and the moon were to move on the land, or every 
river and stream were to flow upwards, I shall not utter 
falsehood.'
6.26 We have noticed from examples quoted above, that the predicate
of the conditional clause often undergoes certain changes. For instance 
the first person mi becomes m, the plural maha; mha becomes mo. the 
third person ha becomes hu etc. nipannair.Q and maruyem in the 
following examples would be written as nipannamha and maruyemi in the 
finite form.
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Idin api du topa se nipannamo nam api ma ara va^ andamha. (14-5)
'If we were to be accomplished like you, we should find food 
ourselves.'
Idin ohu maruyem viim nam.•.va^ alaa silpa uganna^a enno 
no veti. (131)
'If I were to kill him, people no longer will come to 
learn arts.*
We should also note the pleonastic use of the past tense form of
the copulative verb veyi 'to be' immediately following some such forms
in the conditional clause. We find this copula occurring with non-verbal
predicates as well. e.g.
mam pirimiyekmi. in the conditional clause is mam pirimiyekim viim nam.
(71)
(he) deviyeki. in the conditional clause is deviyek vi nam (22)
6*3 Direct speech clause.
6.30 In the Amavatura, we find a large number of direct speech clauses. 
The writer has very rarely changed words, ideas etc. into indirect speech 
(oratio obliqua). They are presented as they were said or thought. A 
direct speech construction may consist of more than one clause.1
The words of the speaker are quoted and joined to the main sentence 
by the particle ^  which closes the quotation. Thoughts, intentions, 
wishes etc. are often quoted in the same way. The particle j^i often 
coalesces with a final -i^ vowel of the preceding word by dropping 
the Its presence is then indicated by the lengthening of that
preceding vowel.
The position of the direct speech clause in connection with the 
main sentence is free to a certain extent. The quotation can be 
embedded in the main sentence or it can precede or follow the main sentence.
1. A quoted statement may contain several sentences, or it may be a short 
phrase or even one word. I use the term 'clause* as a general term 
to represent all that.
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6.31 A quotation summed up by the particle ^ i is often in objective
relation to verbs meaning 'say*, 'question', 'answer', 'command', 'plead',
'think', 'resolve' etc.
KuJ.udevul psiyaa$o...sa$a ke^enaa dev piris daka "...kavara 
karujien mese sana ke}.uva" yi pu^ uvut'hu. (1*+)
'The ascetic Kuludevul saw the devas who were rejoicing and 
asked "What is the reason for your rejoicing like this?"
Raja "Tepi eekaantayen budu vava; Budu vuu kala maa ge 
vijitaya-fa va£ane manava" yi ayadii ya. (22)
'The king said "You will definitely attain Buddhahood.
Please come to my kingdom when you are a Buddha."'
Raja...atoranu du "Me kuu$a ja^ ilayaa ge sariirayehi ke^a 
ova" yi yedii ya. (63)
'The king ordered the royal ladies "Spit on this roguish 
ascetic".'
As teme du "Idin dora vivara no vii nam mam ma himiyaa pi£a 
hihduvaa gena...pavuru pana yemii" sitii. (19)
'The horse too thought "If the door does not open, with 
my master seated as he is on my back, I will leap over 
the city wall".'
Buduhu...satara paya pi^igena matu mattehi tabaa "Ek 
vevayi" i£uuhu. (33)
'The Buddha accepted the four bowls and placing one on the 
top of the other resolved that they should become one.'
6.32 It is of frequent occurrence that the verb meaning 'say', 'think' 
etc. is not expressed when it is not the finite verb. The particle yi 
alone introduces the direct speech construction. In such cases ^ i seems 
to stand for an absolutive or concurrent of the verb which is relevant for 
the context. The direct quotation often gives the reason for what is 
stated in the rest of the sentence, that follows it.
He "Metena dii ohu hambaa ganmi" yi velevi va diveyi. (13*+)
'He runs fast thinking "I shall catch him here".'
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Mama "Movun saganmi" yi aayemi. (68)
'I came in order to treat them kindly.'
E tan pa£an gena "Raja sorun gena yak'hata de'yi minishu 
sorakamin duru vuuha. (241)
'The people thought "The king gives robbers to the 
yaksa" and refrained from robbery.'
E sanda puru^a...ohu no gena. yaa hii "To na^iyehi" yi gos
e pavat piris vassana^a kii ya. (185)
'Then the man who was unable to take him said "You are
done for" and went and broke the news to the crowd.*
6.33 Sometimes the abstract form yanu or the corresponding adjectival 
form yana derived from the verb yeyi 'say' followed by a noun, is preferred 
to the particle yi. yanu is mainly used before the verbal forms of 
asayi 'hear'•
Satun keles bari se sitat sitat Buduna^a "Dham desamha" 
yana sit no upana. (34)
'When the Buddha reflected on how beings are full of 
defilements, he did not think that he should preach 
the doctrine.'
Devdat..."Dan Buduhu kohi veseti" yi pi^ivisa "Devramhi 
veseti" yanu asaa, (117)
'Devdat asked "where does the Buddha live now?" and having 
heard "He lives at Devram,"'
6.34 In the examples quoted so far, the direct speech construction
occurs before the finite verb of the main sentence. Occasionally it
follows the finite verb of the main sentence.
Mama pa].amu ma kiimi, "Yam se sawaa pihi a^a kii dayek adda, 
idin maha$a Goyum e seyin ma ihi pihi^ iye vii nam 
vaadaaroopa^a keremi" yi. (159)
'I said at the very outset "I will argue if the monk 
Goyum goes on the same footing as his disciple".'
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Boho se dasa dahasak sakva}.a vasi deviyo vej.evi va avudu ras 
vuuhu, "Ada Buduhu A^avu yaku damati. Ehi bajja asamha" yi. (249)
'The devas that lived in ten thousand worlds came quickly 
and assembled saying "Today the Buddha will subdue the 
yaksa Alavu and there we shall listen to his preaching".'
In the following examples the direct speech clause (which follows 
the main clause) has at the end the absolutive kiyaa followed by the assertion 
marker ^ a. Thus kiyaa ya occurs in place of yi.
Raja tamaa ge dhana nuvara maha veya tabaa pii ya,
"Loobhayen kisi kenek gannaahu nam manaa ma ya" kiyaa ya. (242)
'The king laid out his wealth in the high streets of the 
city thinking, "It is good if someone will take it through 
greediness".'
Anaftda, pansiyak mahanana^a kiyaa, "Buduhu deeva caarikaava a^ 
yeti" kiyaa ya. (230)
'Ananda say to the five hundred monks "The Buddha is 
visiting the devas".'
6.35 Sometimes, the direct speech clause is anticipated by the 
demonstrative adverbial mese 'thus', which occurs in the main sentence.
Ek davasak e jara sihgal.•.teme ma tamaha^ a mese kii ya.
"Yaha u^ Jambuka himi, taa me at bavin anun ihdul mas kanu 
yede da...Hudek kesuru bara matna tata natte ya" yi. (l8?)
'One day that old jackal addressed himself thus:
"Dear Sir, Jambuka, being possessed of such a body, is 
it proper for you to eat the meat touched by others?...
It is only the mane that you lack".'
6.36 Sometimes we come across a direct speech statement which is
related to the preceding verb as well as a following verb or a verbal
form.
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E kalhi Devdat terahu e daka situuhu: ’Maha^a Goyumhu ge
ruupayehi agapat siriru daka kisi minisek upakrama 
karanna^a no nissa. Raju ge Naalaagiri nam at cap^ la ya...
He ohu marayi "gos rajaha£a kii ya, (235)
•Seeing that, the elder Devdat thought "No man who sees the 
highest handsome form of the Buddha can make any attempt 
on his life. The king’s elephant Nalagiri is ferocious.
He will kill the Buddha". Having thought that he went 
and told the king.'
In the above example, the quoted statement follows the verb 
situuhu and after closing the statement the sentence is continued to 
a new close. Thus, the quotation bears a twofold connection. The 
sentence would look normal if the verb situuhu were to be deleted. 
Another example of this nature is as follows:
Naa raja sitii: "Maha$u kusa£a vadanaa kala no di$imi.
Nikmena kala da}.a aturehi hovaa mirikaa kami" yi sitaa, (232)
'The serpent king reflected: "I did not see the monk
entering my stomach, but as he gets out I will grip him 
between my teeth and eat him up", and having thought 
thus,'
6.37 A quotation within another, is a feature often found in the 
Amavatura. Because of this embedding the meaning of the whole passage 
becomes obscure. The reader has to make an effort to grasp who said 
what.
"Mam ohu sita danim ma ya. Devi kenek ma£a kiihu ma ya...
....
Ajita nam seenaapatiyek ma£a upastaana ko£a miya Tavtisaa 
devnuvara upana. E dev put maa karaa avudu 'Vahanse, 
Paafchikaputra nam nuva£a alajji ya. Musavaa kiyayi. Minishu 
maa siriru haJJ.u kisa ko£a Paa^hikaputrayaa karaa gos 
"Ajita seenaapati kohi upan ho" yi pu^ uvut'ha. He 'Mahaa 
narakayehi upada maa karaa avudu "Mama topa kiivaa no 
ko£a mahsujia Goyumhu ge vaadayehi si£a niraya upanmii" 
valappa1 yi kii ya. Nuvara vassana^a e se ma kiyayi.
Vahanse, mama niraya no upanmi. Vahanse, e nuvara...
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Bhagavat'hu karaa enna^a no nissa. Aaye vii nam ohu mudun 
sat ka$ak va pa^ eyi' yi kii ya. Sunakkhattaya,...divaa 
vihaara sandahaa Paa^hikaput rayaa ge arama^a e^ abemi.
Dan ta^ a risiyenne vii nam uhufca kiyaa" yi (Buduhu) vadaa^ o.
(182, 183)
'Buddha said "I know his mind, and it was communicated to 
me by a god too. A general called Ajita who attended on 
me, was reborn in the deva city Tavtisa. That deva came 
to me and said 'My lord, the heretic Pathikaputra is 
shameless, and speaks falsehood. After my funeral, people 
went to Pathikaputra and asked "Where is the general Ajita 
reborn?" Then he said 'He being bora in the worst hell came 
to me and wept saying "Without obeying you, I adopted the 
theories of the monk Goyum, and hence I sun born in hell"'
He says the same thing to the citizens. But my lord, I am
not born in hell. My lord, that heretic cannot come to you.
If he comes his head will split into seven.'...Sunakkhatta,
I will go to the abode of Pathikaputra to spend the day. If
you wish you may inform him now".*
6.38 It is not out of place here to quote a few examples of a 
construction which seems to be a mixture of direct and indirect speech.
In this, the verb of the subordinate clause terminates witi -tii. and 
the agent is put in the oblique case. The subordinate clause introduces 
a supposition or hearsay.
E kalhi raja Bosataajjian yam kavara veeleka nuvara dora vivara 
karavaa nikmetii biyen...dora biye}.i dahas puru^ayan misa vivara 
no ka£a haki paridden karavii. (18)
'Then the king, with the fear that the Bosat would get the city 
gate opened and go out at some time, had the gate made in 
such a way that it could not be opened unless by a thousand 
people.'
Maa taa no handunatii no gana. (298)
'Do not think that I do not know you.'
Zoo
Maharaja maa yamtam mahsujak'hu karaa e^ abetii no sitava. (119) 
'Do not think that I go to an ordinary monk.'
Pali:
Maharaaja maa mam evam cintayittha *Ayam yam vaa tail vaa
1
samanam upasankamatil ti,
'Great king, do not think about me this way "This person 
visits an ordinary monk",'
Maa me safigana^ a bat no diya hetii gattaava. (*+5)
'Did you assume that I cannot supply food to these monks?'
Topa tun yaaga haa so].os pirivara dantii asiimi. (101)
'I heard that you know the threefold sacrifices and 
sixteen accessories,'
Pali:
Sutam metam bho Gotama Samaqjto Gotamo tividhayannasampadam
 ^ 2
solasaparikkhaaram jaanaatiiti.
'I heard about you thus: "The monk Gotama knows the threefold
sacrifices and sixteen accessories",'
Vahanse, ma duu topa kahavat hanha yanu asaa kahavat hana. Topa 
ek vele va^andatii asaa ek vele va^ andayi, (46)
'My lord, my daughter wore yellow clothes having heard that 
you wore yellow clothes and having heard that you take only 
one meal, she takes only one meal.*
The word hanha shows that with the past participle the thigd- 
suffix is ha in this construction,
Pali:
Bhante mama dhiitaa tumhehi kaasaayaani nivatthaaniiti 
sutvaa tato pat^haaya kaasaavavatthaa jaataa. Turahaakam 
ekabhattikabhaavam sutvaa ekabhattikaava jaataa.^
1. DNA, Part 1, p.102.
2. DN, Vol.l, p.134.
3. JA, ftrt.l, p.86.
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If we were to take the clause ending in -tii as a direct quotation,
the nouns in oblique case (i.e. maa, topa) do not belong to that clause
but to the main clause. The clause ending in -tii expresses something
assumed or heard of the person denoted by that noun. I have quoted the
Pali counterpart (when it equates with the Sinhalese sentence).
C.E.Godakumbura, who has quoted a few examples of this construction,
says that it expresses a doubt.^  The term 'doubt' is however not
adequate to define the sense of the above constructions.
The particle jri does not necessarily present the exact words of
the speaker. The clause that precedes ^ i may be a kind of approximation
to the direct speech. In the following example, the words asuval maagam
etc. would not have been actually spoken.
"...pohodavas satara varam maharajahu...nuvara vada
Asuval maagam asuval pirimi Budu sarana giye ya...yi...liyaa, (270)
'On sabbath days, the four guardian devas would enter 
the city and write down that such and such a woman,
such and such a man has sought refuge in the Buddha.'
6.39 The pure indirect speech is not altogether wanting in the
Amavatura. The following sentence is a brief indirect rendering of a
direct speech (given in verse) in the original.
Ekalhi dev raja tamaa Budun ge mehekaru paridi kii ya. (39)
'Then the deva king said that he was an attendant of 
the Buddha.'
1. "There is another indefinite form of the verb in -ti, used with the 
oblique case, which expresses a doubt. This has not been noticed
in the Sidat Sangara. The suffix -ti here also may be of 
participial origin."
"Notes on the Sinhalese Verb." JRASCB (Centenary volume 18^ 5-19^ 5), 
1950, p.86.
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